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“Oh mirror in the sky, what is love
Can the child within my heart rise above
Can I sail through the changin’ ocean tides
Can I handle the seasons of my life”
   - Fleetwood Mac

“And a new day will dawn for those
Who stand long and the forests will
Echo with laughter”
   - Led Zeppelin

“Time isn’t holding up, time isn’t after us
Same as it ever was, same as it ever was”
   - Talking Heads

“Dream on, dream on, dream on, dream
Until your dream comes true”
   - Aerosmith

“Everyone goes through changes looking
To find the truth”
   - Ozzy Osbourne
“I may never find all the Answers I may never Understand why I may Never prove what I know To be true but I know that I still have to try”
-Dream Theater

“If I leave here tomorrow Would you still remember Me? For I must be traveling On, now, 'cause there's too Many places I've got to see”
-Lynyrd Skynyrd

“All I know is I've got to Be where my heart says I Oughta be”
-Ben Folds Five

“Good day to be alive, sir”
-Metallica

“Never was a cornflake Girl thought it was a Good solution hangin' With the raisin girls ... This is not really happening, You bet your life it is”
-Tori Amos

“I do it for the joy it brings Because I'm a joyful girl Because the world owes Me nothing and we owe Each other the world”
-Ani Difranco
“What it all boils down to is that no one’s
Really got it all figured out just yet”
- Alanis Morisette

“Hey you, don’t tell me there’s no hope at all
Together we stand, divided we fall”
- Pink Floyd

“I’m running down a dream”
- Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers

“Don’t be tempted by the shiny apple,
Don’t you eat of a bitter fruit
Hunger only for a taste of justice
Hunger only for a world of truth
‘Cause all that you have is your soul”
- Tracy Chapman

“This is where we used To live”
- Barenaked Ladies
“Hang on to your plans. Try as they might they Can not steal your dreams”  
-Rush

“We are the champions- my friend We’ll keep on fighting till the end”  
-Queen

“All we need is just a little patience”  
-Guns N Roses

“Like every drop of rain I have my destination”  
-The Origin

“The sun is gone but I have a light”  
-Nivana

“In a moment we lost our minds here And lay our spirit down Today we lived a thousand years All we have is now”  
-Live
"If you want to kiss the sky, Better learn how to kneel"  
-U2

"Seasons change with the Scenery; weaving time in A tapestry. Won't you Stop and remember me At any convenient time?"  
-Simon and Garfunkel

"You gotta make it your own way"  
-Guns N Roses

"All you need is love"  
-The Beatles

"I gotta have faith"  
-George Michael

"My ship was meant to sail the seas With no one making waves but me"  
-The Origin

"I've kissed mermaids, rode The el nino, walked the sand With the crustaceans"  
-The Pixies
“It’s the end of the world as we know it and I feel fine”
-REM
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CROSSING THE THRESHOLD

Dear Senior Students:

As you begin your adult years, you will experience continual transitions and thresholds. Each transition represents a change in time and in what you are doing. Each threshold you cross brings you, the individual, into a new phase of growth and productivity. It’s a new beginning!

As you move into the adult world of higher education, employment and/or armed services, you will use the academic, technical and interpersonal skills that you have developed throughout your high school years.

Through its goals, Cherry Hill High School West has prepared you for crossing the threshold. Now it’s your turn to set your goals toward a healthy and productive life. Your goals will guide your further learning and contributions to an improved world.

On behalf of the Cherry Hill High School West community, I wish you every success!

Congratulations,

Ellen Linky,
Principal
Welcome New Administrators!

Mrs. Dorothy Dunmore

Mrs. Dorothy Dunmore brings to Cherry Hill High School West a varied work experience that began over 21 years ago. She formerly taught Social Studies in the Camden school district and was also an administrator there for four years. Mrs. Dunmore's experience in the Camden School District will bring a different and valuable point of view to the Cherry Hill School District.

Mrs. Dunmore attended the Philadelphia Catholic School system throughout her primary and secondary education. She received her B.S. from Temple University and her E.D.M. from Rutgers University.

Mrs. Dunmore looks forward to working in the multicultural environment at Cherry Hill High School West and accomplishing her disciplinary duties by ensuring that the students adhere to school policies.

Mr. Keith Edwards

Mr. Keith Edwards brings to Cherry Hill High School West a varied work history that began over 21 years ago. Mr. Edwards' private industry experience as a supervisor and manager have yielded a heightened sensitivity to issues involving efficiency, productivity, and accountability. During the last eight years of his work history Mr. Edwards has served in a demanding district as a science teacher, department chairperson, facilitator for the after-school chess club, and facilitator in key school activities.

Mr. Edwards has nurtured subject area expertise by attending University courses, participating in summer institutes, and engaging in district workshops. Additionally, Mr. Edwards has acted as an assessor of science teacher performance for the NBPTS (National Board for Professional Teaching Standards) and he has an ongoing assignment as a reader/scorer for the Praxis II Principles of Learning and Teaching for ETS.

Mr. Edwards earned a HS diploma from La Salle High School, a B.A. from Lincoln University and a M.S. from Cheyney University. He looks forward to working with the Cherry Hill School community in maintaining and improving its culture of educational excellence.
Board Of Education

Bottom: L-R Zach Smith (West BOE representative), Mrs. Cindy Trubin, Mrs. Donna Cohen, Mr. Lucious Harvey and Mrs. Jeanette Lummis. Top: L-R Dr. Morton Sherman, Mr. James Johnson, Mr. David Oberlander, Mr. John Galie, and David Finestein (East BOE representative).
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UNDERCLASSMEN
Laura Lucyszyn is hard at work writing a juicy note to her friend.

The freshmen dominate in the Pep Rally Tug of War.

Adams, Michael Aguilar, Antoinette Alam, Jennifer Alemi, Jessica Alexander, Max Ali, Afzal Alston, Ricardo

Alston, Richard Anthony, Douglas Aycox, Ciara Bachelor, Christian Balsama, Daniel Barth, Christopher Basford, Timothy

Becica, Andrew Berger, Jordan Berman, Adam Berrios, Valeria Best, John Biren, Michael Blandford, April

Blitz, Eric Boden, Samantha Bonitatius, Dustin Bosch, David Bosch, Megan Bowman, Jessica Bubser, Timothy
Watch out guys, Nicole Dunphy, Courtney Cooper, and Casey Cowan have got that look.

Jamil Morgan knows what's happening.

Toni Montoya and Marlenez Pizarro enjoy a bonding experience.

Lynch, John
Madres, Joseph
Maeng, Jason
Maggio, Anthony
Maghirang, Mark
Nai, Tan
Makanoff, Nathan

Makofsky, Julia
Marett, Whitney
Marks, Jennifer
Matlock, Kathryn
Mayers, Sara
Mazer, Alexandra
McClintock, John

McClintock, Matthew
McClure, Ryan
McGovern, Alicia
McHale, Timothy
McLean, Terrell
Medina, Kristopher
Meldt, Kristen

Mera, Fernando
Meyers, Christine
Mignogna, Melissa
Miller, Harrison
Miller, Matthew
Miller, Megan
Miller, Scott
Class of 2004
Government

Adviser: Ms. Pugh
Governor: Timothy Basford
Lt. Governor: Christopher Saffos

Rows 1-4: Christopher Saffos, Jessica Shaw, Timothy Basford, C.J. Balsak, Danielle Korte, Kathy Cronberger, Daniella Cordisco and Ms. Pugh, Lindsay Childs, Jade Mostyn, Rebecca Cundiff, Arielle Worley, Joe Madres, and Max Alexander.

The ninth grade student government is involved in many activities and strives to make Cherry Hill High School West a more exciting place. They have initiated many fund-raisers and sales to raise money for the freshman class. They also hope that their profits can go towards purchasing supplies for dances and other school functions that will benefit the entire school community.
"Don't you hate those in class presentations?" asks sophomore Tom Berry!

The library is a perfect place to strike a pose!

Abrahamson, Gabrielle
Abrahamson, Jonathan
Ackrivo, Jason
Affrime, Julian
Almonte, Yuosia
Altman, Ashley
Angelieri, Jessica

Aquino, Lee
Aquino, Nino
Arciniase, Robert
Arciniase, Thomas
Aristone, Christina
Armento, David
Azarnia, Siaavash

Badaracco, Anthony
Baidouri, Samir
Banerfoi, Breanne
Banta, Jacqueline
Barkowsky, Bethany
Barrett, Frank
Barsby, Ana

Barton, William
Baskinger, William
Bastinagel, Elizabeth
Beard, Eric
Bednarchick, Jillian
Bellitz, Samantha
Bergman, Andrew
2003

Christine Vitarelli and Jackie Madara, still smiling at the end of a long day.

Nick Pruyne, Angel Taormina, and Ahava Zimmerman enjoy a fulfilling study session.

Cueto, Allaine
Cyluski, Jessica
D’Alessio, Danielle
Dahan, Jessica
Daniels, De Marco
Davalos, Ana Maria
Dawson, Ava

De Santis, Angela
Deacon, Jenna
Decker, Alexandra
Derfus, Elizabeth
Desai, Nishita
Di Fedele, Christina
Di Flavio, Michael

Dicker, Elliott
Dion, Robert
Dolan, Shannon
Doose, Susan
Dreyer, Katrina
Driscoll, Melissa
Droff, Matt

Dumser, Carolyn
Earwood, John-Michael
Edmund, Mitchell
Engelsch, Michael
Epstein, Svetlana
Epstein, Jennifer
Estero, Leevee

Monica Montiel and Maura Heenan know that two heads are better than one.
Evans, Amy
Foss, Amanda
Feldman, Christina
Ferguson, Sean
Field, Josh
Fischetti, Jillian
Fisher, Lindsey

Fisher, Wayne
Forbes, Amanda
Fox, Kimberly
Frizzle, Stephen
Galaz, Timothy
Gallaso, Nicholas
Gandhi, Sugar

Gandy, Jenna
Gervois, Jennifer
Gillin, Kaitlin
Goodwin, Lauren
Graves, Madylin
Gray, Josiann
Grear, Lisa

Grell, David
Grey, Jessica
Grimberg, Igor
Gumpfer, Michael
Gutierrez, Daniel
Hallowell, Kathryn
Hanna, Colleen

Hardin, Christopher
Harris, Sheena
Harvey, Dominique
Hebben, Rachel
Heenan, Maura
Heredia-Collazo, Noel
Hill, Holly

Hinger, Nicholas
Hird, David
Hollis, Loni
Holm, Elizabeth
Hood, Lauren
Howard, Christopher
Howley, Iris

Hunkins, Julianne
Hunter, Christine
Hyatt, Lindsey
Hyman, Caren
Jahbecki, Jonathan
Jacques, Janelle
Jastremski, Katherine

Jibaja, Joana
Jirak, Niki
Johnson, Dennis
Jones, Jillian
Judge, Jennifer
Kakrecha, Hetal
Kane III, John
Speesler, Brett
Stamatelos, Andrew
Stamatelos, Jon-Erik
Steinert, Marie
Still, Amanda
Street, Justin
Suddath, Mary

Sundell, Andrew
Sweigart, Samuel
Szajowski, Margaret
Tahic, Rosalba
Taing, Jennifer
Taiormina, Angel
Taylor, Matthew

Thomas, Toby
Tilden, Jonathan
Tilly, Michael
Ting, Yun-Yun
Tocco, Laura
Tucker Jr., Michael
Tuckerman, David

Turner, Jeremy
Turse, Alexander
Tyler, Nicholas
Umali, Julius
Verrochi, Nina
Vitarelli, Christine
Vogel, Nicholas

Vogt, Bryan
Voss, Brian
Vu, Joseph
Wagner, Daniel
Wan, Kun
Welding, Kimberly
White, Jennifer

Wilcox, Devin
Williams, Deidra
Williams, Raegan
Williamson, Matthew
Wimokur, Sharon
Wisniewski, Timothy
Wita, Thomas

Woods, Michael
Wu, Mona
Yeager, Alicia
Yichye, Joshua
Yingling, Tyler
Yu III, Anastacio
Yuritch, Elizabeth

Zaffiri, Lindsay
Zugane IV, Joseph
Zagoren, Daniel
Zimmerman, Ahava
Class of 2003
Government

Adviser: Miss Staffin
Governor: Tom Berry
Lt. Governor: Augie Conte

Rows 1-5: Jenny Kopil, Caroline Pang, Mollie Kirk, Mona Wu, Jessie Gray, Cyndy Mellitz, Jenny Judge, Stella Pressman, Casey Santangelo, Jill Jones, Chris Mucel, Carina Contreras, Julie Rothman, Amy Evans, Jenna Deacon, Janelle Jacques, Angela DeSantis, Alex Decker, Soo Lia Choi, Shari Brown, Amanda Brown, Rina Lebivitz, Jessica Cybulski, Samantha Bower, Angela Ting, Holly Hill, Jen Gervon, Augie Conte, Eric Motson, Matt Selimeo, Chris Markos, Toy Smith.

The sophomore class government is advised by Miss Staffin and has orchestrated a number of successful fund-raisers including a hoagie, cookie, and Hershey Kiss sale. The money that the class of 2003 has raised will go the traditional sophomore cotillion which will be held at the Marion House on February 24. The Sophomore class government has also been involved in the planning and creation of TGIF. TGIF is a program that offers activities to students within the school on Friday nights. This year, these activities have included an Adam Sandler movie marathon, dancing in the cafeteria, and basketball games in the gym. The government looks forward to a successful year and ahead to next year's junior program.
Ashley Sikorski and Megan Becica enjoy a brief rest between pickle ball games.

“What, the math test was today?”

Agbottah, Larry
Agustin, Christopher
Aiello, Holly
Ali, Arshad
Allen, Bree
Almonte, Joshua
Anthony, David

Aquino, Anda
Aquino, Rachelle
Atcheson, Jason
Bacheler, William
Barber, Sarah
Becica, Laura
Becica, Megan

Becker, Cheryl
Becker, Kevin
Belinsky, Irina
Beri, Stephen
Berkey, Lauren
Biggs, Angela
Bishop, Kevin

Bitar, Mariette
Bond Jr., John
Bonfiglio Jr., Marc
Bono, Dominic
Bowen, Janeen
Brand, Joshua
Breed, Misty
Swathi Rachoor has a moment of spiritual awakening outside the A-wing entrance.

As Jessica Miller and Nichole Kates know, the cafeteria is the place to kick back.

Tony Owings, Shaun McClure, and Nicole Portik share some laughs and the latest lunch room gossip.

Facbinder, Kristen
Fast, Jessica
Flowers, Kevin
Formicola, Nicole
Foster, Michael
Fox, John
Fredericks, Amanda

Freedman, Abby
Galiszuski, Julie
Gandhi, Manthan
Gans, Scott
Garden, Scott
Gessner, Shannon
Giardinelli, Amanda

Gilbert, Alexander
Gnesin, Chelsea
Goins, Lisa
Gorman, Krista
Gorman, Lewis
Graham, Evan
Groh, Christina

Guzy, Sean
Hahn, Sara
Hainsworth, Jeffrey
Hall, Stacey
Halpin, Tara
Harris, Lauren
Heenan, Laura
Ask Will Dean, Crest's new minty fresh whitening toothpaste really works!

Unfortunately, Yianni Kourmadas did not pass his heimlich maneuver test.

Steve Moffett and Alex Cowperthwaite agree, 'tis a fine day at West.

Pagliarella, Elizabeth
Palashkevsky, Adrian
Pang, Kevin
Pappas, Amanda
Paris, Sarah
Patrizzi, Andrew
Pellegrino, Michael

Penn, Ryan
Perla, Nicole
Petere, Michelle
Polk, Jessica
Pollan, David
Porrilk, Nicole
Potter, Jeffrey

Powell, Jaclyn
Pratt, Fallyn
Pruna, Samantha
Racoor, Swathi
Radziak, David
Rainey, Sean
Ramirez, Linda

Ream, Daniel
Reilly, Katie
Reyes, Ellis-Jenel
Richardson, Brandon
Richardson, Thomas
Richman, Lindsey
Rieth, Jennifer
Josefine Simms and Lauren Harris are caught in the act of smiling.

Stuck like glue are juniors Corinne Rollin and Sarah Litteral.

Decked out in West attire, junior Julia Vigna stands on the shoulders of fellow cheerleaders.

Riley, Erin
Rockhill, Erin
Rodeffer, William
Rodgers, Nicole
Rollin, Corinne
Rosa, Vanessa
Roxado, Stephen

Rosenbaum, Richard
Rosenman, Scott
Rosenzweig, Jennifer
Roszkowski, Daniel
Rykiel, Scott
Sacks, Eric
Saltzburger, Benjamin

Sandquist, Emelie
Santiago, Ricardo
Santino, Matthew
Santino, Nicole
Saraceni, Gary
Sargeant, Allison
Scarpitti, Nicholas

Schaffner, Joseph
Schwarz, Danielle
Scott, Gavin
Scruggs, Ryan
Seamon, Sharon
Sebastiano, Robert
Semel, Ilma
The Junior Class Government works around the clock in order to create a more positive high school experience for everyone here at Cherry Hill West. No matter what we're doing, our government is having fun — from the Homecoming float to car washes, the Lip Sync Competition to the Junior Prom, the members of class government have had an amazing time planning and participating in tons of fund-raisers and special events over the years. With Mr. Owings and the Parents Club as the advisors for "Cruisin' 2002," we've even planned a senior trip to the Bahamas, scheduled for next November. As if that weren't enough to keep us anxiously waiting for next year, we've already started planning for the Senior Prom, and Project Graduation is just around the corner. We'll be keeping busy planning even more exciting upcoming events like a Basketball Tournament and several more fund-raisers. But whatever we're doing, the members of the Junior Class Government will still be having a great time serving our class for the rest of our time here at West.
Clubs
The entire Rampant staff would like to thank Editor-in-Chief Chelsea Allen for her continuous support and leadership throughout the making of the 2001 yearbook.

Just one more cookie before the work starts.

Mr. Chesbro fixes one of the many mistakes.

We have cool staff members ... just look at this guy!

A cell phone ... Mr. Chesbro's worst enemy!

These two are really working hard.

Creating a yearbook takes a lot out of you!

Is she typing ... or checking her mail?

One of the many parties at Yearbook Meetings.
Maybe if we work together we can get one page done.

Concentration is key - or you'll have to do it over!

"Come on Mr. Chesbro ... you know you like this one more than that one!"

Laughing over the baby ads - they used to be so cute!

Back to the drawing board ...

Finally ... something to send to the printer.

Row 1: Left to right: Laura Traina, Chelsea Allen, Elizabeth Lind, Gabrielle Pae. Row 2: Caroline Paug, Julie Strasser, Allison Sargeant, Jessica Hebden, Meghna Desai, Mr. Chesbro. Row 3: Caitlin Fletcher, Rachael Hebden, Katie Lomas, Jackie Sleeth, Ashley Childs, Swathi Rachoor. Row 4: Nick Kodes, Stephanie Lazecky, Mital Kanzaria, Yanni Kourmadas, Tina Miller, Grace Pae.
Ryan Hughes contributes his idea for a new story.

Ms. Burr working very hard at her desk making corrections for the Lions Roar.

Mr. Coppola gives up hope and decides nothing is taken seriously ... until the deadline dates.

Elizabeth Kassabian finishes up her article.

Carey Myers works at piecing some pages together.

Renaissance is a school club that promotes academic excellence and good citizenship throughout the entire student body. The members can often be found selling chocolates or walking around the school motivating students, all for the betterment of our West. In past years Renaissance sponsored many events to award and congratulate students who have achieved academic excellence, and continue to do so this year.

Row 1-Left to right: Mitul Kanzaria, Sandy Huynh, Swathi Rachoor. Row 2: Purnima Rachoor, Yelena Pellinskaya.
Aspects

Helena Chin enjoys her time at one of the meetings.

Row 1-Left to right: Helena Chin, Laura Traina, Alanna Blitz. Row 2: Matt Levitas, Mark Marchione, Jon Stauder, Mr. Paul Howe.

These boys just want to have fun.

Jon Stauder provides the entertainment for the staff of Aspects.

Mr. Howe takes his job as the magazine's advisor very seriously.

A lot of serious thought and consideration goes into West's Art and Literary Magazine, Aspects.

Top to bottom-Left to right: Gennady Roterman, Sung Choi, Iris Howley, and Amanda Orliner all contribute some serious thoughts concerning what will or will not go into Visions.

Michael Biren has a new vision for Hannah Giner’s hairdo.

Erin Quinn (left) and Hannah Giner take a break to enjoy some brain food.

French Club

One of the pros of being in French Club ... field trips to Beau Rivage.

Finishing up the first course and moving on to the next one.

French NHS


Spanish Club

Left to right: Alisa Michnik, Jessica Rochetti, Flora Tkachuk, and George Rivera with one of the little girls from "mi casita".


This special reindeer brings a smile to everyone's face.

Santa easily brings a smile to this little girl's face.

Leeanna Nassi enjoys holding a little boy at "mi casita".

Spanish NHS

Practicing for...
The real thing.


Italian NHS


A Cathedral in Italy seen by Italian students on their trip abroad.

More sightseeing while in Italy.
African-American Culture Club


Left to Right: Kyra Riley, Joia Starks, Brooke Womack, and Jamila Ramsey show off their Christmas cards.
Varsity Chess Team

Row 1-Left to right: Daniel Mantiel, Scott Halpern, Manthan Gandhi. Row 2: Mikhail Feldman, Dan Long, Mr. Herman.

JV Chess Team


Is he ever going to move that little piece of plastic?! We’re falling asleep here!

off the wall

I have her beat now and there is nothing she can do about it.

“I can’t look!!! He’s gonna kill me with that move!!”
Mock Trial

Row 1-Left to right: Laura Kushner, Mona Wu, Caroline Pang, Brian McGinnis, Mr. Korth. Row 2: Scott Halpern, Anna Gun-Golkin, Gisela Shafeld, Mollie Kirk.

If you guys don't come up with a better idea than that, I am going to jump out this window!

Yeah, we know how to have a good time after a long day!

Well these are our future lawyers ... you'd better become their best friend ...

See ..... Everything is right here in writing. It's an open and shut case.

just
THE FACTS

This is that day we were talking about before.
Forensics

Forensics is a public speaking club that offers an opportunity for its members to express themselves in a variety of outlets. Competitions include various areas such as humorous interpretation, duo interpretation, impromptu speaking, poetry, prose, and many more. Within each category students perform their chosen pieces against other students from New Jersey. Competition is fun, and it provides an opportunity for students to express themselves in a very different way.

Junior Danielle Schwarz practices for an upcoming competition.

Row 1 - Left to right: Danielle Schwarz, Anna Gunn-Golkin, Mona Wu, Mollie Kirk.

Express Yourself

Left to Right: Sophomore Mollie Kirk and junior Danielle Schwarz practice their speeches together.
Nature Defense

CONSERVE WATER

DON'T POISON MY POND!

Row 1 - Left to right: Ashley Iannaccone, Denise Sealy, Ashley Sikorski. Row 2: Linda Tauch, Jon Greenstein, Jackie Walton, Crystal Swander, Jackie Beal.

WHERE IS EVERYBODY?
fight to save endangered species

EARTH DAY APRIL 22

SAVE THE WETLANDS!
Frogs croak without 'em
Anna Gunn-Golkin makes some final adjustments.

Left to right: Daniel Montiel, Alex Cowperwaite, Paul Weinger, and Mitul Kanzaria put some final thought into their experiment before starting.

Left to right: Alex Friscia and Charlotte Gunn-Golkin read the last few details before starting the experiment.

Anna Gunn-Golkin maps out the day's experiments.

Row 1: Left to right; Sandy Huynh, President Anna Gunn-Golkin, Daniel Montiel, Alex Friscia, Charlotte Gunn-Golkin. Row 2: Jenna Deacon, Mollie Kirk, Caroline Pang, Paul Weinger, Chris Escuti, Chris Tijattas. Row 3: Noah Saft, Vice President Mitul Kanzaria, Swathi Rachoor, Yelena Pelimskaya, Chris Barth, Sung Choi. Row 4: Kevin Pang, Secretary George Millik, Easwaran Cumarasamy, Treasurer Marc DaCosta.
Left to right: Meredith Cooper, Brooke Womack, Sarina Friedner, Linda Allen, Nicole Portik.

Left to right: Kathy Mendoza, Shannon Fontanilla, Andrea Slutsky.

Row 1 - Left to right: Candice Carbone, Margot Mackay, Krista Gorman.

Left to right: Ted Serefeas, Scott Chick, Carl Woodford.

Left to right: David Lanzalone, Katie Matlak, Chris Escuti, Danielle Korte, Jenna Rosenfield, Candice Carbone, Julie Paull and Meredith Cooper enjoy the food at the Welcome Breakfast.

Left to right: Elizabeth Pagliarella, Rebecca Brooks, Jenna Deacon, Danielle Deacon, Ashley Sikorski, Janelle Jacques and Caren Hyman enjoy a nighttime hayride.

Left to right: Krista Gorman, Al-Hakeem Reid.
You can't be a girly girl for this job ... it can get pretty grimy.

All this girl needs is a ladder and a hammer.

It's true sister work that gets this job done.

No job is too big for Dr. DeGisti to handle.

Standing tall with her mask and hammer.
Poetry Of Popular Music

Jackie Walton pays close attention to Mr. Howe's speech.

Matt Sundell is all smiles in the Poetry of Popular Music Club.

Just
speak
your mind

Row 1-Left to right: Laura Traina, Carey Myers, Ted Triandos, Erin Rockhill. Row 2:
Scott Halpern, Jessica Fast, Jon Greenstein, Stephen Sundell, Mr. Paul Howe. Row 3:
Rory Grossman, Mark Marchione, Jeff McElroy, Matt Sundell, Jackie Walton, Bob
DeSantis.

Left to right: Mark Marchione and Carey Myers.

Left to right: Jon Greenstein and Jeff McElroy enjoy their poetry with a quick bite to eat.

85
Trainer's Aides
Row 1-Left to right: Pat Welding, Shannon Fontanilla. Row 2: Paul Zippel, Katie Stewart.

Library Aides

Nurses Aides
Row 1-Left to right: Siobhan Scullin, Gladys Santos, Megan McCourt. Not pictured: Frances Lieberman

Science Lab Aides
Row 1-Left to right: Gladys Santos, Daniel Montiel, Marc DaCosta
Student Activities Office Aides

Row 1-Left to right: Katherine Reilly, Kathryn Cronberger, Hannah Girer. Row 2: Megan Becica, Adam Melson.

B-1 Office Aides

Row 1-Left to right: Swathi Rachoor, Sandy Huynh.

E-23 Aides


G-2 Office Aides

Row 1-Left to right: Margie Stout, Laura Heifet. Row 2: Mariette Bitar, Josh Brand, Amanda Giardinelli.
**Guidance Aides**

**AV Aides**
Row 1-Left to right: George Millili, Alex Ulrich, Stefan Boden, Mrs. Armano.

**Computer Techs.**
Row 1-Left to right: Daniel Leone-Zwillinger, Bryan Quigley. Row 2: Anna Guan-Golkzin, Alex Wrase, Benny Lam.

**West Web Weavers**
Row 1-Left to right: Cary Gaul, Bobby Gordon, Katie Hallowelli. Row 2: Eric Blitz, Anna Guan-Golkzin, Christina Casto. Row 3: Easwaran Cumarasamy, Nate Makanoff, Justin Hulbert, Erik Johnson.
SGO’s theme... MARDI GRAS!


Wesley the Lion standing tall.

West’s Lion and East’s Cougar ride together on game day.

Homecoming Queen Caitlin Pletcher and Scott Chick ride together in the Homecoming parade.

A colder Cherry Hill version of Mardi Gras.
Russian Club


SECO


DECA

Project Graduation

Left to right: Katie Meyers, Andrea Slutsky, Kristin Brammell, Michele McGee, Jackie Direnzo, Megan McCourt, Brenda Joslin, Tiffany Springman.


Row 1 - Left to right: Megan McCourt, Gladys Santos, Lea Eslava, Michele McGee, Andrea Slutsky. Row 2: Brenda Joslin, Meredith Cooper, Sarina Friedner, Debbie Ting, Kelli Palmer. Row 3: Christie Kelly, Elizabeth Hunter, Kristin Brammell, Katie Meyers, Irina Aparin, Erica Segal. Row 4: Jackie DiRienzo, Tiffany Springman, Remo Croce, Mike Baglione, Brian DelGozzo.

Row 1 - Left to right: Sherry Rieger, Erica Segal, Irina Aparin, Lea Eslava, Debbie Ting. Row 2: Mike Chapman, Mike Baglione.


Row 1 - Left to right: Remo Croce, Michele McGee, Tiffany Springman, Brenda Joslin. Row 2: Jackie Direnzo, Chris Romanos, Megan McCourt, Sarina Friedner, Katie Meyers, Andrea Slutsky, Kristin Brammell, Liz Hunter, Sherry Rieger, Irina Aparin, Debbie Ting. Row 3: Eric Godwin, Christie Kelly, Mike Chapman, Mike Baglione.
Varsity:
JV:
Row 1 (standing): Chris Eaton, Mike Gumper, Kevin Pritchett, Kevin Flowers, Adam Shampine, Chris Kramer
Coach Bono, Rafael Gordon, Row 2 (sitting): Dave Grella, Mike Vodges, Jessie Creek, Will Pawing, A.J. Ford.
Missing in action: Nick Scarpitti.
West Report
The West Report was first broadcast in 1980. Under the direction of West Report Advisor Mr. Truitt, the weekly newscast provides a unique opportunity for broadcasting students. The West Report airs every week on cable channel 19. Students are responsible for finding stories, interviews and obtaining video footage. Newscast anchors and reporters cover a variety of topics including current events, upcoming events, movie reviews, sports and special reports.

The studio where the West Report is filmed.

Mrs. Armano instructs broadcasting students Jill Tymehy and Chris Klein.

Mike Lipinski, Chris Urbanski, Ariella Bar-on, Matt Alpert, Lindsey Burbank, Jill Tymehy, Matt Miller, Laurie Kaplan, Chris Klein and Yulya Plytshcheva love Mrs. Armano's seventh period Broadcasting 2 class!

Broadcasting students take a brief moment from their studies to pose for a yearbook picture.

Matt Alpert, Lindsey Burbank and Laurie Kaplan discuss stories that will be aired on West Report.
ROTC Drill Team

Cadets arrive on a field trip to McGuire Air Force Base.

ROTC Drill Team marching at Montclair Drill Competition.

The Drill team received ten of Montclair's awards that day.

Junior ROTC is primarily a service organization designed to bring credit to our school and community. The group may collect toys and canned goods during the holiday season, shovel snow for the elderly, usher at school and community functions and participate in other activities which display the standards of good citizenship. Extracurricular activities that cadets may take part in are a drill team, color/honor guard and model airplane/rocket club.

A Summer Academic School (SAS) is planned each academic year. The program is conducted at McGuire AFB/Ft. Dix. The primary purpose of this school is to allow cadets to make up a missed year of Junior ROTC so they may qualify for JROTC scholarships or advanced standing should they decide to enlist in any branch of the military service after graduation from high school.
Chief Gargas and Major Skelly at the Military Ball.


The cadet commander and color guard wait for their awards at Montclair.

Drill Team competing in Personal Inspection at Montclair.

John Hoffecker and friends at Summer Leadership School.
SPORTS
Baseball

It's Angelo Marchiano with the windup and the pitch!

Brandon Kaplan lets it fly.

Andrew Rosner is safe!

Mr. Longmore waits for the first play.
Varsity Boy's Baseball Team: (back row) Varsity Assistant Coach Sleeth, Sean Davis, Eric Godwin, Andrew Rosnet, Steve Czajka, Tim Hutchinson, Kerin Wisniewski, Varsity Head Coach Sarno, (middle row) Brian Del Gizzo, Tom Evans, Ian McLaughlin, Sean Smith, Dennis Eameh, Evan Graham, (bottom row) Andrew Czerwiinski, Tim Querns, Brandon Kaplan, Marc DiSibio

Run Steve Czajka, run!

Eric Godwin — serious baseball player.

West Lions win again!

"Don't go foul, don't go foul!"

Softball

The Varsity team listens to a little pre-game pep-talk.

"Um, can someone hand me my helmet?"

Kristina Digirolamo scoops up the ball.

Siobhan Scullin makes the play.

Missy Salt's poor ears.
Tearin’ Up The Field

The season was full of changes for West’s softball teams. Building of the new auditorium was to begin last spring over top of the freshman/JV softball field. However, the three teams were already sharing two fields. Losing another field would cause major problems for game and practice scheduling. Administration decided to build our Lady Lions a new field. Construction of the new field behind the Jones Gym was completed by mid-season.

The field’s closeness to the school allowed the team to plug in a score board and pitching machine for more efficient score keeping and games, not to mention goofy sound effects. An added advantage for the teams is that the ground has still not been broken for the new auditorium, so they will have the privilege of three fields this year.

Another change for the softball team included the appointment of a new head coach, Lou Papa from the Science Department. The new leadership didn’t mean more wins for the team, but the team still had a great year.


Freshman Softball Team: (first row) Christina Miller, Jessica Kleeman, Annette Campbell, Carina Contreras, Mary Jo Scarpitti, Jessica Cybulski, Margaret Szajowski, Alissa Carroll, Alexandra Decker, Coach Jack Scheidell, (second row) Alaina Cara, Jenny Judge, Ashley McShay, Mary Cueto, Ana Barsys, Monica Montiel, Alicia Yeager


Julie Paull throws it home.
Jill Tymch takes a breather.

Bryan Davis cradles the ball.

Susan Tily launches the ball to her teammates.

Coach Ponte stresses over plays.

Coaches Robin Schwartz and Bridget Garrity discuss the game.

Coach Cohen does a pre-game stick check.

Varsity Lacrosse Team: (back row) Coach Robin Schwartz, Elizabeth Lind, Meghan Gandy, Katie Kopil, Bryan Davis, Stephanie Yellin, Coach Bridget Garrity, (middle row) Katie Herrero, Sarah Littleal, Morgan Lang, Ashley Childs, Dina Hughes, Laura Top, (front row) Betsy Lipoff, Corinne Roffin, Jill Tymch, Jenn Sapp, Kathy Lo

Junior Varsity Lacrosse Team: (back row) Coach Cohen, Cassie Pierce, Amanda Still, Melissa Martino, Nina Verrochi, Shari Brown, Kristi Shima, Carolyn Dumser, Coach Ponte, (front row) Shannon Dolan, Samantha Lieberman, Kate O'Rourke, Jackie Banta, Cynthia Mellitz
The West lacrosse teams worked hard this year. Coached by Robin Schwartz, Lori Ponto, Brigdet Garrity, and Ms. Cohen, the team went on to win three games for the season. The entire JV team was composed of freshmen who fared very well in the higher level of competition. Seniors made up the majority of the Varsity team for the 2000 season, giving way for the next generation of lacrosse players this year.

Katie Herrero and Ashley Childs rest their eyes during a break in a tough game.

Kathy Lo charges her opponents

"Hey where'd it go?"

Stephanie Yellin makes a run for it.

Laura Topf escapes to the goal.
Boys' Tennis

Mike Zeitz serves it up.

Bill Bachelor's beautiful backhand.

Dan Roszkowski ready with a return.

“This match is mine!”

“I don’t think so Anthony!”
Coach Romello and Coach Brown lead their tennis team to victory this year. For long, hard hours they trained their ten-man team, making this one of the most successful seasons in West tennis history. The 2000 team was composed mainly of returning sophomores who worked hard to break past years’ records. With their attitudes, and those of the new players, the coming season is sure to be even more triumphant.

Dan Roszkowski is blinded by the sun’s brightness. What skill! He hits it anyway!

Boy’s Tennis Team: (back row) Coach Mike Romello, Anthony Badaracco, Mike Zeitz, Bill Bacheler, Dan Roszkowski, Dave Ziejewski, Dr. Brown, (front row) Michael Son, Jeff Hirm, Chris Mucci, Mitul Kanzaria, Eric Bigornia.
Girl's Track

Marie Steinert runs and laughs at the same time! How does she do it?!

Run, run, run, run, run all day.

The team takes a nap (and a laugh) after a tough practice.

Jessica Angeleri loves her water.

Synchronized running

Stephanie Moszkowicz just keeps going and going and going ...
Girl's Track Team (Long distance runners only): (first row) Ms. Kopenhaver, Monique Lewis, Tamieka Mays, Jessica Angeleri, Kristine Mehs, Coach Grossi, (second row) Emily Nadea, Cheryl Becker, Marie Steinert, Stephanie Moszkowicz, Laura Tocco, Jill Bednarchick, Brittnay Reap. (Other member's pictures unavailable.)
Boys' Track

"On your mark, get set, go!"

Coach Britton motivates his team.

Brian Englert takes a short break after a long race.

Jason Jennings, in the lead, races his way to the finish line.

Brandon Richardson prepares for the discus throw.

Amin Baidouri overcame all obstacles.

Mike Tucker: Future Olympian?

Jason Atcheson hurdles his way to victory.

West athlete clears the bar.

Charles McGovern eyes his next vault.

Lee Aquino and Chi Lee running a close race for West.
Matt Miranda is ready to deliver another flawless jump.

Gary Lee sets the ball for a spike.

Bump that ball!

Gary Lee looks at the ball in awe.

Boys' Volleyball

Matt Miranda takes a break before the game.

Matt Nufable bumps the team's way to victory.

Eric Carrera prepares for the tie-breaking serve.

Dan Long readies himself to receive the pass.


Matthias Delgado makes a powerful spike.
Mr. Page Retires
Mr. Page retired this year after 40 years of service and 36 years of coaching the golf team at West. He was Assistant Coach from 1965 to 1967 (3 years) and Head Coach from 1968 to 2000 (33 years). During his coaching years there was an amazing total of 583 games played. In those 583 games were 211 wins, 348 losses, and 24 ties. There were 11 seasons in his 36 years. His best year was 1968, with 17 wins, 3 losses, and 1 tie. The 1968 team was 4th in the state and 2nd in conference.

Golf Team: (first row) Mr. Page, Tom Clerkin, Andrew Maggio, Mike Foster, Yoon Hong, Tony Owings, (second row) Mike Tily, Walter Bischoff, John Kane, Mike Nicely

Mike Tily puts.

Mike Nicely measures the next shot.

Andrew Maggio makes the scoring hit.

Mike Foster gets ready to hit the ball.
Other winning seasons include 1964 with a 14-4 record, 1983 with 11-9, 1984 with 12-7, 1985 with 14-7, and 1989 with 12-6. Mr. Page also ranked some of the team members over the years on his "Best Players' List" with Jon Estilow of '68 at #1, Larry Sick of '71 at #2, Gary Rock of '68 at #3, and Dun Wirth, Mark Steele, and Paul Richards of '68 tying #4. These men were only the top six players. Others players were also mentioned ranking and tying each other in the 5th through 7th places. The golf team's stats in West history show Mr. Page's skill and dedication as a golf teacher in his coaching years. It will be hard for the new coach to fill is shoes.
The Lions fought through a disappointing season, but the spirits stayed high. They came back after each game and with renewed spirit went forth into the next one. The team preserved due to the determination of the players and coaches who never gave up. The disappointing lack of success did not keep the people from coming to practice and giving their best. The Lions have room to grow next year and they shall make the school proud.
Above: Butch Beri, one of the captains, goes for the touchdown. Below (left): Michael Tucker evading the defense.

Below (right): Michael Tucker takes it to the end zone.

Above (top to bottom): Troy Hood gets ready to kick. The receiver is getting open. Jon Young gets the ball.

Below: Lion receiver goes for the catch.

Below: A great tackle by the Lion defense. Below (left to right): West defense sacks the quarterback. West receiver evades a tackle. Lion defense stops a run.
Cheerleading

Front Row: Lindsey Burbank, Ariella Bar-on, Donna Zhao, Tami Williams, Alaina Cara, Middle Row: Alisa Michnik, Tamieka Mays, Christie Kelly, Kaitlin Moran, Back Row: Vanessa Vogdes, Amanda Brown, Katie Mayo, Jessica Cybulski and Angela Biggs.

Lindsey, Alisa, Jessica, Ariella and Donna show off their dancing skills. “Do it Again!”

Showing enthusiasm, Ariella, Tamieka, Donna, Christie, Alaina and Katie cheer for West.

Lindsey, Kate, Alisa, Jessica, Ariella, Donna and Tamieka cheering with energy and flexibility.

Front Row: Amana Brown, Alaina Cara, Donna Zhao, Ariella Bar-on, Middle Row: Julia Vigna, Vanessa Vogdes, Kaitlin Moran, Christie Kelly, Back Row: Tamieka Mays, Jessica Cybulski, Kate Mayo, Theresa Hrvnak, Lindsey Burbank and Angela Biggs.

Jessica DiMatteo, Caitlin Cotter, Cassidy LeTourneau, Kaitlin Catanella, Nichole Dunphy and Loni Hollins
Field Hockey

Varsity Field Hockey Team: (front row) Stefanie McGowan, Ashley Childs, Andrea Slutsky, Shannon Fontanilla, Kristen Brammell, Jenny Judge, (second row) Coach Shwartz, Darien Klarman, Elizabeth Lind, Jackie Baeta, Sarah Litteral, Carolyn Dunner, Marisa Winniewski, Lindsey Childs, Stephanie Yeills, Laura Topf, (back row) Coach Brunswick, Katie Stewart, Katie Meyers, Jenny Kopil, Corinne Rollin, Danielle Stone, Liza Hughes, Megan McCourt, Jackie Stone, Abby Zbikowski.


Stefanie McGowan waits for an opportunity to score.

Shannon Fontanilla, senior, makes field hockey look easy.

Senior Darien Kraman can take on any opponent.

Katie Myers, twelfth grade, robs a great save from the visitor’s goalie.
Boys’ Soccer

Despite losing varsity starter Paul Zippel to a season-ending injury in the first game of the season, the 2000 varsity boys’ soccer team qualified for the State Tournament. Playing in the very competitive Olympic Conference, the team finished its season with a record of 8 wins, 8 losses and 1 tie.

Zach Semar and Pat Welding earned first team spots on the National Division All-Olympic Conference Team.


Noah Saft shields the ball.

Chuck Perri drives the ball.

Griffin Crammer launches a shot.

Jeff Sochanachak goes up for a header.

Augie Conte challenges for the ball.
Adam Zuckerman challenges the opposition

Chris Kleine pursues the ball.

Scott Gans defends.


Charles McGovern is dribbling the ball up field.

Jeff Sochanchak prepares to head the ball.

Ben Saltzburg gets in front of the opponent to gain control.
Kristina Di Girolamo shows off her fancy footwork as she prepares to win back the ball for the West.

Varsity star Miranda Mignano dribbles the ball down the field for the winning goal.

Maura Heenan cools down after a grueling match.

Coach Garrity rallies the Lady Lions from the sidelines.

Senior Anna Gunn-Golkin pauses for a graceful side-kick.
Coach Papa congratulates his team on their win.

Amanda Lomberg scopes the field for the perfect throw-in opportunity.

An exhausted Cheryl Becker paces down the field.

Could Laura Heenan be the next Mia Hamm?

Jill Bednarchick takes the ball up the field for another West goal.
Cross Country

Front Row: Leeanne Nassi, Middle Row: Caroline Pang, Teresa Hansel, Jessica Lind, Back Row: Coach O'Donnell, Cat Myers, Kim Hiestand, Caitlin Fletcher, Alison McKenzie and Jackie Nieman.

Leeanna Nassi comes out of the woods ahead.

Alison McKenzie overtakes a Millville runner.

Eric Yoon all by himself.

Will Rodeffer fights off challenges.

Eric Kwok leads the pack while Amin Baidouri and Joe Lynch challenge.

Leading the pack are Will Sleeth, Adam Melson and Tan Vu.

Jason Jennings drives to the finish after a tough 3.1 miles.

Girl's Varsity Tennis Team: (left to right) Coach Romello, Coach Brown, Joia Starks, Margot Ricci, Katherine DeKorski, Agatha Binder, Anna Leyzina, Toni Montoya, Zelda Montoya

Girl’s Junior Varsity Tennis Team: (first row) Nicole O'hara, Amy Evans, Michelle Petteck, Kimberly Chambers, Irina Apartin, (second row) Heeward Tenfel, Monica Montiel, Jaceline Abrams

Right: Joia Starks waits to hit the ball.
Below: Senior Anna Leyzina prepares to make a great return.

Left: Sophomore Margot Ricci shows off her powerful hit, scoring another win for West.
Right: Agatha Binder, senior, throws up the ball for her winning serve.

Jessica Kleeman stretches for the bump.

Dana Kratchman spikes beautifully.

Allaine Cueto shows excellent concentration.

Allaine Cueto prepares to set up a teammate.
Group hug! Lisa, Karen, Emily and Marysia gather together for an intimate moment, showing that volleyball is not only hard but fun.

Karen Tenorio shows off her volleyball skills while putting on a huge smile.

Amany Elswedy focuses hard on winning for the school.

Dana Kratchman puts up a good fight against the opposing team, letting them know that she is serious about winning.

Playing aggressively, Nate Ingram goes for the lay-up.

Norm Ingram gets ready to make a great pass.

Matt Williamson waits for the rebound.

Boris Smovjer reaches above and beyond his fellow athletes.

Boris Smovjer stands under the net waiting for the next rebound.

Demarco Daniels gets psyched for the upcoming game.
Boys’ Basketball

A Matt Williamson claws for the ball.

B Making his competition miss, Nate Ingram goes for the lay-up.

C His teammates psyche up Norman Ingram as he gets ready to start the game.

D Dribbling down the court, Nate Ingram breezes past his opponents.

E Team Picture: (Front Row) Julius Umali, Norm Ingram, Nate Ingram, Jeff Chambers, Dave Bergman, Dave Ziejewski (Second Row) JV Coach Larry Terry, Michael Tily, Marc Creceius, Matt Williamson, Demarco Daniels, Coach Naana Manful, Freshman Coach Vince Princi Pato
Varsity

Junior Varsity
Front Row: Kaegan Williams, Madrivia Graves, Kasandra Willis, Second Row: Kristen McCargo, Colleen Mahoney, Lisa Goins, Margot Ricci, Third Row: Allison McKenzie, Erin Rockhill, Domonique Harvey, Teresa Hansel, Chelsea Prior, Dana Kratchman, Coach Koester

Freshmen
Front Row: Cat Mayars, Vicky Janrowowicz, Second Row: Kim Colter, Penel Lemaia, Allison Estilow, April Blandford, Kristen Farkas

Jamilla Ramsay steals the ball for two points.

Erin Rockhill goes in for the lay up.
Madryia Graves, Chelsea Prior and Kristen McCargo Show their team spirit.

Lisa Geins with a great save.

Erin Rockhill is keeping her eye on the ball.

Katie Stewart is getting a great workout!

Joina Starks is showing the opposition how to dribble.
Winter Track

Monique Lewis takes the lead.

An amazing long jump by Tamieka Mays.

Chi Lee overtakes the competition.

Tamieka Mays clears the high jump.

Amanda Lomberg turns to check out her performance.

Preparing to throw the shot put, Kevin Pang gets in stance.
Girls' Bowling Team: (front row) Valerie Dugayo, Michelle Manalo, Debbie Ting, Lea Estava, (back row) Coach Krantz, Christina Groh, Christine Carr, Amanda Pappas, Kathryn Sala.

Senior Michelle Manalo is ready to roll ... the ball of course.

Boys' Bowling Team: (front row) Robert Gordon, Anil Patel, Alex Cabinian, Ryan McClure, Dominick Itzi, (second row) Nick Masters, Jonathan Abramson, Rob Dion, Geo Bischof, Steve Bivona, Justin Plone, (back row) Matt Solomon, Nate Makanoff, Michael Engleisch, Joe Riel, Bob DeSantis, Coach Krantz

Bob DeSantis and Christine Carr striking a pose and bowling some strikes.

Steve Bivona bowls everyone over with his perfect form.
Jeff Sohanchak is defending against the take down.

Coach Jeff Coolahan, Coach Greg Coolahan, Coach John Semar, Lou Gorman, Mike Peck and Mike Papaneri are watching a match in anticipating of a big win for West.

Zach Semar cross faces his opponent.

Troy Hood has his opponent in a head lock.

Two points for West with this take down by Steve Slotkin.

Morat Gorban is demonstrating a perfect head lock.
Team manager, Lisa Greer is watching an exciting match.

John Ferrari takes the match. Go West!

Ryan Cunningham is eyeing up the opponent for a pin on way to Cherry Hill West's first wrestling state championship. Way to go Ryan!


Front Row: Mike Hays, Rafael Gordon, Second Row: Jackie Banta, Chris Saffos, Lou Gorman, Tom Patouhas, Dave Fletcher, Lisa Greer, Third Row: Coach Keath Mahan, Mike Camarote, Mat Stilley, Shane Buffington, Mat Rouner, T.J. Princiotta, John Lych, Jesse Lamanna

West gets ready for a big match.
Girls Swimming:
Front Row: Marisa Rolish, Angela Ting, Julie Mitchell, Melanie Rolish, Caitlin Cantanella, Kelly Howard, Stefanie Rashbi, Second Row: Shawn Stiles, Jackie Neiman, Christine Myers, Shari Brown, Catherine DeCoursey, Caitlin Pletcher, Sarah Litteral, Katelyn Hoffman, Jenny Kopil, Alex Dilba, Third Row: Coach Sue Rybak, Janelle Jacques, Elizabeth Bastnagel, Jessica Lund, Nicole Chojnacki, Katie Myers, Yuliya Voskoboynik, Jessica Burnett, Kristin Brammell, Katie Herrero

Boys Swimming:
Front Row: Coach Dan Rogers, Eric O'Neill, Billy Baskinger, Jeff Childs, Jessica Rochetti, Jon-Erik Stamatelos, Adam Melson, Steve Back, Andrew Stamatelos, Joe Madres, Cary Gaul, Second Row: Jeff Shantin, Kyle Hall, Tom Berry, Chris Markos, Tim Hohwald, Fred Tanzio, Robert Gardner, Amin Bailloury, Andrew Patrizzi, Jeff Szurek, Dan Keck, Eric Skysky, Adam Zuckerman, Chris Howard, Austin Litteral, Jon Keck, Matt Burnett, Jason Jennings, C.J. Butsak

Jon-Erik Stamatelos shows off his diving skills.

Kristin Brammell, Katie Mallwax, Liz Bastnagel and Caitlin Pletcher get "psyched" before a meet.
Swimming

Even this busy team has time for a few laughs with Coach Rogers.

Katie Herrero strokes her way into the lead.

Seniors Katie Meyers, Katie Herrero, Caitlin Pletcher, Andrea Slutsky, Kristen Brammel, and Marissa Rolish relax a little after a tough meet.

Steve Back comes up for some air.

Curtis Long swan dives his way to excellence.

Marisa Rolish: stroke, stroke, breath, stroke, stroke, breath...
Vocal Workshop

Vocal Workshop is the entry-level group for students wishing to join West's choral program. The singers in this ensemble learn the fundamentals of music by studying sight singing and music theory. From this first-year choir, students can audition for upper level groups that offer more challenging repertoire and chances to perform outside of school.

The members of the Vocal Workshop show off their talents at a concert.

The entire ensemble stands proudly on the West stage.

The group concentrates on their director.
Chansons

The ensemble stands in their purple choir robes.

Members of the 2000-2001 Chansons

Ashley Altman
Amanda Brown
Lindsey Burbank
Alison Castro
Altaine Cueto
Jenna Deacon
Daylyn DeAsis
Alexandra Decker
Angela DeSantis
Shannon Dolan
Susan Doose
Melissa Driscoll
Carolyn Dumser
Jessica East
Lindsey Ford
Kim Fox
Jennifer Gervon
Krista Gorman
Madeya Graves
Jessica Grey
Kathryna Hallowell
Holly Hill
Dina Hughes
Janelle Jacques
Laurie Kaplan
Casey Kelly
Dana Kraitchman
Mey Loy
Sarah Litteral
Melissa Martino
Alison McKenziel
Cynthia Melliz
Amanda Orliner
Stella Pressman
Kyla Riley
Vanessa Rosa
Slohan Scallin
Jeanette Simms
Jessica Slaughter
Rebecca Smith
Sara Spiegelman
Amanda Still
Sariyunnon Terrarak
Millgrace Uy
Kimberly Welding
 Dealers Williams
Michelle Williams
Raegan Williams
Rozelle Willis
Elizabeth Yuritch

The group concentrates on their conductor.

Chansons is a curricular group of female upperclassman who earn their spots through a rigorous audition. The group is directed by Mr. Boekle and performs at the winter and spring concerts after rehearsing daily. The group's repertoire is wide and varies from classical to modern pieces. The talented group also occasionally self-conducts during one of the concerts. This reward shows their understanding and love of music.
Concert Choir

Members of the 2000-2001 Concert Choir

Chris Agustin
Lee Aquino
Silvash Arzania
Laura Bezica
Agatha Binder
Reld Briglia
Scott Chick
Rheno Choi
Meredith Cooper
Hanna Cueto
Kristen Cuillas
Kelvin Daughtry
Matthias Delgado
Jaclyn DIneazo
Lea Lynn Delava
Shannon Fostanilla
Sarina Friedner
Jenna Gandy
Lewis Geiman
Simon Gorokovsky
Jonathan Greenestein
Rorry Grossman
Chris Heedin
Andrew Herrero
Lauren Hoed
Tiffany Howard
Theodora Hrinska
Katherine Jastrzembski
Sarah Kim
Mollie Kirk
Darian Klarman
David Lanzaione
Rina Lebovitz
Erin Levine
Monique Lewis
Elizabeth Lind
Jessica Lind
Lee Makofsky
Mary Marett
Kathryn Mayo
Tamieka Maye
Kristin McCargo
Kathy Mendosa
Andrea Moy
Kate O'Rourke
Min Ou
Lauren Petrella
Michele Pertek
Jennifer Rawling
Elizabeth Ricciardi
Sherry Rieger
George Rivera
Edward Ross
Elizabeth Sanborn
Allison Sargent
Erica Segal
Iana Semel
Ashley Sikorski
Andrew Slatsky
Eric Slatsky
Brett Spesier
Christina Stalteri
Joelyn Stevens
Jeff Szurek
Karen Tenorio
Jonathan Tilden
Dan Trioungcao
Elizabeth Turner
Nick Tyler
Sheri Grace Uy
Julia Vigna
Kelly Webb
Mona Wu
Stephanie Yellin
Abigail Zhikowski

Concert Choir, composed of talented upperclassmen, is an a cappella ensemble of mixed voices. The singers in this group, having auditioned for their spots, meet daily. Concert Choir, under the direction of Mrs. Bass and Mr. Beekle, performs at the winter and spring concerts, as well as an annual spring trip. When Concert Choir joins with West Singer, a large and impressive group of talented musicians, called Symphonic Choir, is formed.

The musicians happily sing.
Eleven male voices harmonize to perfection in West's well-known a cappella group, Men of Note. These devoted singers meet after school weekly, working to develop the humorous antics and interludes for which the group is so popular.

The photogenic ensemble poses at the piano.

Members of the 2000-2001 Men of Note

Matthias Delgado
Chris Escuti
Jonathan Kapust
Chris Keating
Adam Melson
Tony Owings

Akeem Reid
Ian Riley
Ted Serafeas
John Shimchick
Dan Truongcao

A soloist's voice sounds throughout the auditorium.

Fermata

The female ensemble poses around the piano.

Members of the 2000-2001 Fermata

Skylar Cole
Tara Halpin
Margot MacKay
Mary Marett
Kathy Mendoza
Cassie Pierce

Nicole Portik
Samantha Pruna
Liz Turner
Priscilla Williams
Brooke Womack

This gifted musician sings.

The eleven female singers in Fermata show their love of music and performing through their winning smiles, catchy rhythms, and infectious energy. These singers, who earned their spots after a competitive audition, meet weekly after school. Since their conception five years ago, Fermata has grown into an exceptionally strong group.
West Singers

The entire ensemble stands in concert dress.

Members of the 2000-2001 West Singers

Jacqueline Abrams
Linda Allen
William Baskinger
Alyanna Blitz
Samantha Bowen
Mary Beth Burlage
Carolyne Campbell
Cândice Carbone
Jeremy Cohen
Skyler Cole
Jennifer Dahan
Christopher Escuti
Timothy Galan
Julie Galiszinski
Alexander Gilbert
Kori Gottros
Christina Groh
Tara Halpin
Kathryn Herrero
Kimberly Hiirstand
Nicholas Hinger
Michael Janove
Jonathan Kapust
Christopher Keating
Daniel Keck
Jenny Kopil
Dana Lazar
Katherine Lomas
Margot MacKay
Lisa Maeng
Kimberly Mako
Elisa Maymud
Brian McGinnis
Adam Melson
Stefani-Anna Milanese
Christopher Mucci
Carey Myers
Anthony Owings
Julie Paul
Casie Pierce
Nicole Parrick
Samantha Pruna
Al-Hakeem Reid
Eris Riley
Ian Riley
Theodore Serefeas
John Shimchick
Tina Shin
Allison Silver
Jolia Starks
Illyssa Stragatz
Jeffrey Szarek
Toby Thomas
Daniel Truongcao
Paul Weinberger
Priscilla Williams
Brooke Womack
Carl Woodford
Donna Zhao

West Singers is the fastest-paced curricular choir, composed of talented upperclassmen. The men and women in West Singers have a strong appreciation and understanding of music, which continues to grow during their participation in the ensemble. This auditioned group has numerous opportunities during the year to perform throughout the community. This year, West Singers was invited to perform at the MENC All Eastern Convention in Pittsburgh in March.
Chamber Singers

The Chamber Singers stand in concert dress.

Members of the 2000-2001 Chamber Singers

Linda Allen  Margot MacKay
Billy Biskinger  Lisa Maeng
Alanna Blitz  Elisa Maynind
Chris Escuti  Brian McGinnis
Christina Groh  Adam Melson
Kim Hiesland  Stefani Ann Milanese
Nick Hinger  Cassie Pierce
Mike Janove  Al-Hakeem Reid
Jonathan Kapust  Ian Riley
Dan Keck  John Stimchick
Jenny Koppil  Allison Silver
Katie Lomas  Paul Weinger

The talented singers let their voices ring.

Chamber Singers is a mixed extracurricular group that sings all types of music, from early madrigals to a well-known theme from *The Nutcracker*. In addition to performing in the West stage, members also sing throughout the community: during the holiday season, the group serenades patrons at Café Lamberti and The Mansion in Voorhees.

During the theme of *The Nutcracker*, a member of the ensemble assumes the role of the Sugar Plum Fairy.
Accomplished Musicians

Members of the 2000-2001 All South Jersey Chorus

Members of the 2000-2001 All State Chorus
Cassie Pierce and Chris Escuti

Member of the 2000-2001 All Eastern High School Choir
Chris Escuti

Staying with the Cherry Hill West standard of excellence, every year talented musicians audition for spots in regional ensembles - such as all South Jersey Chorus, All State Chorus, and All Eastern High School Choir. This year, West was able to send at least one student to be a part of these prestigious troupes.
Wind Ensemble

Members of the 2000-2001 Wind Ensemble

Flute
Amanda Orliner
Sara Naughton
Stacey Hall
Oboe
Mollie Kirk
Clarinet
Paul Weinger
Alex Cowperthwaite
Katie Jastrezemski
Chris Mucci
Daniel Pagano
Alice Drahfahl
Jordon Berger
Bass Clarinet
Devin Wilcox
Bassoon
Dan Zagoren
Jon Erik Stamatos
Saxophone
Julie Strasser
Andrew Maggio
Mike Zeitz
Anthony Badaraco

Trumpet
Chris Markos
Ralph Dashow
Andrian Bondad
Horn
Mike Gordon
Tiffany Hood
Lillian Horvitz
Trombone
Adam Zuckerman
Tyler Case
Baritone Horn
Nicole Portik
Tuba
Brandon Wilcox
Percussion
Will Einhorn
Bryan Foley
Allison Grunwald
Mike Kwasniewski

Conductor Mr. Yurko explains a piece to the audience.
The various instrumentalists make beautiful music with their instruments.
Members of the wind ensemble play a difficult piece that requires much concentration.
The Wind Ensemble shows off their talents at the winter instrumental concert.
The clarinets and trombones concentrate on their difficult music.

The percussion and the trumpets pay close attention to one of their pieces during the winter concert.

The 2000-2001 Symphonic Band

OBOE
Elizabeth Sanborn
FLUTE
Samantha Bowen
Elizabeth Coulter
Angela Ting
Michael Edgein
Jessica Hebden
CLARINET
Suzanne Kerr
Kelly Richardson
Shannon Durning
Amy Evans
Brienne Ely
ALTO SAXOPHONE
Wayne Nourse
Noah Knox
TENOR SAXOPHONE
Dan Segrest

TRUMPET
Robert Sanborn
Michael Gordon
Jason Maeng
Niki Jirak
FRENCH HORN
Chris Tijattas
TROMBONE
Iris Howley
Sarah Rowland
Cary Gaul
BARITONE
Nicole Portik
TUBA
Brandon Wilcox
PERCUSSION
Mike Chapman
Matt Alpert
Flynn Kaplan
TIMPANI
William Einhorn

The Symphonic Band is a curricular ensemble under the direction of Mr. Mark. With a combination of brass, woodwind, and percussion, the group always impresses at all of its performances, which include the winter and spring concerts.

The flutes and the trumpets get lost in the music.
Jazz Band is an extracurricular ensemble whose members must audition for their spots. With instruments ranging from brass, woodwinds, and percussion, this talented music plays many different forms of jazz music. The group preserves West's image as a music powerhouse, consistently bringing home awards and prizes won at festivals, such as the annual Rowan Jazz Festival.
Color Guard

The Color Guard plays an intricate part of the fall sports agenda by entertaining the crowds during half time at football games. The all-female group performs complex dances that involve flags and other such equipment.

Members of the 2000-2001 Color Guard

Sarah Barber
Mary Beth Burlage
Jamie Campagna
Danielle Farley
Laura Latenslager
Heidi Leopold
Kelli Mull
Cara Stanzilis
Vanessa Tortoreto

A member of the Color Guard stands proudly before an ecstatic crowd.

*Left:* The Color Guard executes an exciting move.
*Bottom Left:* Some members of the Color Guard joyously wave their flags.
*Below:* Obviously, the stunts the Color Guard performs requires the utmost concentration.
Marching Band

The entire marching band plays music in the stands during a football game.

Members of the 2000-2001 Marching Band

- Adam Barber
- Jordan Berger
- Alex Cowperthwaite
- Jenna Deacon
- Alice Drayfahl
- William Elbourn
- Tim Galan
- Mike Gordon
- Allison Grunwald
- Iris Howley
- Shaun Kelly
- Dominique McNulty
- Laura Mergenthal

- Sara Naugliston
- Dan Pagnon
- Jeremy Riehl
- Eris Rockhill
- Dan Segrest
- Jon Stauder
- Stephen Sundell
- Amanda Tuckerman
- Paul Weinger
- Brandon Wilcox
- Devin Wilcox
- Mona Wu

The Marching Band is an extracurricular group of wind and brass instrumentalists. In addition to playing their up-tempo music during half time at football games, they constantly travel in order to compete in competitions; they always make a good showing at these competitions, thus supporting their reputation as talented musicians.

This talented musician adds much excitement during the halftime show.

A trumpet and two saxophones demonstrate their ability to the crowd.
Symphonic Choir

The entire ensemble stands in concert dress.

Mrs. Bass, their esteemed conductor, looks proudly on.

The Symphonic Choir is formed when the Concert Choir and West Singers combine their talents to create one large ensemble. This large group performs one or two pieces at the winter and spring concerts by the director of Mrs. Bass after rehearsing separately in their daily class periods.
String Orchestra

The orchestra amazes the audience during the winter instrumental concert.

The string orchestra, under the directions of Miss Fasso, is a curricular group with various string instruments. The ensemble performs at winter and spring concerts, as well as at other occasions.

The remarkable sound of the violins shows the students' talent.

The 2000-2001 Orchestra

VIOLIN I
Jessica East
Kathryn Mainlack
Michael Nicely
Anna Gunn-Golkin
Eris Rockhill

VIOLIN II
Jennifer Carter
Eric Kwok
Kristi Shima
Lisa Phuong
Toni Montoya
Caroline Pang

VIOLA
Allison Grunwald
William Einhorn
Christina Grob
Jesse Noar

CELLO
Margot MacKay
Gary DeTurck
Chris Bart

BASS
Nicole Portik

The cellos and violas concentrate on their music.
Pit Orchestra

Members of the 2000-2001 Pit Orchestra

Jordan Berger
Samantha Boden
Samantha Bowen
Tyler Case
Alex Cowperthwaite
Alice Drayfahl
Amy Evans
Tim Galan
Mike Gordon
Allison Grunwald

Anna Gunn-Golin
Fris Howley
Dominique McNulty
Chris Mucci
Sara Naughton
Amanda Ormer
Das Pagano
Lisa Phuong
Paul Weinger

Allison Grunwald, senior, concentrates on Mr. Mark, the director.

The pit orchestra provides music for the annual musical - this year the musical was Annie, so the repertoire of the pit included the well-known songs “It’s a Hard-Knock Life” and “Tomorrow”. Filled with talented musicians, this group rehearses after-school starting in January, and continues its rigorous practices until March, when the musical begins its performances.

Anna Gunn-Golin, a senior, makes a notation in her music as fellow senior Samantha Boden watches.

Mr. Mark sets the tempo for the piece.
Members of the 2000-2001 Full Orchestra

Violin I
Jessica Fast
Kathryn Matlack
Michael Nicely
Anna Gunn-Golkin
Erin Rockhill

Violin II
Jennifer Carter
Eric Kwok
Kristi Shima
Lisa Phuong
Toni Montoya
Caroline Pang
Miss Francesca
Fasso

Viola
Allison Grunwald
William Einhorn
Christina Groh
Jesse Noar

Cello
Margot MacKay
Gary De Turck
Chris Barth

Bass
Nicole Portik

Oboe
Mollie Kirk

Flute
Amanda Orliner
Sara Naughton

Clarinet
Paul Weinger
Alex Cowperthwaite
Dan Pagano

Trumpet
Ralph Dashow
Mr. Joe Akinskas
Mr. Jim Mark

French Horn
Mike Gordon
Mr. Bruce Yurko

The Full Orchestra consists of members from the String Orchestra and Wind Ensemble, as well as teachers and administrators. This extracurricular group rehearses two or three times before the concerts in order to give splendid performances for the audience.

The Full Orchestra receives praise for its performance.

The violinists' expertise shows in the way they play their instruments.

The strings, winds, and brass harmonize to bring beautiful music to the ears of the audience.
Broadway Night 2000

West's esteemed vocal teachers, Mrs. Bass and Mr. Bueckle, pictured on one of their most exciting performance nights.

On May 4, 5 and 6, 2000, every choir from Cherry Hill West (as well as from Carusi Middle School) performed at the annual Broadway Night extravaganza. Every year, the song-and-dance celebration has a theme, and this year, the music focused on Ira and George Gershwin, Gilbert and Sullivan, and Leonard Bernstein. The choirs sang songs from such renowned musicals as Porgy & Bess, Pirates of Penzance, and West Side Story. The three-day event also managed to showcase the amazing talent at West with forty-four soloists representing every grade. The event was a success thanks to the talents of the students and the vocal teachers Mrs. Bass and Mr. Bueckle.

Senior Josh Nelson performs his song "Modern Major General" from the Pirates of Penzance.

Senior Lindsay Lipsman sings "Poor Wandering One" from the Pirates of Penzance.

Chamber Singers perform "Pirate King" from the Pirates of Penzance with a solo by Adam Dembowitz as the pirate.

Senior Trina Bass sings a selection from Porgy & Bess.
The male a cappella group Men of Note perform another show-stopping selection.

Junior Brooke Womack, sophomore Tara Halpin, and senior Trina Buss impress the audience with their voices.

Junior Mary Marett amuses the audience with her routine.

Junior Adam Melson provides some laughter with his hat.

Sophomore Abby Zbikowski, senior Sarah Tuleya, and junior Darien Klarmann have everyone’s attention during their dance routine.
Theatre Workshop


The light crew of our theatre department:
Chris Reynolds and Noah Saft

The sound crew of our theatre department:
George Milili, Devin Wilcox, Jenna Deacon

Theatre Workshop is an extracurricular activity where students from all grades participate in putting on various productions throughout the year, such as the Children’s Show, the musical, and the One-Act Play Festival, as well as multiple smaller shows. Students must have membership to this organization in order to be eligible for membership of the prestigious International Thespian Society.
The International Thespian Society is an honor society dedicated to promoting all aspects of the living arts here at West and in the community at large. Theatrically inclined students earn one point roughly for every ten hours of theatre-related activity. When they have accrued twenty-five points in three categories, they become eligible for membership into the Society. Members sponsor the annual One-Act Play Festival and are currently looking into founding a traveling troupe.
The annual children’s show was a huge success this year, as all of Cherry Hill’s youngsters came to see Theatre Workshop’s production of The Emperor’s New Clothes. The fairy tale revolves around a clothes-obsessed emperor who must have the most incredible, beautiful clothes in his entire kingdom. In order to have the best clothes, of course, he must have the best tailors, which come to him with two tricksters, Snip and Tuck. The “tailors” actually have no knowledge of sewing and simply take the job for the huge rewards—which include gold and gems. Snip and Tuck’s hilarious antics add to the play and make the entire event, with the help of other talented cast members, a memorable affair.

The cast of The Emperor’s New Clothes surrounds the emperor.

Senior Justin Hubert is able to relay an earnest sentiment.
New Clothes

Freshman Amanda DeSimone is a daughter of royalty, with affection for teddy bears.

Freshman Mike Biren makes a proclamation.

Seniors Mary Marett and Justin Hulbert are the center of attention as the emperor's tailors, Snip and Tuck.

Cast
Justin Hulbert - Snip
Mary Marett - Tuck
Matt Burnett - Emperor Velvet
Viviana Pabon - Empress Velvet
Ashlee Stojan - Princess Pollyester
Amanda DeSimone - Princess Terrycloth
Julia Vigna - Patches
Beth Sanborn - Lady Yessum
Mike Biren - Sir Yessir
Gabe Ruiz - Lieutenant Raggs
Mat Levy - Shroud

Senior Mat Levy is the picture of grimness.
The annual musical at West this year kept with our tradition of holding excellent performances for the community to enjoy. Annie was a fabulous testament to the talent of West on all fronts - which includes the cast, the crew, and the pit. After months of strenuous rehearsing and working, the labor everyone put in paid off with six great shows, where standing ovations were the norm.

Mr. Pinzur watches the show intensely.
Miss Hannigan entertains the audience with her antics.

Sandy stands with Annie while she sings.

A Hooverville sings about the disgraces of former President Hoover.
The servants present a painting to Daddy Warbucks.

Rooster and Lily come up with another scheme to make money.

A member of the lighting crew works on the light board.

Miss Farrell sings about the pleasures of New York City.
Annie is introduced to the servants of Daddy Warbucks' home by Miss Grace Farrell.

Annie is introduced to President Roosevelt for the first time.

The Star-to-Be sings about the great city of New York.

Annie and Daddy Warbucks laugh at a joke.

A showgirl dances her way through New York City.
The 2000 One Act Play Festival

Sophomores Julia Vigna and Stefanie Milanese prepare themselves for the attack on Jen Dahan in their play, The Whole Shebang.

Juniors Sarina Friedner and Steve Slotkin have a puzzling conversation in the Chazz in 2001 play, Egad, What a Cad.

On May 19, 2000, Cherry Hill West students gathered to watch their peers in the annual One Act Play Festival. Always an exciting evening, the audience and judges alike loved every play, making the deliberation an hour-long process. The night started off with the freshman play, Once Upon a Playground, which told the story of a little girl finding someone she could relate to. Second in the lineup was the sophomore one-act, The Whole Shebang, which was centered on a fictional one-act festival and how it made the coordinator end up in an insane asylum. The senior play, Just a High School Play, chronicled the lives of multiple high school students. Finally, the junior play, Egad, What a Cad, was a melodrama murder mystery. As usual, it was a highly enjoyable evening for all.

Freshman Allison Silver is surrounded by other cast members in the Class of 2003 play, Once Upon a Playground.
Junior Margot MacKay captures castmate Ed Berkery’s attention in their class’ one-act.

Seniors Lindsay Lipsman, Dan Keith, and Chelsea Buffington represent “typical” high school students.

Winners

Best Actor - Garrett Miller ’00
Best Actress - Melanie Gaskins ’00
Best Supporting Actor - Larry Zoll ’00
Best Supporting Actress -(tie) Trina Bass ’00 and Allison Silver ’00
Best Newcomer Actor - Steve Slotkin ’01
Best Newcomer Actress -(tie) Jen Dahan ’02 and Bernadette DeSimone ’00
Best Costumes - Helena Chin ’01
Best Lighting Design - Caroline Pang ’01 and Mona Wu ’03
Best Set Design - Jenn Rawling ’01
Best New Director - Mona Wu ’03
Best Director - Joclyn McKinstry ’00
Best Play - Just a High School Play - Class of 2000

Sophomore Priscilla Williams calms down fellow sophomore Julia Vigna in their play.

Freshman Siavash Azarnia is the center of attention in Once Upon a Playground.

Seniors Lisa Katz, Garrett Miller, Casey Jones, and Sean Smith take a moment to reflect on the day’s events.
Mr. West
2001

Laura Becica and Darien Klarman, two singular sensations!

Get ready Hollywood, here come Kathy Mendoza and Carolyn Cambell.

Carl Woodford as Mr. Carl-Ton

Mat Levy as Mr. Candyman.

Matt Alpert as Mr. Hill Billy.

Ed Berkery as Mr. Fresh.
This year’s annual Mr. West talent and beauty pageant featured a variety of acts as ten stunning contestants battled it out in the competitions of swim/casual/formal wear, personal interview, and talent. Sarina Friedner and Tara Halpin hosted the show and Melissa Osorio and Mary Maret added spice to the event with witty commentary from the lighting Booth. After a night of fun and laughs, senior Carl Woodford was crowned Mr. West for 2001.
The Talent Show
Gotta
Dance!
Homecoming

Pep Rally
The Court

Congratulations Caitlin!

Caitlin Fletcher crowned 2001 Homecoming queen

Kathy Mendoza and escort George Rivera

Shannon Fontanilla and escort Binh Le

Caitlin Fletcher and escort Scott Chick

The Queen is crowned

Brooke Womack and escort Al-Hakeem Reiff

Siobhan Scullin and escort Zach Semar

Kathy Mendoza and George Rivera
The Game


"this is the last song
this is the last song I’ll sing for you
this is the last song I can give you
the roaring city sleeps
metal fingers clacking dirty sheets
and no one comes for free
in this place where the angels sleep
my eyes are open wonder to this
as you hold the secrets
I count the minutes off so perfectly
the shards of broken glass
sing the strains of a sad old tune
we’re made it at last
but what we had is lost inside our past
this is the last song"

-- Smashing Pumpkins
the last song
TWO THOUSAND ONE

"Do not go where the path may lead, go instead where there is no path and leave a trail"

--Ralph Waldo Emerson
"Every new beginning comes from some other beginning's end
-- Semisonic
Closing Time"
Wisdom is not finally tested in the schools.
Wisdom cannot be pass'd from one having it
To another not having it.
Wisdom is of the soul,
is not susceptible of
Proof, is its own proof.

— Walt Whitman
song of the open road

Christopher Gill
Trisha M. Gismonde
Eric J. Godwin
Marat Gorban
Michael A. Gordon
Robert A. Gore
Simona Gorokhovsky
Keri A. Gottron
Brianne E. Graham
Jonathan S. Greenstein
Rory N. Grossman
Allison M. Grunwald
Anna F. Gunn-Golkin
Henry Hablak
taking over, we're taking over
throw away your four-leaf clovers
and stand beside this love
away with everything you've grown to hate
away with anything that holds you safe
away

-- Smashing Pumpkins
with every light
Well, this is the end of a perfect day,
Near the end of a journey, too;
But it leaves a thought that is big and strong,
With a wish that is kind and true.
For memory has painted this perfect day
With perfumes that never fade,
And we find at the end of a perfect day,
The soul of a friend we've made.
-- Carrie Jacobs Band
We can walk our road
together
If our goals are all the same
We can run alone and free
If we pursue a different aim

— Rush
The Sphere: A Kind of Dream
The greatest test of courage on earth is to bear defeat without losing heart.

-- Robert G. Ingersoll
Hiding behind my hair today
My eyes dance with fire
The thought of living here
And the bounds I transpire
Walking in this slow-motion
town
Wishing I was far away
- Smashing Pumpkins
nothing + everything
Simple as it seems,
it was a great discovery
That the key of knowledge
could turn both ways,
That it could open,
as well as lock,
the door of power
To the many.
James Russell Lowell
Camera Shy
Christopher Guzy
Lisa Kessler
Ryan McNally
Bradly W. Osborn
John Sapp
Nicholas Sebazco
Mohammed Shah
Lauren Stallard
Steven Stokes
Emily C. Tobin
Never underestimate the power of stupid people in large groups.
Whenever a snowflake leaves the sky,
It turns and turns to say “Good-by!
Good-by, dear clouds, so cool and gray!”
Then lightly travels on its way.

Mary Mapes Dodge,
Snowflakes
TO ALL MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF 2001:

Each year a limited number of seniors is elected to the Cherry Hill High School West Hall of Fame. The selection honors students who best represent the "all-around" senior. Selection is based on the following factors: service to the school, including athletic participation and extracurricular involvement, class rank, faculty vote, and student vote. You may vote for no more than (10) seniors. Please be selective. Seniors listed below were nominated by the class. All nominees appeared on multiple homeroom nomination lists. Place an (X) to the left of the names you select.

___ I CHOOSE NOT TO VOTE.

1. ___ Chelsea Allen
2. ___ Linda Allen
3. ___ Matthew Alpert
4. ___ Steven Back
5. ___ Ariella Bar-On
6. ___ Edward Berkery
7. ___ Kristin Bramell
8. ___ Matthew Burnett
9. ___ Candice Carbone
10. ___ Christine Carr
11. ___ Helena Chin
12. ___ Thomas Clerkin
13. ___ Amber Drea
14. ___ Christopher Escuti
15. ___ Keri Gottron
16. ___ Rory Grossman
17. ___ Allison Grunwald
18. ___ Anna Gunn-Golkin
19. ___ Scott Halpern
20. ___ Jessica Hebben
21. ___ Kathryn Herrera
22. ___ Lillian Horvitz
23. ___ Justin Hulbert
24. ___ Jason Jennings
25. ___ Jonathan Kapust
26. ___ Darien Klarman
27. ___ Laura Kushner
28. ___ Chun Lam
29. ___ Matthew Levitas
30. ___ Mathew Levy
31. ___ Michael Lipinski
32. ___ Katherine Lomas
33. ___ Margot Mackay
34. ___ Lisa Maeng
35. ___ Michelle Manalo
36. ___ Michael Mandel
37. ___ Mary Marett
38. ___ Tamieka Mays
39. ___ Jeffrey McElroy
40. ___ Meaghan McFalls
41. ___ Adam Melson
42. ___ Kathleen Meyers
43. ___ Marc Miranda
44. ___ Daniel Montiel
45. ___ Carey Myers
46. ___ Leanna Nassi
47. ___ Jeannette O'Donnell
48. ___ Nicole O'Hara
49. ___ Melissa Osorio
50. ___ Lisa Oxenberg
51. ___ Julie Paull
52. ___ Yelena Pelimskaya
53. ___ Caitlin Pletcher
54. ___ Jamila Ramsay
55. ___ Jennifer Rawling
56. ___ Noah Saft
57. ___ Gladys Santos
58. ___ Siobhan Scullin
59. ___ Erica Segal
60. ___ Zachary Senar
61. ___ William Sleeth
62. ___ Steven Slotkin
63. ___ Andrea Slutsky
64. ___ Zachary Smith
65. ___ Joia Starks
66. ___ Kathryn Stewart
67. ___ Jordan Taormina
68. ___ Karen Tenorio
69. ___ Debbie Ting
70. ___ Laura Traina
71. ___ Son Tran
72. ___ Josh Trubin
73. ___ Nickolas Tyris
74. ___ Carol Wang
75. ___ Ted Williams
76. ___ Brooke Womack
77. ___ Carl Woodford
78. ___ Donna Zhao
Senior Class

Government

Rows 1-4: Laura Kushner, Tiffany Hood, Melissa Osorio, Karen Tenorio, Margot Mackay, Michelle Leonardi, Andrea Slets-ky, Ariella Bar-on, Gladys Santos, Megan McCourt, Steve Back, Jeanette O'Donnell, Candice Carbone, Jon Greenstein, Katie Herrera, Katie Meyer, Darien Klarman, Noah Saff, Steve Sletkin, Zach Smith, Matt Burnett, George Rivera, Ste-fanie Ranalli, Lauren Fashinder, Kristin Brammell, Caitlin Pletcher, Meighan McFalls, Kyle Hall, Will Sleeth, Son Tran.

Adviser: Ms. Schmarak
Governor: Noah Saff
Lt. Governor: Darien Klarman

The senior class government has worked hard over the past four years in fundraising, planning events, and organizing charitable functions. In that time the government has successfully raised money for the class through carnation, candle, and t-shirt sales. All of the money raised for the class will be used to fund the much-anticipated Senior Prom that will be held at the Bellevue Hotel in Philadelphia. This year the senior class is planning to organize a Carabas Night, a tradition that was started last year by the class of 2000. The 2001 government has also sponsored a Teddy Bear Collection for needy children, and has raised money by working concession stands at West basketball games.
Governor's School

Surrounded by fellow Governor's students, Daniel Montiel represents Cherry Hill West.

Girl's State

Boy's State


Row one: Melissa Osorio, Margot Mackay, Lisa Macag. Row two: Katie Meyers, Caitlin Pletcher, Darien Klarman.

National Honor Society

Chelsea Allen
Candice Carbone
Joe Creek
Anna
Gunn-Golkin
Jason Jennings
Matt Levitas
Lisa Maeng
Daniel Montiel
Melissa Osorio
Jenn Rawling
Will Sleeth
Zach Smith
Debbie Ting
Donna Zhao
Steve Back
Christine Carr
Christopher
Escuti
Katie Herrero
Darien Klarman
Katie Lomas
Meighan McFalls
Leeanna Nassi
Julie Paull
Noah Saft
Steve Slotkin
Katie Stewart
Son Tran
Matt Burnett
Helena Chin
Lea Eslava
Justin Hulbert
Laura Kushner
Margot Mackay
Katie Meyers
Nicole OHara
Caitlin Pletcher
Zach Semar
Andrea Slutsky
Karen Tenorio
Nick Tyris
Order of the Lion
Top One Percent of the Senior Class

Noah Saft

Zachary Smith

Jason Jennings
P.A.V.A.S.
Performing and Visual Arts Society

P.A.V.A.S. Art Group
Front Row: Allison Grunwald, Jessica Hebben, Ryan Schwartz, Kristen Lyons, Kelly Webb,
Middle Row: Linda Allen, Marysia Szymkowiak, Laura Kushner, Beth Sanborn, Rita Korden,
Meredith Cooper, Back Row: Laura Traina, Yelena Pelimskaya, Marisa Rolish, Jenn Rawling,
Chris Escuti, Ed Ferrari, Chris Reynolds, Katie Lomas.

Mary Marett is ready for Hollywood.

Enjoying P.A.V.A.S., Chris Escuti shows a winning smile.

P.A.V.A.S. Theatre Group
Front Row: Jenn Rawling, Chelsea Allen, Sarina Friedner, Melissa Osorio, Beth Sanborn, Denise Scaly, Andrea Moy, Back Row: Matt Burnett, Mary Marett, Lillian Horvitz, Keri Gottron, Yuliya Plyushcheva, Justin Hulbert, Jon Stauder.

Katie Lomas and Keri Gottron receive directions from Dr. Dempsey (P.A.V.A.S. Advisor).

Laura Traina and Carey Myers

Jessica Wisniewski and Anna Leyzina
Andrea Moy, Melissa Osorio and Beth Sanborn sign up to join the fun.

P.A.V.A.S. Music Group

P.A.V.A.S. Literary Group
Helena Chin, Carey Myers, Laura Traina, Matt Levitas

Hey, it's Sarina Friedner!

Denise Sealy peruses some important paper work.

Matt Levitas completes a P.A.V.A.S. membership form.
Abrams, Jacqueline
406 Sheffield Road 08034
Latin Club/JCL, 9-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 10-11; West Singers, 12; Girls’ Tennis, 11-12

Abramson, Michael
9 Isaac Lane 08002
“Emancipate yourself from mental slavery, none but ourselves can free our mind.” -Bob Marley

Allen, Chelsea
109 Garfield Avenue 08002
French Club, 9-12; Italian Club, 11; NHS, 11-12; French NHS, 11-12; Children’s Show, 9-10 (Stage Manager, “Pinocchio”); Class One-Acts, 9 (Director of the winning Freshman One-Act “The Omen Murder Case”); Community Service, 10-11; Stage Crew, 9-10; Theater Workshop, 9-10; Three-Act Play, Foreign Literary Mag., 10-12 (Editor-in-chief of Visions Foreign Language Magazine); Rampant, 9-12 (Editor in Chief of Rampant); West Report Movie Critic. “I want to go on a mountain top with a radio and good batteries and play a joyous tune, and free the human race from suffering.”

Allen, Linda
65 Greenvale Road 08034
English Dept. Aide, 12; NHS, 12; PAVAS, 12; Thespian Society, 12; Chamber Singers, 11-12; Community Service, 12; Spring Musical, 9-12; Theater Workshop, 9-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 10; West Singers, 11-12; Foreign Literary Mag., 11; Girls’ Tennis, 11-12; Talent Show, 12; Renaissance Student, 10-11. “Conventionality is the refuge of a stagnant mind.”

Alpert, Matt
41 Windsor Mews 08002
Comic Book Club, 12; Student Leaders Council, 12; Mr. West, 12; Symphonic Winds, 9-12; Football, 12; Boys’ Soccer, 9-11; Boys’ Tennis, 9-11; Wrestling, 11; SGO 9-12 (President); Fitness Team, 11-12. “If you run into a wall, don’t turn around and give up. Figure out how to climb it, go through it or work around it.” -Michael Jordan

Aparin, Irina
08002
Latin Club/JCL, 10; Foreign Literary Mag., 10; Girls’ Tennis, 11-12; Teenline, Volunteer at Geriatric Home, Project Graduation. “Work like you don’t need the money. Love like you’ve never been hurt. Dance like nobody’s watching.”

Baberick, Michael
315 Sheffield Road 08034
PAVAS (3-D Arts), Community Service. “Behind the horizon of the place we lived when we were young in a world of magnets and miracles, our thoughts stayed constantly and without boundary. The ringing of the division bell has begun.” -Pink Floyd

Back, Steven
54 Ranaldo Terrace 08034
NHS, 11-12; French NHS, 10-12; Boys’ Soccer, 12; Boys’ Swimming, 9-12 (Captain), Class Government, 9-12 (Governor); Wind Ensemble, 9-11 (First Chair Trombone); Science Dept Aide, 11. “In the end everything always works out for the best.”

Baggiano, Mike
12 W. Miami Avenue 08002
Italian Club, Baseball, Project Graduation. “The only thing to fear is what you can’t accomplish.”

Baker, Syreeta
351 Cherry Hill Blvd. 08002
African-American Club, 9-11; Latin Club/JCL, 11; Cheerleading, 9. “Don’t follow your dream. Lead your dream.”

Banker, Ruchi
836 Cooperlanding Road Apt. 204 (East) 08002
Guidance office Aides, 11-12 (People’s Choice Award); Community Service, 12. “Ask yourself if what you’re doing today is getting you closer to where you want to be tomorrow.”

Berger, Aaron
509 Valley Run Drive 08002
Bowling. “When a person truly knows who he or she is, that person knows the path of his or her life.”

Bar-on, Ariella
125 Greensward 08002
Spanish Club, 10; NHS, 11-12 (Vice-president); Mr. West, 12; Cheerleading, 9-12; Girls’ Gymnastics, 9; Girls’ Lacrosse, 9; Glass Government, 9-12 (Secretary); Make-up Crew, 9-11; FOP, 10; Rotary. “The only Person you need to be is yourself.”
Beal, Jacqueline
3 Colgate Drive 08034
French Club, 9; Nature Defense, 12; French NHS, 11-12; Stage Crew, 9; Theatre Workshop, 9; Vocal Workshop, 10; Foreign Literary Mag., 11; Softball, 9-12; Girls’ Tennis, 11. “You can’t be brave if you’ve only had wonderful things happen to you.” -Mary Tyler Moore

Benjamini, David
103 Bentwood 08034
Library Aides, 10, 12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Boys’ Cross Country, 11-12; Track, 9-12; People’s Choice Awards, 11; Varsity Club, 12. “After every storm, if you look hard enough, a rainbow appears.”

Beri, Butch
103 Tampa Avenue 08034
Football, 9-12; (11-2nd team All Conference, Offensive Player of the Year; 12-2nd team All Conference) “It’s so amazing how people can be held down by just one person that doesn’t even care what they think. I know it’s so stupid.” -NFG

Berkey, Edward
15 Rhode Island Avenue 08034
Mock Trial, 10-12 (Lawyer); Thespian Society, 11-12; Children’s Show, 10-12; Class One-Acts, 912; Community Service, 10, 12; Mr. West, 12; Spring Musical, 9-10; Stage Crew, 9-10; Theater Workshop, 9-12 (Publicity Director); Vocal Workshop, 11; Football, 9. “You can never go too far.” -Ferris Bueller

Bivona, Steve
535 King George Road 08034
Chess Club, 9-10; Bowling, 9-12. “It’s all right letting yourself go, as long as you can get yourself back.”

Binder, Agatha
428 Princeton Avenue 08002
French Club, 9-12; Latin Club/JCL, Nature Defense, 12; Chansons, 10-11; Community Service, 9-12; Stage Crew, 9; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 11-12; Girls’ Cross Country, 12; Girls’ Lacrosse, 9; Girls’ Tennis, 11-12. “In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence of our friends.”

Bolletino, Joseph
420 Hialeah Drive 08002
“Lost time is never found again. Don’t waste it.”

Bolli, Jennifer
516 Doe Lane 08034
ROTC, 9-12; Vocal Workshop, 11; ROTC Drill Team & Color Guard, 11-12. “Never forget where you’re from.”

Bonifacio, Mark
2752 Chapel Avenue 08002
ROTC, 9-12 (Veteran’s of Foreign Wars Award).

Brammall, Kristin
253 Redstone Ridge 08034
French Club, 10; Latin Club/JCL, 10; SADD, 10-12 (Vice-president); NHS, 11-12; French NHS, 10-12; Stage Crew, 10-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Foreign Literary Mag., 10-11; Field Hockey, 9-12; Girls’ Lacrosse, 9; Girls’ Swimming, 9-12 (Captain); Class Government, 10-12; Project Graduation, 12. “Well, I don’t know where we’re going, but we’re on our way...Stymie, The Little Rascals

Burnett, Matt
1222 Forge Road 08034
Comic Book Club, 9-12; Latin Club/JCL, 11-12; NHS, 11-12; Children’s Show, 12; Class One-Acts, 9, 11-12; Stage Crew, 9, 11-12; Theater Workshop, 9-12; Boys’ Swimming, 9-12; Glass Government, 9-12 (Lt. Governor). “Visions are worth fighting for. Why spend your life making someone else’s dreams?” - Orson Welles in Tim Burton’s Ed Wood

Callaway, Sean
322 Third Avenue 08002
“I LIKE APPLES”

Campbell, Carolyn
110 Kingswood Court 08034
PAVAS; Mr. West; Vocal Workshop; West Singers; Girls’ Lacrosse; Girls’ Soccer; Girls’ Swimming; SGO; Class Government.” “May I print a kiss on your lips?” I said, and he nodded his full permission; so we went to press and I rather guess, we printed a full edition.”

Carbone, Candice
24 Wagon Lane 08002
NHS, 11-12; Spring Musical, 12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 10-11; Cheerleading, 10-11; Girls’ Swimming, 9-10; Class Government, 9-12. “I’ll keep breathing, and keep on living. Because tomorrow the sun will come up again and you never know what the tide will bring in.” -Tom Hanks - “Castaway”

Carr, Christine
204 North Madison Avenue 08002
Photography Club, 9-12; NHS, 11-12; French NHS, 11-12; PAVAS, 12; Community Service, 11; Bowling, 12; Field Hockey, 9-11; Girls’
Lacrosse, 9; Girls’ Swimming, 9-10; Class Government, 10-12. “And in the end, the love you take is equal to the love you make.” -The Beatles

Chandy, Linu P
515 Howard Road 08034
Asian Culture Club, 12

Chapman, Michael
1 Landover Lane 08002
DECA, 12; Italian Club, 9-11; Marching Band, 9-11; Symphonic Winds, 9-12; Baseball, 11-12; Boys’ Basketball, 9; Boys’ Soccer, 9-12; Project Graduation; Office Aide. “He who knows nothing is confident of everything.”

Chick, Scott
628 Longwood Avenue 08002
DECA, 11; Mr. West, 12; Spring Musical, 12; Vocal Workshop, 11; Concert Choir, 12; Baseball, 9-12; Boys Basketball, 9; Boys’ Soccer, 10-12; SGO, 11-12; Class Government, 9-10. “Although it may have been fun, the best is yet to come.”

Chin, Helena
300 Chelten Parkway 08034
Asian Culture Club, 10-12; DECA, 12; Italian Club, 10-11; NHS, 11-12; French NHS, 10-12; Children’s Show, 9-12 (11-12, costume mistress); Class One-Acts, 9-12 (9-12 costume mistress); Pit Orchestra, 11; Spring Musical, 9-12 (11-12 costume mistress); Theater Workshop, 9-12; Aspects, 10-12; SGO, 11-12; Costume Crew. “We are the music makers, and we are the dreamers of dreams.”

Cohen, Jeremy
2749 West Chapel Avenue 08002
Thespian Society, 12; Children’s Show, Class One-Acts, 9; Spring Musical, 10-12; Theater Workshop, 9-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 10-11; West Singers, 12; House Crew, 9,10,12. “You can do it, it’s all up to you! Mm’ Kay?” - Mr. Mackey (South Park)

Cooley, Roland
52 Clemson Road 08034
African-American Club, 9-11; Football, 9-11. “Time is money and you can’t get an hour back.”

Cooper, Meredith
20 Bookmede Drive 08034
Thespian Society, 12; Chansons, 10-11; Children’s Show, 10-12 (12-props mistress); Class One-Acts, 9-12; Spring Musical, 9-12; Stage Crew, 9; Theater Workshop, 9-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 12; Rampant, 9; Class Government, 11; Project Graduation, 12. “It is not in the stars to hold our destiny but in ourselves.” -William Shakespeare

Corvino, Tracy
901 Murray Avenue 08002
DECA, 12; Latin Club/JCL, 11; Community Service, 12; Field Hockey, 9-10; Softball, 9-10; Class Government, 11. “Dream as if you will live forever, live as if you will die tomorrow.”

Creek, Joe
1105 Queens Road 08034
Latin Club/JCL, 10-12 (12-JCL Treasurer), NHS, 11-12; Community Service, 10-12; SGO, 11-12; Ice Hockey Team, 11-12 (Captain). “The working man is a sucker.” - Brad O’Brien

Croce, Remo
1100 Maple Avenue 08002
DECA, 12; French Club, 11; Baseball, 9-11; Boys’ Soccer, 9-12; Project Graduation. “It’s all right letting yourself go, as long as you can get yourself back.” -Mick Jagger

Cullia, Kristen
105 Garfield Avenue 08002
Italian Club, 10-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Chansons, 10; Concert Choir, 11-12; Field Hockey, 9; Girls Swimming, 9-10. “Sometimes I wish I had never met you, then I could sleep better at night not knowing there was someone like you out there.” “Celebrate we will, cause life is short but sweet for certain.” -Dave Matthews Band

Curry, Lauren
1119 Cooperskill Road 08034
Spanish NHS, 11; Field Hockey, 9-10; Softball, 9-10; FOP, 9-11. “The only people for me are the mad ones, the ones who are mad to live, mad to talk, mad to be saved, desirous of everything at the same time, the ones who never yawn or say commonplace things, but burn like fabulous yellow roman candles exploding like spiders across the stars.” -Jack Kerouac

Davidson, Eric
309 Chelten Parkway 08034
CHW Ice Hockey (Captain). “Evil is live spelled backwards”. Summer of Sam” by Spike Lee

Dawson, Shawn
321 Woodland Avenue 08002
“Reach for the sky/Touch the sky. Revive a hope/For Mankind.” -Fear Factory

D’Andrea, Darlene
Italian Club, 9-12 (President); Latin Club/JCL, 11-12; Italian NHS, 9-12; FOP, 9-10; PAVAS, 9-12; Foreign
Literary Mag., 12; Class Government, 11. "I haven't changed, but I will never be the same." I came into this school with friend, I'm leaving with family.

**DelGozzo, Brian**  
13 Chestnut Terrace 08002  
House Office Aides, 12; Italian Club, 9; Baseball, 9-12. "Dream as if you'll live forever. Live as if you'll die today." -James Dean

**Dennis, Ethan**  
Comic Book Club, 11; Three-Act Play, 10; Boys' Cross Country, 9-11; CHW Ice Hockey, 9-12 (Captain). "It's been emotional." - Vinnie James from Lock, Stock and Two Smoking Barrels

**DeSantis, Robert**  
32 Greensward Lane 08002  
Latin Club/JCL, 9-12; Community Service, 11-12; Bowling, 10-12; Poetry of Popular Music, 11-12; Greek Scholars, 11-12, Talent Show, 11-12, SECO, 12. "In the world I see, people are judged by the types of people they are, not how they dress. Music is always in the air, and the sky is always the color of sunset. How do you see the world?"

**DeFlavis, Derek**  
404 Howard Road 08034  
ROTC, 9-12; Wrestling, 9-11. "Here's to bigger and better things!"

**DiGirolamo, Kristina Rae**  
17 Embassy Drive 08002  
Girls' Soccer, 9-12; Softball, 9-12 (Captain); Wrestling, 9-12 (Manager), Varsity Club, 9-12 (President), FOP, 11. "There is no greater courage than to suffer defeat and not lose heart."

**DiSibio, Marc**  
113 Columbia Boulevard 08002  
DECA, 12; Italian Club, 10-11; Baseball, 9-12; Football, 9-10. "In the end, everything is a gag." -Charlie Chaplin

**Drea, Amber**  
French Club, 9-11; Guidance Office Aides, 12; Children's Show, 9-10; Class One-Acts, 9-10; Community Service, 11-12; Stage Crew, 9-10; Theatre Workshop, 9-11; Foreign Literary Mag., 11; Rampant, 12, Class Government, 10-11."Some people come into our lives and quickly go. Others stay for awhile and leave footprints on our hearts and we are never the same again." anonymous

**Dungee, Lisa**  
1108 Warren Avenue 08002  
French Club, 9-11; PAVAS, 9-12; Field Hockey, 9; Girls' Swimming, 9 (Manager); Wrestling, 10 (Manager). "You are only coming though in waves ... your lips move but I can't hear what you say ... I have become comfortably numb."

**Einhorn, William Alexander**  
1107 Edgemoor Road 08034  
Latin Club/JCL, 12; Class One-Acts, 10; Jazz Ensemble, 12; String Ensemble, 9-12; Marching Band, 11-12; Pit Orchestra, 10-12; Lions Roar, Class Government, 10; Symphonic Band, 11-12; Select Strings, 10-12; Full Orchestra, 9-12; Wind Ensemble, 12; Science Aide, 10; New Jersey Performing Arts Center Youth Orchestra Festival, 11; "You're only young once, but you can be immature forever."

**Ellis, Sherilee**  
632 Mercer Street 08002  
DECA, 12; House Office Aides, 9-10; Cheerleading, 9; Softball, 12. "If you don't stand for something, you'll fall for anything."

**Englehard, Rachel**  
419 Cherry Hill Boulevard 08002  
DECA, 12; Nurse's Aides, 10. "Be a thunderstorm - be dangerous and unpredictable and make a lot of noise! Just do!!"

**Escuti, Christopher**  
524 Kings Croft 08034  
Science Club, 12; NHS, 11-12; Chamber Singers, 11-12; Men-of-Note, 10-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; West Singers, 10-12 (Tenor I Section Leader), Wind Ensemble, 9. "Enjoy life to its fullest and don't worry, be happy!"

**Eslava, Lea**  
107 East Miami Avenue  
Asian Culture Club, 9-12; NHS, 11-12; Spanish NHS, 11-12; Chansons, 10, Concert Choir, 11-12, Community Service, 11-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Bowling, 9-10, 12; FOP, 11; Project Graduation, 12. "Yesterday is history, tomorrow is mystery; Today is the gift, because it is the present."

**Fasbinder, Lauren**  
406 King George Road 08034  
DECA, 11-12 (President); Italian Club, 10-12; SADD, 11-12; Spanish Club, 10-11; Chansons, 10-, Children's Show, 11-12 (make-up crew); Mr. West, 12 (escort); Vocal Workshop, 9; Girls' Soccer, 9; Class Government, 9-12 (Chairperson of Fundraising, Football Concession). "About the time we can make ends meet, somebody moves the ends." Herbert Hoover
Feldman, Mikhail
606 Cooper Landing Road, B5R 08002
Chess Club, 9-12 (Captain, Varsity member 10-12, led the team to second in NJ); Latin Club/JCL, 9-12 (member of JCL team for four years). “Power doesn’t corrupt people, People corrupt power.”

Fennell, Lauren
1114 Greenbriar Road 08034
DECA, 11-12; Wrestling Manager, 10-11; FOP, 11. “Happiness is not an ideal of reason, but of imagination.” Immanuel Kant

Ferrari, Edward
336 Roosevelt Drive 08002
“I’M OUT OF WEBBING!” -SPIDER - MAN

Filberto, Michael
78 Greenwards 08002
DECA, 12; Italian Club, 9-11; Baseball, 9; Football, 9. “The worst thing in life is a waste of talent.” -Sunny from “Bronx Tale” -Frank Sinatra

Fontanilla, Shannon
126 Greenvale Road 08034
Trainer’s Aides, 12; Chansons, 10; Community Service, 10-12; Homecoming Court, 12; Mr. West, 12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 11-12; FOP, 11-12; Girls’ Basketball, 9-12 (Captain); Field Hockey, 9-12 (Captain); Softball, 9-11; SGO, 11-12; Class Government, 10. “People come and go in your life, but those that leave footsteps on your heart will be with you for life.”

Friedner, Sarina M.
417 Saratoga Drive 08002
French Club, 9-12; Respect for Drugs, 12; PAVAS, 12; Thespian Society, 12; Chansons, 11; Children’s Show, 9-12; Class One-Acts, 10-12; Mr. West, 10-12 (Mistress of Ceremonies); Sound Crew, 10; Spring Musical, 10-12; Theatre Workshop, 10-12; Vocal Workshop, 10; Concert Choir, 12; Girls’ Basketball, 9; SGO, 11. “There are some things you can’t know unless you’ve been there, but oh how far we could go... don’t need to tell you what it is about, you just start on the inside and work your way out.

Gifford, Christopher, J.
306 Windsor Drive 08002
Boys’ Soccer, 9; Student E-Commerce Organization (SECO). “Life is a precious thing, do not waste it!”

Gill, Christopher
1011 Chelten Parkway 08034
“Turtle Power!”

Gismonde, Trisha
26 Nevada Avenue 08002
DECA, 12; Girls’ Basketball, 10. “Just because you can’t see air doesn’t mean you don’t breathe it. Just because you can’t see God doesn’t mean you can’t believe it!” -Preacher’s Wife

Gordon, Michael
307 South Lincoln Avenue 08002
Computer Club/Advis., 10-12; Class One-Acts, 9; Jazz Ensemble, 12; Lighting Crew, 10-12; Marching Band, 12; Pit Orchestra, 12; Sound Crew, 12; Stage Crew, 9; Lions Roar, 9-12 (Sports Editor); Boys’ Basketball, 9; Football, 9-10; Boys’ Soccer, 11-12; Symphonic Band, 9-12; Wind Ensemble, 12. “Otium cum Dignitate.” -“Live with Dignity.”

Gorohovsky, Simona
801 Cooper Landing Road Apt A610 08002
French Club, 9-12; NHS, 12; French NHS, 11-12; Community Service, 12; Stage Crew, 12; Vocal Workshop, 10; Foreign Literacy Mag., 10-12, Concert Choir. “To thine own self be true.”

Gottron, Keri
3 Rose Lane 08002
PAVAS, 12; Chansons, 10; Spring Musical, 12; Vocal workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 11, West Singers, 12; Rampant, 12; Cheerleading, 9-11; Field Hockey, 9; Class Government, 11-12. “They were not perfect, but they were my friends. Most of them were out, living lives. Some I have seen, some never again, but there isn’t a day my heart doesn’t find them.” -Girl, Interrupted

Graham, Brianne E.
1020 Salem Road 08034
Italian Club, 9-12, Class Government, 9-11. “You know you’re in love when you don’t want to sleep because your reality is better than your dreams.”

Greenstein, Jonathan
42 North Syracuse Drive 08034
Latin Club/JCL, 12; Nature Defense, 10-12; Spring Musical, 11-12; Vocal Workshop, 11; Concert Choir, 12; Class Government, 11-12. “If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music he hears, however measured or far away.” -Henry David Thoreau
Grossman, Rory
418 Valley Run Drive 08002
Thespians Society, 12; Children’s Show, 11; Spring Musical, 11; Stage Crew, 10-12; Symphonic Winds, 11-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; FOP, 11-12; Concert Choir, 10. “Yar as sharp as a baseball.”

Grunwald, Allison
416 Garden State Drive 08002
Latin Club/JCL, 12 (JCL Website Designer); Spanish Club, 9; String Ensemble, 9-12 (Section Leader - Viola); Indoor Color Guard, 8-9; Indoor Drumline, 9; Pit Orchestra, 9-12; Symphonic Band, 10-11; Softball, 9-11 (JV Manager); Wind Ensemble, 12; Strolling Strings, 9-11; Greek Scholars, 12; Latin Tutor, 12; Full Orchestra, 9-12. “Post Proelium, Praemium” (After the battle, the reward)

Gunn-Golkin, Anna
412 Yale Avenue 08002
Computer Club/Adv., 10-12; Forensics, 11-12; Latin Club/JCL, 9-12 (President 10-12); Library Aides, 9-12; Mock Trial, 11-12; Science Club, 9-12 (President 12); NASA Student Involvement Program (Third Place); NHS, 11-12; Community Service, 11; String Ensemble, 9-12; Pit Orchestra, 10-12; Lions Roar, 9-10; Girls’ Soccer, 9-12; Class Government, 11; West Web Weavers, 10-12 (Assistant Editor-in-Chief); Latin National Honor Society, 11-12; Wire Choir, 9-12; Model Congress, 11; “It is difficult to say what is impossible, for the dream of yesterday is the hope of today and the reality of tomorrow.” - Robert Goddard

Hablak, Henry
606 Cooper Landing Road Apt. A4K 08002
“We are the happier man, he who has braved the storm of life and lived, or he who has stayed securely on shore and merely existed.” - Hunter S. Thompson

Hall, Kyle
38 Ranaldo Terrace 08034
Jazz Ensemble, 9; Stage Crew, 9; Rampant, 12; Boys’ Swimming, 9-12; Class Government, 9-10,12.

Halpern, Scott
305 Royal Oak Avenue 08002
AIDS Awareness Club, 11; Chess Club, 9-12; Latin Club/JCL, 12; Mock Trial, 11-12 (Lawyer); SADD, 11; Science Club, 9; Class One-Acts, 10; Community Service, 10-12; Stage Crew, 9; Aspects, 11; SECO, 12; Poetry and Popular Music, 11-12. “You cannot shake hands with a clenched fist.” - Mahatama Gandhi

Hebden, Jessica
416 Columbia Boulevard 08002
Spanish Club, 9-11, 12; PAVAS, 12; Rampant, 9-12; Softball, 9-12; Project Graduation, 12 (T-shirt Designing); Bible Study, 9, 12; Fellowship of Christian Athletes, 12. “it’s the end of something simple. And the beginning of Everything Else.” - Dawson’s Creek “Don’t worry about the future... The real troubles in your life are apt to be things that never crossed your worried mind; the kind that blindside you at 4PM some idle Tuesday.” Sunscreen Song

Herrero, Katie
320 Berkshire Avenue 08002
Peer Mediators, 9; Student Activity Office Aides, 11; NHS, 11-12; Concert Choir, 10 (Section Leader); Children’s Show, 10-12; Class One-Acts, 9-12; Spring Musical, 9-12; Symphonic Winds, 9; Vocal Workshop, 9; West Singers, 11-12 (Section Leader); Field Hockey, 9-12; Girls’ Lacrosse, 9-12 (Captain); Girls’ Soccer, 11-12 (Most Improved Player in 1999); Girls’ Swimming 9-12 (Unsung Hero in 1999); Class Government, 10-12. “The only thing necessary for the triumph of evil is for good men to sit back and do nothing.” - the author is unknown to me.

Hoffecker, John
137 Valley Run Drive 08002
DECA, 12; ROTC, 9-12; Mr. West, 12; Wrestling, 9-12. “Improvise, Adapt, Overcome” “Love to all who have love for me... I’m out!”

Hood, TIFFANY L.
364 Kresson Road 08034
House Office Aides; Nature Defense; Peer Mediators; Children’s Show; Class One-Acts; Community Service; Mr. West; Spring Musical; Stage Crew; Symphonic Winds; Theatre Workshop, Three-Act Play; Class Government; Concert Choir; Wind Ensemble; Odyssey of the Mind. “No one can make you feel inferior, without your consent.” - Eleanor Roosevelt

Horvitz, Lillian
216 Westover Drive 08034
French Club, 9-10,12; SADD, 10; Thespians Society, 10-12; Chansons, 10; Children’s Show, 9-10, 12 (Production Manager); Class One-Acts, 9-10,12 (Production Manager); Jazz Ensemble, 9; Mr. West, 10; Spring Musical, 9-10, 12 (Assistant Production Manager); Stage Crew, 9-10,12; Theatre Workshop, 9-10,12; Vocal
Workshop, 9; Wind Ensemble, 9-10, 12; Talent Show, 9-10; full Orchestra, 9-10; Red Ribbon Play, 12 (Stage Manager). “So when the day turns into night, I know that everything is alright ... “ -Big Bad Voodoo Daddy

Hubler, Victoria
980 Kingston Drive 08034
Vocal Workshop, 11; Lions Roar, 9.
“Life happens! Take it in stride.” WE DID IT!

Hunter, Elizabeth
8 Meryl Lane 08002
French Club, 9-12; House Office Aides, 9; Community Service, 10-12; Field Hockey, 9-12; Class Government, 10-11. “I always knew looking back on my tears would make me laugh, but I never knew looking back on my laughter would make me cry.” -unknown

Hulbert, Justin
115 State Street 08002
NHS, 11-12; Thespian Society, 10-12 (Secretary; Honor Bar, President); Children’s Show, 9-12; Community Service, 11; Mr. West, 10-12; Spring Musical 9-12; Theatre Workshop, 9-12 (Secretary, Treasurer); Class One Acts, 9-12 (Best Actor-9), Lions Roar, 11 (Web Editor-in-Chief); West Web Weaver, 12 (Editor-in-Chief). “the stupid neither forgive nor forget; the naive forgive and forget, the wise forgive but do not forget.” -Thomas Szasz

Ingram, Janique
4 Delwood Road 08002
African-American Club, 9-10; DECA, 11; House Office Aides, 9-10; Nurse’s Aides, 9; Community Service, 9-10, 12; Rampant, 12; Class Government, 10-12; Boys’ Basketball Manager, 9,12; FOP, 11. “People need to stop trying to be someone else because there’s no better person to be but YOU!”

Ingram, Nathan
618 Jerome Avenue 08002
African-American Club, 10-11; Boys’ Basketball, 10-12. “Get down with the click or get found in a ditch.” Holla!!

Ingram, Norman
618 Jerome Avenue 08002
African American Club, 10-11; Boys’ Basketball, 10-12. “If you hate me, I will succeed. I will be successful so they will always hate me. The greatest is behind.”

Jennings, Jason
110 Willow Way 08034
NHS, 11-12; Community Service, 11; Mr. West, 11-12; Boys’ Cross-Country, 9-12 (Captain); Boys’ Swimming, 9-12 (Captain); Boys’ Track, 9-12; Class Government, 9-11; Varsity Club, 12; Talent Show, 9-12. “Get busy living or get busy dying.” -The Shawshank Redemption

Johnson, Lauren Elizabeth
601 Franklin Avenue 08002
“Real Strength is inner, stand in the truth of who you are, by yourself. Stand by the words you say; if you are wrong have the strength to recognize it, admit it and apologize for it; but never apologize when you are right.” -Miss Tairrie B.

Joslin, Brenda
1234 Forge Road 08034
Field Hockey, 9-10; Softball, 9-12 (JV Captain); Project Graduation, 12. “You never realize what you have until its gone.”

Kapust, Jonathan
311 Surrey Road 08002
Latin Club/JCL, 11-12; PAVAS, 12; Thespian Society, 12; Chamber Singers, 12; Children’s Show, 9-12; Class One-Acts, 9-10; Men-of-Note, 11-12; Spring Musical, 9-12; Stage Crew, 9-10; Theatre Workshop, 9-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; West Singers, 11-12; Concert Choir, 10; Music Aide, 12; SECO, 12. “I shall miss these things when it all rolls by. Wanna stay, stay, stay for awhile.” -Dave Matthews

Kelly, Casey
609 Franklin Avenue 08002
DECA, 12; Library Aides, 9-10; Chansons, 12; Community Service, 10-11; Vocal workshop, 9. “Yesterday is gone, now we live for tomorrow. Good Luck Seniors!”

Kelly, Christie
629 Kenilworth Avenue 08002
DECA, 11; Community Service, 10-12; Rampant, Cheerleading, 10-12; Class Government, 11; Project Graduation, 12. “Always be a first-rate version of yourself, instead of a second-rate version of somebody else.” Judy Garland

Klarman, Darien
115 Cherry Tree Lane 08002
NHS, 11-12; Spanish NHS, 11; Chansons, 10-11; Class One-Acts, 10; Community Service, 11; Mr. West, 10-12; Spring Musical, 9-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Field Hockey, 9-12; Girls’ Lacrosse, 9; Class Government, 9-12 (Lt. Governor, 10-12); Broadway Night Choreographer, 12. “Work like you don’t need the money. Dance like no one is watching. And love like you’ve never been hurt.” -Mark Twain
Kohlmyer, Jason
36 Stanford Road 08034
ROTC, 9-11. “Enough is enough, and it’s time for a change.” -Owen Hart

Korden, Rita
African-American Club, 12. “Always remember that there is nothing you can’t take to God in prayer.”

Kushner, Laura
28 Fountain Court 08034
Mock Trial, 12; NHS, 11-12; Chansons, 10-11; Children’s Show, 9, 12;
Class One-Acts, 10; Spring Musical, 9-10; Vocal Workshop, 9; Rampant, 10;
Cheerleading, 10-11; Class Government, 9-12 (Chairperson of Community Service). “Think what a better world it would be if we all
the whole world- had cookies and milk about three o’clock every 
afternoon and then lay down with 
our blankets for a nap.” -Robert Fulghum (All I really need to know I
learned in Kindergarten)

Labbe, Leann
17 Rose Lane 08002
ROTC, 10; Community Service, 12; 
Theatre Workshop, 9-10; Girls’ Soccer, 9; Girls’ Swimming, 9. “There’s
no life without love.”

Lam, Chun Hin
41 James Run 08002
Chess Club, 11-12 (Varsity 5 position); Computer Club/Adv., 11-12 
(Third place from Camden County College QBASIC Team Competition), People Choice Award, Chem-
istry Assistant, 12; Certificate of Achievement from Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University for outstanding contributions in the area of computer science and technology at CHHSW; Merck Science Day

Chemistry Team Competition (First Place). “Some people are smart and
some people are not, but all the suc-
cessful people work hard. Hard
work has nothing to do with tal-
ent.”

Lampropoulos, Ashley
16 Holden Road 08034
Softball, 12. “Everything happens for a reason.”

Le, Binn
513 Valley Run Drive 08002
Asian Culture Club, 9-12; PAVAS, 9-
12; Homecoming Court, 12; Mr. 
West, 12; Boys’ Soccer, 9; Boys’ Ten-
nis, 9-11, SGO, 11-12; Class Government, 12, FOP, 10, 12. “They say you
live and learn. I’m tired of learning,
I want to live.”

Lee, Ka Ho
409 Yorkshire Road 08034
Asian Culture Club, 9-12; Comic Book Club, 9-12; Mock Trial, 10-11; Community Service, 12, FOP, 11. “I
used to be with “it”, but then they
changed what “it” was. Now what
I’m with isn’t “it” anymore, and
what “it” is seems weird and scary.”

Lehn, Michael Christopher
414 Bruce Road 08034
Asian Culture Club, 9-11; Latin Club/JCL, 11; Marching Band, 10-
11; Stage Crew, 9-11; Theatre Workshop, 9-11.

Leonardi, Michelle
509 Bancroft Road 08034
House Office Aides, 11-12; Italian Club, 11; Latin Club/JCL, 11-12;
Stage Crew, 10; Girls’ Basketball, 10-
11; Softball, 9-12; Class Government, 11-12. “Live for today, don’t
be afraid to take risks!

Leonardi, Sarah
509 Bancroft Road 08034
French Club, 9-11; House Office Aides, 10; Italian Club, 11; ROTC,
10; Community Service, 10-11;
Stage Crew, 10; Vocal Workshop, 9;
Girls’ Cross-Country, 11; Renais-
sance Club, 10. “Peace .. Love .. 
Unity .. Respect. Take One day at a
time.”

Leopold, Heidi
653 Highland Avenue 08002
Latin Club/JCL 10-12; Class One-
Acts, 10; Marching Band, 9-12. “So I
let go the ratio of things said to things
heard as I leave you to your garden
and the beauty you preferred and I
wonder what of this will have mean-
ing for you when you’ve left it all
behind.” -Ani DeFranco

Levitas, Matt
421 Kennebec Road 08002
Latin Club/JCL, 11-12; NHS, 11-12; 
Spanish NHS, 11-12; Stage Crew, 9-
10; Aspects, 11-12 (Literary Editor,
11; Editor-in-Chief, 12). “When I
leave I don’t know what I’m hoping
to find and When I leave I don’t
know what I’m leaving behind.” - Rush, analog Kid

Levy, Mat
51 Knollwood Drive 08002
Respect for Drugs, 11-12 (Stage
Manager and Actor), Student Act.
Off. Aides, 12; PAVAS, 12; Thespian Society, 12; Children’s Show, 9-12;
Community Service, 11-12; Mr.
West, 11-12; Spring Musical, 10-12;
Theatre Workshop, 9-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; SGO, 10-12; Blood
Drive, 10-12; FOP, 10-12 (Chair-
man). “If you can think of yesterday
without regret and tomorrow with-
out fear, then damnit you are not a
human being!!”
Lewis, David  
995 Kingston Drive 08034  
“Nobody roots for Goliath!” -Wilt Chamberlain

Leyzina, Anna  
801 Cooper Landing Road A-307 08002  
Amnesty International, 10; PAVAS, 12; Rampant, 9-11; Girls’ Volleyball, 10; Girls’ Tennis, 11-12; FOP Holiday Party, 11; Poetry and Popular Music Club, 11. “No matter how far I’ve come, I can’t wait to see tomorrow.”

Lieberman, Frani  
314 Monmouth Drive 08002  
French Club, 9-10; Nurse’s Aide, 12; SADD, 11-12; Children’s Show, 9-11; Community Service, 9-10; Stage Crew, 9-11; Theatre Workshop, 9-12; NGO, 12; Class Government, 9-11; Make-up Crew, 11-12; Homecoming Float, 12; Red Ribbon Play, 12. “Well behaved women rarely make history.” -Ulrich

Lipinski, Michael  
930 Abington Road 08034  
Nature Defense, 11; Lions Roar, 10-12; Baseball, 9; Football, 9-12 (Captain, Second Team All Conference, Thomas Bottalico Memorial Award); Cable 19 TV, 12; Varsity Club, 11-12 (Officer), Boys’ Track, 12. “It’s not whether you get knocked down. It’s whether you get up again.” -Vince Lombardi

Lomas, Katie  
French Club, 9-11; NHS, 11-12; French NHS, 11-12; Chamber Singers, Class One-Acts, 9; Community Service, 11-12; Spring Musical, 12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 10-11; West Singers, 12; Rampant, 12; Field Hockey, 9-11; Girls’ Lacrosse, 9; Boys’ Swimming, 11 (Manager); Girls’ Swimming, 10 (Manager); Class Government, 10-11. “Truly great friends are hard to find, difficult to leave, and impossible to forget.” -G. Randolf

Long, Curtis  
103 Daytona Avenue 08034  
Asian Culture Club, 9-12 (Vice-President); Latin Club/JCL, 11-12; Spanish Club, 10-12; Class One-Acts, 12; Community Service, 10-12; Stage Crew, 11; Vocal Workshop, 10; Concert Choir, 11; Boys’ Volleyball, * 9-12; Boys’ Gymnastics, 9; Boys’ Swimming, 9-12; Diving, 10-12; FOP, 11-12; Office Aide, 10. “Arguing with a stubborn person is much like mud wrestling a pig. Pretty soon you realize the pig likes it.”

Losben, Dana  
2751 Chapel Avenue 08002  
Italian Club, 9-12; Thespian Society, 11-12; Children’s Show, 11-12; Class One-Acts, 9-12; Mr. West, 11-12; Spring Musical, 9,11,12; Stage Crew, 9-10; Theatre Workshop, 9-12; Italian Honor Society, 11-12; Costume Crew, 11-12; House Crew, 11-12; Props Crew, 10-11; Props Mistress, 10-12. “Oh, I believe I am ready for what love has to bring. Got myself together, now I’m ready to sing.” -Theme song to “Ally McBeal”

Lymper, Stephen  
1123 Harvest Road 08002  
Bowling, 11; FOP, 11; Poetry in Popular Music, 11. “Walk into this world with your head up high.” -Deftones

Lynch, Erica  
133 Colwick Road 08002  
DECA, 12; Latin Club/JCL, 11; Cheerleading, 9-10; Field Hockey, 9; Class Government, 10-11. “If you want wisdom, you cannot buy it at the store. You cannot get invited to that party. You have to do the work.” -Tori Amos

Lyons, Kristen  
7 Forge Lane 08002  
House Office Aides, 12; School Store, 11; Lions Gifts, 9; Girls’ Basketball. “When the lion leaves it’s den, we say good-bye and that’s the end.”

Mackay, Margot Dana  
112 Warfield Road 08034  
Latin Club/JCL, 12; Spanish Club, 9-10, NHS, 11-12; PAVAS, 12; Thespian Society, 10-12; Chamber Singers, 11-12 (Student Director/Conductor); Children’s Show, 9-11 (Props Mistress); Class One-Acts, 9-12 (Props Mistress, Assistant); Community Service, 10-12; String Ensemble, 9-12 (Cello Section Leader); Mr. West, 11-12; Spring Musical, 9-12; Theatre Workshop, 9-12 (Secretary, Director of Publicity); Vocal Workshop, 9; West Singers, 11-12 (soprano 2 Section Leader, Vice President); Concert Choir, 10 (Alto 1 Section Leader, Secretary, Treasurer); Fermata, 12; Full Orchestra, 9-12; Select strings, 9-11; Lions Roar, 9; Rampant, 9; Class Government, 9-12; All South Jersey Chorus, 11-12; All State Chorus, 11; All South Jersey Orchestra, 10-12; Girls State, 11-12. “Life is what happens to you while you’re busy making other plans.” -John Lennon

MacKenzie, Katie  
51 Mara Court 08002  
DECA, 12; French Club, 9; Latin Club/JCL, 11; Children’s Show, 11; Lighting Crew, 9; Spring Musical, 11-12; Softball, 9-10, Class Government, 11. “Anything that’s worth it is hard.”
Maeng, Lisa
20 Dartmouth Road 08034
Asian Culture Club, 9-12 (Secretary, President); Student Leaders Counsel, 12; NHS, 11-12; Spanish NHS, 11-12; Chamber Singers, 12; Community Service, 12; String Ensemble, 9-11; Pit Orchestra, 11; Vocal Workshop, 9; West Singers, 12 (Section Leader); concert Choir, 10-11 (Section Leader); UMDNJ Scholars Program, 12; Girls’ Volleyball, 9-12 (Co-Captain); Girls’ Lacrosse, 9; Girls State, 11-12 (Mayor); Class Government, 9-11 (Class Trip Chairman); National Youth Leadership Forum, 11-12; Wire Choir (Select Strings), 9-12. “Before you can trust others, you must trust yourself. You’ve only got yourself to depend on in the end.”

Mandel, Michael
130 Old Carriage Road 08034
DECA, 10-12 (10-first in region, fifth in state; 11 first in region, first in state, third in country; President-12); Latin Club/JCL, 11; Mock Trial, 9-12 (Lawyer, Captain); Community Service, 10-11; Model Congress, 11-12 (Co-founder, President); SECO, Website Chair. Leadership is the are of getting someone else to do something you want done because he wants to do it!” -Dwight D. Eisenhower

Mariano, Nicole
DECA, 12. “Fate may not be what you want, but in the end it will make you the happiest.” -Gina Neri

Mays, Tamieka
17 Ranaldo Terrace 08034
African-American Club, 9-12; DECA, 12; Latin Club/JCL, 11-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Cheerleading, 9-12; Concert Choir, 10-11 (Section Leader); Symphonic Band, 9-12; Winter Track, 9-12 (Captain); spring Track, 9-12 (Captain). “If you are not part of the greatest, you’ll never be the greatest yourself.” -Busta Rhyme’s

Melson, Adam
161 Grant Avenue 08002
French Club, 9-11; Student Act. Off. Aides, 12; Chamber Singers, 11-12; Community Service, 10-12; Men-of-Note, 12; Mr. West, 12; West Singers, 11-12; Boys’ Cross Country, 9,10,12; Boys’ Swimming, 9-12 (Co-Captain); Boys’ Track 9-10; Student Bible Study, 9-12 (Leader); Fellowship of Christian Athletes, 9,10,12. “If the day may ever come, when you may need a hand, I’ll be there, but so will God, who helps better than any man.”

Mako, Kimberly
306 Chelten Parkway 08034
Latin Club/JCL, 9-12; Theatre Workshop, 11; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 10; West Singers, 11-12; Music Aid, 11-12; Lions Roar, 9-12 (News Editor); Aspects, 12; Foreign Literary Mag., 11 (Assistant Latin Editor); Boys’ Swimming, 10 (Manager); Latin NHS, 11-12. “I want to tell you things but you can’t listen, you could never understand. And so I whisper, like wind running rain through tears in my hair as I cry silent rivers to you and deaf ears speak silence to me.” -Kim Mako

Manalo, Michelle
1019 Kingston Drive 08034
Asian Culture Club, 9-12; Community Service, 11; Rampant, 10; bowling, 9,10,12. “Fear less, hope more; Whine less, breathe more; Talk less, say more; Hate less, love more; and all good things are yours.’

Marchione, Mark
28 Park Circle 08034
Latin club/JCL, 9-12 (Historian, President); Aspects, 12; Lions Roar, 11-12; Greek Scholars, 11-12 (Vice-President); SECO, 12; West Report, 9-12; National Latin Honor Society, 11-12.

Margulis, Carly
532 Kings Croft 08034
Sound Crew, 9-10; Girls’ Basketball, 9-12; SGO, 9-12; Blood Drive, 10-12; FOP Christmas Party, 10-11. “We all take different paths in life, but no matter where we go, we take a little of each other everywhere.” -Tim McGraw
Mendoza, Katherine
400 East Chapel Avenue 08034
Asian Culture Club, 12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Chansons, 10; Homecoming Court, 12; Mr. West, 12; Fermata, 12; Concert Choir, 11-12; Class Government, 11-12; FOP, 11-12; Talent Show, 11-12. “Make new friends but keep the old. New is silver but old is gold!”

Merewitz, Emily
Marching Band, 10-11; Symphonic Winds, 9-11; Girls’ Volleyball, 10-12; Girls’ Basketball, 9-10; Girls’ Soccer, 9.

Meyers, Kathleen (Katie)
16 Heritage Court 08034
SADD, 12; Student Leaders Counsel, 12; NHS, 11-12 (Treasurer); Community Service, 10; Mr. West, 12; Make-up Crew, 11-12; Field Hockey, 9-12; Girls’ Lacrosse, 9; Girls’ Swimming, 9-12 (Captain, Second Team All-Conference); Project Graduation, 12; Girl’s State. “Many people will walk in and out of your life, but only true friends will leave footprints in your heart.” -Eleanor Roosevelt

Michnik, Alisa
23 Clemson Road 08034
DECA, 12; Spanish Club, 11-12 (President); Community Service, 11-12; Cheerleading, 9-12 (Varsity Captain); Class Government, 11-12; Russian Club, 12 (President). “Always do the right things in life. Because if you do the wrong thing to get what you want, then it’s not worth having in the first place.”

Mignano, Miranda
498 Chapel Avenue 08002
DECA, 12; Girls’ Soccer, 9-12 (Captain, MVP, First Team All-Olympic Conference). “Dream as if you’ll live forever. Live as if you’ll die today.” -James Dean

Miranda, Marc
18 Daytona Avenue 08034
Asian Culture Club, 9-12; Latin Club, 11-12; Science Club, 9; Spanish Club, 9-11; Latin NHS, 11-12; Community Service, 10-11; Boys’ Volleyball, 11-12. “Faith is believing in something when common sense tells you not to.”

Montiel, Daniel
116
Chess Club, 9-12 (Varsity); Latin Club/JCL, 9-12; Library Aides, 9-12; Mock Trial, 10-11; Science Club, 9-12; NHS, 11-12; SECO, 12; Certamen Team, 9-12 (Captain); Science Lab Aide, 11-12; Latin NHS, 11-12; UMDNJ Scholar, 12; Orchestra, 9-11; Model Congress, 11; Governor’s School in the Sciences, 11. “Don’t Panic.” -The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy

Moy, Andrea
436 King George Road 08034
French Club, 9-11; Student Leaders Counsel, 11; Thespian Society, 11-12 (Secretary); Chansons, 10-11; Children’s Show, 10-12; Class One-Acts, 9-12 (Director, Stage Manager); Community Service, 10-12; Spring Musical, 9-12 (Stage Manager); Theatre Workshop, 9-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Field Hockey, 9; FOP, 10; Concert Choir, 12; A-Chord, 10 (Secretary), 11 (President). “… My future seemed to stretch out before me like a straight road. I thought I could see along it for many a milestone. Now there’s a bend in it. I don’t know what lies around that bend, but I’m going to believe that the best does.” -Anne of Green Gables

Moya, Janis
708 Beechwood Avenue 08002
DECA, 10-12; Spanish Club, 9-11; Class Government, 11, Community Service. “Live your life to the fullest!” Janis Moya

Munar, Sherwin
68 Edison Road 08034
Asian Culture Club, 10-12; DECA, 10-12 (Treasurer); SGO, 12; FOP, 11-12; Talent Show, 12; Boys’ Track, 11-12; Renaissance, 10.

Myers, Carey
182 Pearlcroft Road 08034
Latin Club/JCL, 11-12; PAVAS, 12; Thespian Society, 11-12; Children’s Show, 9-12; Class One-Acts, 11-12; Spanish Club, 9-11; Spring Musical, 9-12; Stage Crew, 9-10; Theatre Workshop, 9-12; Vocal Workshop, 10; Concert Choir, 11; West Singers, 12; Lions Roar, 9-12 (Editor-in-Chief); Boys’ Swimming, 11-12 (Manager); Make-up Crew, 9-12; Props Crew, 9-11; Costume Crew, 9-12. “If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music which he hears, however measured or far away.” -Henry David Thoreau

McCourt, Megan
3 Darby Lane 08002
DECA, 12; Latin Club/JCL, 12; Nurse’s Aides, 12; Field Hockey, 9-12; Class Government, 11-12; Make-up Crew, 11-12; Project Graduation, 12; FOP, 12 (Officer).

McElroy, Jeff
518 Hastings Road 08034
Asian Culture Club, 11; Latin Club/JCL, 11-12; Mock Trial, 10; Bowling, 11; Boys’ Cross-Country,
9-11; Greek Scholar, 11-12; Poetry of Popular Music, 11-12; Symphonic Band, 9-10. "Hard work pays off later, being lazy pays off now."

McFall, Meighan Christine
153 North Mansfield Boulevard
08034
Spanish Club, 9; NHS, 11-12; Community Service, 10-11; Theatre Workshop, 9; Girls’ Volleyball, 9-11; Girls’ Lacrosse, 9; Class Government, 9-12 (Chair of Fundraising Events). "What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us." - Oliver Wendell Holmes

McGowan, Stefanie
11 Gately Court 08002
DECA, 10-12; French Club, 9; Latin Club/JCL, 11; Student Act. Off. Aides, 11; Spring Musical, 10-12; Field Hockey, 9-12; Class Government, 11-12; Boys’ Track Team, 11-12 (Manager). "Veni, Vidi, Vinci! I did it and I did it well!"

Napolitano, Gina
4 Brookmead Drive 08034
DECA, 12; Softball, 9-10. "It’s not that I’m lazy, I just don’t care!"

Nasim, Sadia
4 Clemson Road 08034
Amnesty International, 9; Asian Culture Club, 9-10; DECA, 12; International Culture Club, 9-10; Nature Defense, 9; Spanish Club, 9-10; PAVAS, 9-11; Community Service, 10-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Foreign Literary Mag., 10. "Life is fragile, strengthen it with prayers."

Nassi, Leeanna
115 Greenvale Court 08034
Italian Club, 11; Latin Club, 10-12 (Secretary); Mock Trial, 9; Spanish Club, 9-12 (Co-President); NHS, 11-12; Spanish NHS, 9-12 (Secretary, President); Latin NHS, 10-12 (Treasurer); Girls’ Basketball, 9-11; Girls’ Cross-Country, -10-12 (Co-Captain); Girls’ Spring Track and Field, 9-12; SGO, 11-12; Class Government, 10; Talent Show, 12; FOP, 11-12; Renaissance, 10-12. "Crazy as I may make my way through this world, it’s for no one but me to say which direction I should turn in." - Dave Matthews

Nicely, Michael
1117 Harvest Road 08002
String Ensemble, 9-12; Golf, 11-12. "Whatever tomorrow brings, I’ll be there with open arms and open eyes."

O’Donnell, Jeanette J.
125 Lenape Road 08002
French Club, 9-12; Class One-Acts, 9; Community Service, 10-12; Golf, 9; Class Government, 10-12 (Senior Prom Chairperson). "I decided long ago never to walk in anyone’s shadow because life brings experiences that can’t be relived."

O’Dowd, Kevin
1208 Cotswold Lane 08034
Lighting Crew, 9-10; Wrestling, 9-10; Boys’ Spring Track, 11-12. "People that are really weird can get into sensitive positions and have a tremendous impact on history." - Dan Qualye

O’Hara, Nicole
365 Kresson Road 08034
Latin Club/JCL, 9-12 (Secretary); Spanish Club, 10; NHS, 10-12; Community Service, 10-12; Aspects, 11; Lions Roar, 11; Foreign Literary Mag., (Latin Editor of Visions); Cheerleading, 9-10; Girls’ Track, 12; Latin NHS, 11-12; SECO; Greek Scholars, 11-12. "Nothing in life is to be feared. It is only to be understood." - Marie Curie

O’Keefe, Timothy
12 Bayberry Court 08003
Shop West, 10-12. "Best of luck to the Senior class in whatever you choose to do."

Osorio, Melissa
515 Tarrington Road 08034
French Club, 9-12; Latin Club/JCL, 11-12; NHS, 11-12; French NHS, 11-12; Thespian Society, 10-12 (Treasurer); Children’s Show, 9-12 (Stage Manager); Class One-Acts, 9,11,12 (Director); Community Service, 9-12 (Acknowledgment for outstanding service); Mr. West, 12; Spring Musical, 9,10,12; Stage Crew, 9-12; Theatre Workshop, 9-12; Foreign Literary Mag., 11-12; Class Government, 9-12; Latin NHS (Historian); Camden County Youth Board-Cherry Hill West Representative. "And now I’m glad I didn’t know the way it all would end, the way it all would go. Our lives are better left to chance. I could have missed the pain, but I’d of had to miss the dance." - Tony Arata

Palmer, Kelli
801 Cooper Landing Road 08002
House Office Aides, 10-11; Nurse’s Aides, 9-11; Project Graduation, 12. "Your friends are the only people that really know and understand you so cherish their friendship and don’t ever take it for granted."

Paritsky, Irina
44 Paine Place 08002
DECA, 11. "Live each day like it’s your last. Have fun!"
Paull, Julie
5 Silvertop Lane 08002
Asian Culture Club, 10-11; French Club, 9-12 (Vice-President); NHS, 11-12; French NHS, 10-12 (President); Thespian Society, 11-12; Class One-Acts, 9-12 (Make-up and Costumes); Community Service, 10-12; Spring Musical, 10-12 (Crew, Make-up, Costumes); Vocal Workshop, 10; Concert Choir, 11; West Singers, 12; Aspects, 11-12; Girls’ Basketball, 9-10; Field Hockey, 9; Softball, 9-11; SGO, 10-11. "Much madness is divinest sense." Emily Dickenson

Pelimskaya, Yelena
36 Fountain Court 08003
Int'l Culture Club, 9; French NHS, 11-12; Science Club, 10-12; Foreign Literary Mag., 9-12; Girls’ Volleyball, 10-11; Renaissance, 10-11. "Make lots of mistakes during life, never make the same one twice.”

Petrella, Lauren
309 Belle Arbor Drive 08002
French Club, 9-11; Latin Club/JCL, 12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Chansons, 10-11; Concert Choir, 12. "No matter what happens in life, good or bad, tomorrow is always a better day!” -Jack S. Kriede

Pletcher, Caitlin
513 Hastings Road 08002
SADD, 12; NHS, 11-12; Spanish NHS, 11-12; Homecoming Court, 12 (Queen); Make-up Crew, 11-12; Rampant, 12 (Business); Girls’ Cross-Country, 9-12 (Captain, MVP, All Conference Team 9-12); Girls’ Swimming, 9,11,12 (Co-Captain); Track and Field, 9-12; Winter Track, 10; Girl’s State Delegate, 11. “I’m telling you, we had a time.” -Rayanne Graf “My So Called Life”

Plyushcheva, Yuliya
606 Cooper Landing Road B-5K 08002
House Office Aides, 10-12; PAVAS, 12; Vocal Workshop, 11; Lions Roar, 12. “We have this moment, sparkling like a star in our hand ... and melting like a snowflake. Let us use it before it is too late.”

Powell, Jeffrey
655 Guilford Road
Baseball, 9; West Ice Hockey Club, 10-12; Symphonic Band, 9-10. “Whatever it takes, Dude.” -Lenny Dykstra

Primiano, David
6 Old Salem Road 08003
DECA, 12; Italian Club, 10-12.

Rachoor, Purnima
836 Cooper Landing Road #505W 08002
DECA; Guidance Office Aides; French NHS; Community Service; Foreign Literary Mag.; Girls’ Tennis (Co-Captain); Renaissance (Secretary/Treasurer).

Ramsay, Janila
1 Brookdale Drive 08004
African-American Club, 9-12; DECA, 11-12; Latin Club/JCL, 11-12; Girls’ Basketball, 9-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 10; Latin NHS, 11-12; Renaissance, 9-12; Girls’ Track, 11. “As I am for the top, divine help overshadows me.”

Ranalli, Stefanie
3 South Forge Lane 08002
Nurse’s Aides, 10; Bowling, 9-10; Girls’ Soccer, 9; Softball, 9; Class Government, 11-12. “We are the music makers, we are the dreamers of dreams.” -Willy Wonka

Raroha, Erica D.
644 Woodland Avenue 08002
DECA, 11-12; House Office Aides, 10. “Don’t shove aside what you can do today.”

Rawling, Jenn
1113 Park Drive 08002
Latin Club/JCL, 11; Peer Mediators, 9; NHS, 11-12; PAVAS, 12; Thespian Society, 10-12 (Honor Bar, Vice-President); Chansons, 10-11; Children’s Show, 9-12 (Co-Production Manager); Class One-Acts (Assistant/Production Manager) Mrs. West, 11-12; Spring Musical, 9-12 (Co-Production Manager); Stage Crew, 912; Theatre Workshop, 9-12 (Vice-President); Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 12; Talent Show, 9-12. “In this life there are nothing but possibilities.” -Empire Records

Redding, Nikki
3409 Church Road 08002
DECA, 12; House Office Aides, 11; Girls’ Gymnastics, 9. “Live your dreams, it’s not as hard as it may seem.” Save the Last Dance

Reid, Al Hakeem
6110 Wisteria Avenue 08002
African-American Club, 12; Latin Club/JCL, 11-12; Library Aides, 9; Chamber Singers, 11-12; Homecoming Court, 12; Men-of-Note, 12; Spring Musical, 9-12; Vocal Workshop, 9,12; West Singers, 10-12; Boys’ Gymnastics, 9; SGO, 11-12; Spring Track, 9; Concert Choir, 10-11. Matthew 17:20 “If ye have faith of a mustard seed ... nothing small be impossible.”

Reilly, Brian S.
711 North Wood Avenue 08002
ROTIC, 10-12.
Reilly, Shawn  
711 North Wood Avenue 08002  
ROTC, 9-11.

Richman, Jaime  
925 Chelten Parkway 08034  
Mock Trial, 9-10; Community Service, 10-12 (Organized volunteer hours for the School Age Childcare Program); Lions Roar, 9-10; Girls’ Tennis, 11. “To live in a world where anger is overwhelmed by compassion.”

Reynolds, Christopher  
332 Provincetown Road 08034  
Lighting Crew, 9-12; Boys’ Soccer, 9-12; Wrestling, 9-12; SGO, 9-12. “You will never get a second chance to make a good first impression.”

Rieger, Sherry  
203 Sharroil Vale Road 08034  
Chansons, 10-11; Children’s Show, 11; Class One-Acts, 11; Spring Musical, 11; Vocal Workshop, 9; Project Graduation, 12; Blood Drive, 11; Mr. West House Crew, 11; Concert Choir, 12. “Be grateful for what you have today, for it may not be here tomorrow.”

Rijos, Danny  
3005 Chapel Avenue Apt. # 7-5 08002  
DECA, 12; Boys’ Basketball, 11. “School isn’t hard, unless you make it hard!”

Rispo, Vin  
245 West Sixth Avenue 08002  
“To get through high school, you need a big rock to smash your head on.” -Rev. Rispo

Rivera, George  
645 Kenilworth Avenue 08002  
DECA, 10-12; House Office Aides, 11-12; Peer Leadership, 9-10; Peer Mediators, 9-11; Spanish Club, 9-12; PAVAS, 10-11; Children’s Show, 11-12; Class One-Acts, 12; Community Service, 10-12; Homecoming Court, 12; Spring Musical, 12; Theatre Workshop, 9-11; Vocal Workshop, 11-12; Lions Roar, 9; Rampant, 9; Boys’ Volleyball, 9-10; Boys’ Soccer, 9-10; Class Government, 9-12; FOP, 10-12; Concert Choir, 12; Talent Show, 12. “You’re never alone as much as you may think you are in the dark there are always others out there that share similar thoughts, emotions and feelings” -these are the thoughts in a young man’s mind.

Robertson, Dean  
316 Chapel Avenue 08002  
Comic Book Club, 9-12, West Ice Hockey Club. “America is a prison without bars.” -Christos Ramonos

Rochetti, Jessica L.  
303 Belmont Drive 08002  
Italian Club, 11-12; Latin Club/JCL, 9-11; Spanish Club, 12 (Secretary); Girls’ Cross-Country, 10 (Manager); Boys’ Swimming, 10-12 (Manager); Class Government, 11; SGO, 11-12; SECO, 12. “Listen to the mustn’t’s, listen to the don’t’s, listen to the shouldn’t’s, the impossibles, the won’t’s. Listen to the never have’s then listen close to me. Anything is possible child, ANYTHING can be.” -Shel Silverstein

Rodriguez, Cecely  
701 Olive Street 08002  
African-American Club, 11; Art Club, 11; DECA, 12; Vocal Workshop, 10. “Leave your past in the past, your future to the future, and enjoy the present while it lasts.”

Rolish, Marisa  
13 Rutgers Road 08034  
PAVAS, 12; Chansons, 10; Vocal Workshop, 9; Girls’ Swimming, 9-12 (Varsity Member, Captain, Record-holder in 500 Free Style and 200 Free Style Relay); Aspects, 11. “Will you miss me when I’m gone? Will you remember all the good times we’ve shared? The hardest thing about leaving is saying goodbye.” -Sailor Moon

Romanos, Christos  
353 Monroe Avenue 08002  
Comic Book club, 9-12; West Ice Hockey Club (Captain). “Cheat the system. Don’t let the system cheat you.

Rudolph, Kim  
636 Third Avenue 08002  
Nurse’s Aide, 9-10. “I want the world to make me wander. I want to walk on water, take a trip to the moon. Give me all this and give me it soon.”

Saft, Melissa  
3 Lloyd Avenue 08002  
DECA, 11-12; Respect for Drugs, 9; Spanish Club, 11-12; Spanish NHS 11; Community Service, 10-11; Girls’ Soccer, 9-12; Softball, 9-12 (Varsity). “It’s not whether you get knocked down, it’s whether you get up again. You never know when you’re making a memory”

Saft, Noah  
3 Lloyd Avenue 08002  
Student Leaders Counsel, 10-12; NHS, 11-12; Spanish NHS, 11-2; Class One-Acts, 10-12; Community Service, 10-12; Lighting Crew, 10-12; Spring Musical, 10-12; Lions Roar, 10-11; Baseball, 9-10; Boys’ Soccer, 9-12 (All-Conference); Class Government, 9-12 (Class Governor). “The worth of dedication to excellence cannot be questioned.
The desire to be in first place is the motivating force behind every athlete, every scientist, every creator of new and worthwhile things.” -Arnold D. Beckman

Sanborn, Elizabeth
344 Borton Mill Road 08034
Thespian society, 11-12; Children’s Show, 12; Class One-Acts, 10-12; Community Service, 10; Stage Crew, 9; Symphonic Winds, 9-12; Theatre Workshop, 9-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 10-12; Costume Crew, 9-11; Make-up Crew, 12. “Now I’ve found a little time to take a look back from the caboose and follow the tracks of my life - they’re tangled about lying true. And I know it’s just me and my point of view, but those are the important two.” -Evan and Jaron

Santangelo, Nick
121 Harvest Road 08002
House Office Aides, 11-12; Ice Hockey Team, 11; Roller Hockey Team, 11.

Santos, Gladys
35 Pebble Lane 08002
Latin Club/LCL, 10-12; Nurse’s Aides, 12; Latin NHS, 11-12; Stage Crew, 10; Make-up Crew, 11-12; Project Graduation, 12; Field Hockey, 9-12 (JV MVP); Girls’ Lacrosse, 9-10, Class Government, 10-12; FOP, 12. “Vacation’s all I ever wanted. Vacation. Fantasy - Getaway.” -Go-Go’s

Santiago, Jessica
1004 Abington Road 08034
DECA, 11-12; Spanish Club, 9-10; FOP, 11; Class Government, 11. “Don’t be afraid your life will end; be afraid it will never begin.”

Sealey, Denise
508 LeeAnn Road 08034
Nature Defense, 12; Thespian Society, 11-12; Children’s Show, 9-12 (Head of Make-up Crew); Class One Acts, 9-12 (Head of Make-up Crew); Spring Musical, 9-12 (Head of Make-up Crew); Theatre Workshop, 9-12; SGO, 10-11. “You grow up the day you have your first real laugh at yourself.” -Ethel Barrymore

Schwartz, Matt
833 Kingston Drive 08034

Schwarz, Jim
406 St. Johns Drive 08034
DECA, 12; ROTC, 9-12. “You only live one life, do it now before time expires”

Schwartz, Ryan Paul
412 Windsor Drive 08002
PAVAS, 12. “Nobody can be exactly like me. Sometimes even I have trouble doing it.”

Scullin, Siobhan
505 Fern Avenue 08034
DECA, 12; Nurse’s Aides, 12; Vocal Workshop, 11; Chansons, 12; Community Service, 9-12; Homecoming Court, 12; Mr. West, 12; Girls’ Basketball, 9-12 (Captain); Girls’ Soccer, 9-11; Softball, 9-12 (Captain); SGO, 11-12 (Vice-President), Class Government, 9-11 (Homecoming Float, Homecoming Dance); Chairperson for FOP & Blood Drive. “Life is not measured by the breaths we take but by the moments that take our breath away.”

Segal, Erica
7 Pebble Lane 08002
Spring Musical, 10-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 10-12; Cheerleading, 10-11; Teenline, 11-12; Project Graduation, 12. "Value the things you’ve acquired through hard work, but value yourself and the people in your lives more.”

Semar, Zachary
320 Provincetown Road 08034
NHS, 11-12; Boys’ Soccer, 9-12; Wrestling, 9-12; SGO, 9-12.

Silvestri, John
DECA, 12; ROTC, 11; Student Act. Off. Aides, 12; Baseball, 9; Boys’ Gymnastics, 9. “Another day done, another day still living.”

Sleeth, Witt
102 Barcroft Drive 08034
Library Aides, 9-12; NHS, 11-12 (Secretary); Community Service, Lions Roar, 9-11; Foreign Literary Mag., 11; Boys’ Basketball, 9-11 (JV Captain); Boys’ Cross-Country, 11-12 (Captain, All-Conference Award); Football, 9; SGO, 10-11; Class Government, 9-12; Boys’ Track, 9-12; Fellowship of Christian Athletes, 9-12; Student Bible Study, 9-12; Class Newsletter, 9-12 (Editor); Model Congress, 11; Governor’s School, Boys State. “It is better to fight than to run.” -Robert Bork

Slevin, Jessica
203 Barlow Avenue 08002
DECA, 12; Guidance Office Aides, 10; Class One-Acts, 10; Cheerleading, 9-10. “We try to grow up so fast, yet spend the rest of our lives trying to be young.”

Slotkin, Steve
1200 Rt. 70 East Apt. 1404 08034
NHS, 11-12; Class One-Acts, 11; Mr. West, 12; Boys’ Soccer, 9-12 (Captain); Wrestling, 9-12 (Captain); SGO, 11; Class Government, 9-12;
Wind Ensemble, 9-11 (First Chair Saxophone); FOP, 11; Rotary. “Sometimes the light’s all shining on me. Other times I can barely see. Lately it occurs to me, what a long strange trip it’s been.” -Grateful Dead

Slutssky, Andrea
Comic Book Club, 12; NHS, 11-12; Spring Musical, 11-12; SADD, 12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 10-12, Red Ribbon Week Play, 12; Field Hockey, 9-12; Girls’ Lacrosse, 9-10; Girls’ Swimming, 9-12; SGO, 11-12; Class Government, 9-12 (Project Graduation Chairperson). “A shoulder to cry on, an ear to lend ... Money to borrow, clothes to lend ... Friday night memories, afternoon walks ... Being together, our private talks. Mending our hearts, drying our tears ... Planning our future, avoiding our fears ... Our memories together, may they never end ... Always together, forever friends.”

Smeland, Kenneth
102 Media Road 08034
“It’s been a great four years!”

Smith, Wayne
374 Kresson Road 08034
Italian Club, 9-12; ROTC, 9-12; PAVAS, 10.

Smith, Zach
22 Dean Lane 08034
Chess Club, 10; Shop West, 9; Student Leaders Council, 12; NHS, 11-12 (President); Community Service, 11-12; Marching Band, 9; Three-Act Play, 9-10; Lions Roar, 10-11; Baseball, 9-12; Boys’ Soccer, 12; Class Government, 10-12; Student Representative to the Cherry Hill board of Education, 12; NJ Governor’s School on the Environment, Boys State. “Sharing’s only fun when it’s not your stuff.” -Lars Ulrich

Snojver, Boris
111 Belle Arbor Drive 08034
Asian Culture Club, 11; Italian Club, 9-12; Boys’ Volleyball, 9-12; Boys’ Basketball, 9-12; Football, 9.

Son, Michael
1900 Frontage Road Apt. 207 08034
Asian Culture Club, 9-12; Boys’ Tennis, 11-12. “High school is only four years long but the friendships I’ve made here will last forever.”

Springman, Tiffany
417 Cornwall Road 08034
Guidance Office Aides, 11; Nature Defense, 11; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 10; West Singers, 11; Makeup Crew, 10; Bowling, 11; Field Hockey, (Manager, 9); Project Graduation, 12. “To those who are near and dear, I appreciate it and know it will never stop. I hope you succeed in all you set out to accomplish.”

Stanfa, Chuck
601 Covered Bridge Road 08034
DECA, 10-12; Stage Crew, 11; Football, 9; Golf, 10; Class Government, 10. “One thing is over, another begins. One thing starts, another thing ends.”

Starks, Joia
912 Orlando Road 08034
African-American Club, 9-12 (Secretary); Latin Club/JCL, 11-12; Latin NHS, 11-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 10-11; West Singers, 12; Girls’ Basketball, 9-12 (Co-Captain); Girls' Tennis, 9-12 (Captain); Track, 9-10. “Life is like a circle, and someday if we travel in opposite directions on the circle, we will meet again.” -Todd L Bradbury

Strutz, Matt
212 Redstone Ridge 08034
“Time is a receding flood.”

Sundell, Matthew P.
117 Greenvale Court 08034
Latin Club/JCL, 10-12; Mock Trial, 9-10; Boys’ Soccer, 9; Greek Scholars, 11-12; Poetry of Popular Music, 11-12. “When I grow up I want to be a little kid.”

Sweigart, Catherine Marie
174 Folkestone Way 08034
DECA, 11-12; Guidance Office Aides, 10; Italian Club, 11-12; Community Service, 11; Girls’ Basketball, 9; Field Hockey, 9-11; SGO, 11; Heart of Camden, 11; FOP, 11. “Keep your face to the sunshine and you cannot see the shadows.”

Szurek, Jeff
96 Ivins Avenue 08002
House Office Aides, 11; Italian Club, 10-12; Children’s Show, 11 (Props); Spring Musical, 9-12; Symphonic Winds, 9-10; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 10-12; West Singers, 12; Boys’ Volleyball, 9-10; Boys’ Cross-Country, 9-12; Boys’ Swimming, 9-12. “Heck Yeah.” -Mom “Do or do not, there is no try.” -Yoda, Empire Strikes Back

Taormina, Jordan
116 Belle Arbor Drive 08034
Asian Culture Club, 11-12; Italian Club, 9-12; Italian NHS, 11-12; Boys’ Volleyball, 9-12; Girls’ Volleyball, 12 (Manager); Boys’ Basketball, 11; Boys’ Gymnastics, 9; Winter Track, 10. “Of all the fruits in the basket, mangoes have become my favorite.”
Tenorio, Karen
907 Kingston Drive 08034
Asian Culture Club, 9-12; NHS, 11-12; Spanish NHS, 11-12 (Secretary); Community Service, 12; Vocal Workshop, 9, 12; Concert Choir, 10-12; Music Aide, 12; Girls’ Volleyball, 9-12 (JV Captain, V Co-Captain, 2nd Team All Star, 1st Team All Star, Courier Post All South Jersey First Team 2000); Girls’ Lacrosse, 9 (Captain), Class Government, 9-10.
“What lies behind us and what lies before us are small matters compared to what lies within us.” - Ralph Waldo Emerson

Ting, Debbie
Asian Culture Club, 9-12; DECA, 11; NHS, 11-12; French NHS, 10-12; Community Service, 11-12; Symphonic Winds, 9-10; Foreign Literary Mag., 10; Bowling, 12; Project Graduation, 12; FOP, 11. “What’s truly forever? Memories.”

Traina, Laura
8 Clemson Road 08034
French Club, 9; Italian Club, 10; Latin Club/JCL, 12; French NHS, 11-12; Chanson’s, 10 (Section Leader); Class One-Acts, 9; String Ensemble, 9-11; Stage Crew, 9-10 (Running Crew); Vocal Workshop, 9; Aspects, 10-12; Foreign Literary Mag., 10-12; Rampant, 9-12; Greek Scholars, 12; Poetry of Popular Music, 12. “Smoke me a kipper, I’ll be back for breakfast.” - Ace Rimmer, Red Dwarf

Tran, Son H.
500 Park Boulevard 08002
Library Aides, 9-12; NHS, 11-12; SGO, 11-12; Class Government, 11-12. “Studying is like rowing a boat upstream. One either moves forward or gets carried away downstream.”

Triandos, Ted
2995 West Chapel Avenue Apt. 2-C 08002
House Office Aides, 10; Student Leaders Counsel, 11; PAVAS, 9-10; Class One-Acts, 10; Lighting Crew, 9; Stage Crew, 10; Poetry of Popular Music, 11-12. “Now that it’s time to move on to the next chapter of my life, I’m glad that I can look back on the last four years and be proud of all of my achievements.”

Troiani, Francis J.
Italian Club, 9-12; Community Service, 11; Stage Crew, 10; SGO, 11; SECO, 11. “I have often regretted my speech, but never my silence.” - Xenocrates

Trubin, Josh
21 Delwood Road 80002
Asian Culture Club, 9-12; Nature Defense, 10; Thespian Society, 11-12; Children’s Show, 9-12; Class One Acts, 10-12; Lighting Crew, 12; Spring Musical, 10-12; Stage Crew, 10-12; Theatre Workshop, 9-12; Lions Roar, 9; Boys’ Volleyball, 9-12; Girls’ Volleyball, 12 (Manager); SGO, 9-12; Gym All Star, 11-12. “When one door closes, another opens; but we so often look so long and so regretfully upon the closed door, that we do not see the ones which open for us.” - Alexander Graham Bell

Tymchy, Jillian
135 Belle Arbor Drive 08034
Student Act. Off. Aides, 11; Class One-Acts, 11; Community Service, 11; Stage Crew, 11-12; Vocal Workshop, 12; Girls’ Lacrosse, 11-12 (Captain, Most Improved Player); Girls’ Soccer, 9-12 (Captain); Class Government, 10. “It ain’t the size of the dog in the fight, it’s the size of the fight in the dog.”

Tyris, Nick
25 Holden Road 08034
AIDS Awareness Club, 11-12, Latin Club/JCL, 10; NHS, 11-12; Community Service, 11-12; Lions Roar, 9-11 (Sports Editor); Football, 9, 11; Wrestling, 9-12 (School record for fastest pin - 10 seconds); Spring Track, 9-12 (Field Team Captain); Fellowship of Christian Athletes, 12; Bible Study, 12; Model Congress, 11-12; UMDNJ Scholar, 12. “Keep away from people who try to belittle your ambitions. Small people always do that, but the really great make you feel that you, too, can become great.” - Mark Twain

Urbanski, Chris
1401 Orchard Lane 08002
Latin Club/JCL, 11-12. “When the doors of perception are cleansed, things will appear as they truly are.” - William Blake

Vazques, Kara
219 Barlow Avenue 08002
Vocal Workshop, 10; Concert Choir, 11.

Walter, Christine
121 Valley Place 08002
Field Hockey, 10. “The journey in between what you once were and who you are now becoming is where the dance of life really takes place.”
Wang, Carol
30 Lafayette Lane 08003
PAVAS, 12; Rampant, 10-12. “Ask yourself where do we go from here - it seems so all to hear just as far beyond as I can see. I still don’t know what this all means to me - life is so strange destination unknown.” -Smashing Pumpkins

Webb, Kelly
Vocal Workshop, 9; Chansons, 10; Concert Choir, 11-12; Theatre Workshop, 9; Girls’ Soccer, 11; Girls’ Swimming, 11-12; FOP Holiday Party, 9-11. “Find some inspiration - it’s deep inside of you. Amend your situation - your whole life is ahead of you.” -Dave Matthews Band

Welding, Patrick J.
126 Mansfield Boulevard South 08034
Latin club, 10-12; Latin NHS, 11-12; Trainer’s Aides, 12; Children’s Show, 11; Class One-Acts, 10-12; Lighting Crew, 9-12; Spring Musical, 10-12; Lions Roar, 10-11; Baseball, 9-10; Boys’ Soccer, 9-12 (All-Conference 11, 12; All-South Jersey, 12); SGO, 12; Class Government, 10-11; FOP, 10-12. “Once in a while, you can get shown the light in the strangest of places if you look at it right.” -Grateful Dead

Wheeler, Nathaniel
102 Kresson road 08034
Vocal Workshop, 9; Football, 9.

Wilkens, Ryan
917 Kings Croft 08034
Asian Culture Club, 11-12; DECA, 12; Latin Club/JCL, 9-12; Spanish Club, 10-12; PAVAS, 10-12; FOP, 10-12; ACS Daffodil Sale, 9-10; Blood Drive, 9-12; SGO, 9-12; Boys’ Volleyball, 9-12. “Do ma mae.”

Williams, Michelle
1312 Chapel Avenue 08002
DECA, House Office Aides, Chansons, Community Service, Vocal Workshop. “The day of our graduation is the day we spread our wings to fly. Our wings become your future.”

Williams, Ted
313 Randle Court 08034
Library Aides, 9-10; NHS, 11-12; Stage Crew, 9-10; Aspects, 11-12; Boys’ Swimming, 9-10; Class Government, 9-12. “Shall I teach you what knowledge is? When you know something, to recognize that you know it, and when you do not know something, recognize that you do not know it.” -Confucius, The Analects

Willis, Netasha
661 Kenilworth Avenue 08002
African-American Club, 9-12; DECA, 10, 12; Spanish Club, 9; Vocal Workshop, 11; Boys’ Basketball, 12 (Manager). “Yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, and today is a gift. That is why they call it the present.”

Winokur, Rachel
121 Antietam Road 08034
Art Club, 10-11; DECA, 12; Guidance Office Aides, 9-11; Vocal Workshop, 9. “You are never given a wish without also being given the power to make it true!”

Wisniewski, Jessica
71 Churchill Road 08034
House Office Aides, 9-11; PAVAS, 12; Rampant, 11-12; Girls’ Gymnastics, 9. “Life is what happens while you’re busy making other plans.” -John Lennon

Wojcik, John A., Jr.
325 Rhode Island Avenue 08002
ROTC, 9-12. “For all those people that said I can’t, you are my motivation to succeed.” -unknown

Womack, Brooke Miranda
106 Tamara Court 08002
African-American Club, 9-12 (President); Latin Club/JCL, 11-12; Peer Leadership, 9-10; Peer Mediators, 9-10; Student Leaders Counsel, 12; Homecoming Court, 12; Spring Musical, 12; Vocal Workshop, 9; West Singers, 10-12; Fermana, 10-12 (Student Leader); Spring Track, 9-12; Girls’ Basketball, 9-11; Girls’ Soccer, 9. “Greater is he that is in me, than he that is in the world

Woodford, Uri
369 Lincoln Avenue 08002
Student Leaders Counsel, 12; PAVAS, 9-12; Thespian Society, 12; Class One-Acts, 11-12; Community Service, 9-12; Mr. West, 12; Vocal Workshop, 10; Concert Choir, 11; West Singers, 12; Boys’ Basketball, 9-10; Football, 9-12 (Captain); SGO, 9-12 (Treasurer); Red Ribbon Play, 12; Boys Track, 11-12. “Most people say they don’t care what other people think. I need you to like me, I want you to love me.”

Zhao, Donna
1135 Bedford 08002
Asian Culture Club, 9-12; NHS, 11-12; Spanish NHS, 11-12; Vocal Workshop, 9; Concert Choir, 10-11; West Singers, 12; Cheerleading, 9-12 (Varsity Captain); Class government, 10-12. “All I know is I gotta be where my heart say I out to be.” -Ben Folds Five
Julie Paull
Loved you then.
Love you now..
Love you always, princess
Love, Mom, Daddy, Andy and Mandy.

Jessy Hebden
Our little girl has grown in spirit, wisdom, and truth.
Jesus is lord of your life and you grow better everyday.
We are always proud of you.
Love, Mom and Dad
Darlene D’Andrea

Congratulations Darlena! We are sooo proud of all you have accomplished. We can’t believe how beautiful you have become! We wish you all the luck in college and the rest of your life.
We will always be here and we love you!

“Buona Fortuna Principessa”
Love All Ways and Always,
Mom, Dad, Donna Wobbies, and JJ
Daniel Levy
Dan, We love and are so proud of you.
To my students and the entire class of 2001:
"Word to your mothers and fathers"
Love, Mom (Mrs. Levy), Dad and Ilan

Curtis Long
To your father and I, you were our first child. To your aunts and uncle, their first child;
To your grandparents, their first grandchild. The start of our generation born in America, You were the first child. You were ours, and everyone’s first child. You are extremely special to everyone in the family, especially us. For what you pursue in life, be the first for the world. Love, Mom, Dad, Dan & Vicky
Matthew Burnett

Follow your dreams, stay true to your heart, remember your roots and may the roads you choose and the enjoyment of the journey define your life. You have made us so proud!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Jessica and Eric

Jeremy Cohen

"May good fortune be with you and may your guiding light be strong. May sunshine and happiness surround you when you’re far from home. And whatever road you choose, we’re right behind you win or lose, every step of the way."

Love,
Mommy, Daddy, Joshua, & Jonathan
Ted Williams
Ted- You’ve come a long way baby-
And the best is yet to come! We are so
proud of you!
Love,
Mom and Alison

Wesley the Lion
Through out the pack you’re the first to
graduate.
Congratulations! We know you’ll succeed-
One paw at a time.
Love,
Mama, Papa, and the cubs

Ryan Wilkens and Ashley Shaw
“Friends from the start.” We love you.
The Wilkens and Shaw families

David Primiano
Dave,
Congratulations-
I’m proud of you!
Don’t lose that
smile.
Love,
Mom
Josh Trubin
We thank our lord for you, Josh.
Your sunny smile, sweet gentle ways and generous, playful heart have enriched our lives. What a joy you are to us!
All of our love,
Mom, Dad, Jamie and Becky

Liz Hunter
Congratulations Liz! You will always have our love and support!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Chrissy, and Tracy

Steven Slotkin
Steven- All our love always!
Mom, Steve Bryan, Scott, Devra

Michael J. Nicely
Congratulations, Michael! You are our joy! As always, we are so proud of you and love you very much. Wishing you a future filled with love, happiness, and success.
With love,
Mom, Dad, Ken, and Tom
Jason Jennings

Congratulations, Jason! We are so proud of you. Follow your dreams. Be happy and keep smiling.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Jen and Jon
Anna Gunn-Golkin
Your roots are firmly planted, 
Now soar to reach your dreams. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, and Anna

Brianne E. Graham
For a beautiful baby 
To a beautiful young lady, 
Congratulations! 
Love, 
Dad, Mom, Ryan, Eva, Nannie, 
Pop, Nanna and Granddad

Caryn Roberts
I am so proud of my precious daughter. 
Love, 
Mom

Darien Rae Klorman
If the birth of a daughter is a flash of light, you have brought a rainbow to our family every day of your life. 
Love, 
Mom, Dad, Brandon, Valerie, Grandma and Grandpa Denny, and Grandma Skates
Christine Emily Carr

To one of the best daughters any one could ever have.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Katie
Matthew Levy

Sweetheart,
From the moment we first saw you, the second that you were born. You are quite simply the love of our lives! "Carly Simon" Always keep that heart of Gold. Step out with the right foot and never forget, we're behind you always!

Forever and Always,
Your loving family: Dad, Mom, Eky, Jeremy, Suki, and Shish

---

Casey Kelly

Dear Casey,
I only want your happiness. I love you and will always be there for you.
Love Always,
Mom

---

Adam Melson

You have given us many smiles and have touched many lives. May you continue to be salt and light wherever God leads.

Love,
Dad, Mom, and Josh
Syreeta Baker

Chelsea Allen
Chelsea, Wonderful angel ...
We are proud! Fly free,
Love,
Mom and Dad

Lisa Dugee
Always a surprise, never a bore, honest and kind but child no more ...
Except weekends and holidays

Katie Lomas
Wherever you go, whatever you do,
you will bring sunshine with you.
We are soooo proud of you!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Becky

Carey Myers
MY you always be blessed with happiness
and only limited by your dreams. We love you.
Mom, Dad, Rick, Michael, and Abbey
Carl E. Woodford, Jr.

Carl, (Woody)
May your aspirations and achievements be realized through your humbleness and perseverance.
Love always,
Your family
Celso Exconde, Jr.
You may only be one person to the world, but you are the world to us.....
Mahal Namir Kita,
Mom and Dad
Santiago and Tatyana

Cecely Ann Rodriguez
You have done what some kids your age fail to do.
Graduate! Continue to show us how much further you can succeed.
Continue making us proud.
Love, Mom and Dad
I knew you could do it. Congratulations! Nikki
Marisa Ann Rolish

Congratulations to our talented, artistic young lady. Enjoy College!
Love,
Mom, Dad, Michael, Melanie,
And Adrian

Robert Desantis

Your journey into the future thrills our hearts,
You've given us so much happiness,
We love you.
Mom, Dad, Joe

Tom Clerkin

Those who bring sunshine to the lives of others cannot keep it from themselves!
Keep shining! Lots of love,
Your Family

Kimberly Ann Rudolph

Congratulations to our wonderful daughter on her graduation. Good luck.
We know you'll do something great in life!
Love,
Mom and Dad
Benjamin Malone

With perseverance and knowledge, you'll succeed in your career. However, your life is already a success. Your sense of humor and compassion makes everyone who knows you, love you. Those remarkable gifts will bring you much happiness.

We love you,
Mom, Dad, Nick and Kathleen

Lauren Fasbinder

Most dreams are thoughts; ours was realized.
Love, Mom, Dad, and Kristen

Carolyn Cambell

Open the doorway ....
to your heart, to your future!
XOX
Jeffrey K. Powell

You have brought so much joy, happiness, and laughter into our lives. We are so proud of you and love you so very much!

Love,
Mom, Jen, Tuffy, and Peany

Christine Leathers
Congratulations! We are very proud of you. Follow your dreams and be happy. We love you. Mom, Dad, and Cindy

Kenneth Smeland
Kenneth,
Congratulations! We wish you happiness and success always. You are a wonderful son.
Love,
Mom and Dad
Jessica Lynne Rochetti

In this great game of life, it's not so important that you know all the rules or even have all the tools ... just step up, jump in, and play! Have fun, make a statement—clown around. Reach out, slow down. Take time to smell the flowers along your way. Start out fresh each and every day. Always play clean—there's no other way. And know we're on your team ... We've always loved you and always will!

Love always ...
Mom and Dad
Phil & Lil
Stephanie McGowan

From a charming child,
To a young beauty, you are
Like a fine wine,
Matured into a class above the rest;
Seek your goals
On your field of dreams.
We'll always be proud of you.
Love,
Mom and Dad

Margot MacKay

You have worked hard, accomplished much,
And deserve all the accolades you have received.
We are so proud of the mature and
Responsible young woman you have become.
The best is yet to come—and
Don’t forget to enjoy the ride.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Tamara
Ryan Paul Schwartz
You make us laugh with your crazy sense of humor.
We’re so proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Alysha and Josh

Dana Löbsen

Dana,
You have grown to be the loveliest young lady to grace the halls of West.
Thank you for your dedication to your studies and for your spirit in you endeavors!
Love,
Mom and Dad

Michelle and Sarah Leonardi

Dearest Michelle and Sarah,
You make us so proud. We love you both very much.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Josh, Rachel
Timothy Hutchinson
From 0 to 18 you have been an adventure!
Congratulations and best wishes on your graduate.
Love Mom, Dad, Kaie, Chris, and Pat

Michael Baggiano
To our Michael
Congratulations on your graduation!
The world is yours go for it!
Love Mom and Chris

Will Einhorn
Willie- Be true to yourself!
Love Mom, Dad and Sam

Meredith Cooper
Dreaming and doing go hand-in-hand ...
Make your dreams come true ...
With all our love,
Mom, Andrew and Nellie Bean
Leanna Nassi

To our Daughter
You have brought all the joy into my life. Watching you become a woman and letting you leave my side to live this exciting experience called life. I will always be here for you.

Mom
Your determination and hard work will get you through the tough times in life and will bring you much success.

Jeff
Congratulations on all your achievements. There are no words to express how proud I am to be your father.

Daddy
I am very honored to be part of your success and celebration.

Margit
Katie Meyers

"When you smile the whole world smiles with you!" Katie, Your smile lights up a room. May you never lose your sense of enthusiasm, hard work and determination. Follow your dreams and stay happy!
We love you!
Mom, Dad, Christine, and Jimmy

Caitlin Pletcher
You CAN have your cake and eat it, too!
Go for it.
Love,
Mom, Dad, David, and Eric

Kristin Brammell
Your creativity and sense of humor are great assets. Use them and you will find happiness and success as you pursue your dreams.
Love,
Mom, Dad, Karen, and Lindsay
Andrea Slutsky

Daughters are more precious than gold. More precious than any inanimate thing, however beautiful. More precious than one’s dreams, however glorious. They are our gift to the world. They are its hope. And ours to love .... Andrea, we are so proud of you. Love, Mom, Dad, Eric, and Danielle

Kristina Rae DiGirolamo

Congratulations! You have delighted us in the classroom, on the fields, and around the mats. We are so very proud of the dedicated spirited person you have become and wish that all your dreams come true.

We love you,
Dad, Mom, Dan, and family
Beth Sanborn

Billy, Bobby & Me

Little ole me?
A professional model?
(Wanamakers, Wisk,
Playschool
& Pampers all loved me)

Big Sister sure has
some neat toys

This is my big sister Tracy

“and he brings presents!?!?”

With your unique personality and willingness to try & master new skills, you have been a joy to watch and love through the years. As you spread your wings to soar into your adult life, go with our love and blessings always.

Mom, Dad, Tracy, Bobby & Billy
Brian DelGizzo

It seems like only yesterday...
Has it really been seventeen years since you
Made our family complete?
Love you,
Dad, Mom, Christian, and Dominic

Jillian Tymchy

Congratulations on your graduation!
We are proud of you and your achievements.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Holly

Jonathan Kapust

Jonathan,
My how you have grown.
A wonderful person, sweet and kind.
Singing your way through West: You are the Best.
Love,
Mommy, Daddy, Sarah, and Aviva

John Silvestri

Congratulations John,
We are so proud of you.
Follow your dreams and your heart and happiness
will find you.
Mom, Dad, Cindy, Linda, and Victor
STEPHEN DAVID LYMPER

You've added so much to our family ...

... joy, when our new baby boy was born
... pride, as you worked hard and did well in school
... excitement, during soccer and baseball games, and
swim meets
... noise, during years of drum lessons
... love, as you've grown from little boy to young man.

Congratulations Steve!!!
We wish you a future of
happiness found and
dreams fulfilled.

Love,
Mom and Dad '62
Jim '90, Mike '91,
Chris '97
Laura Kushner
Laura,
Congratulations for all your achievements!
We hope that your future is as bright as your smile and your desires!
Love you,
Daddy, Mommy and Shana

Dean Robertson
Congratulations and Best Wishes, Dean
Love,
Mom and Dad

Brian Cocehi
Mom and Dad love you and wish you a great future

Amber Joy Drea
Amber,
Never forget that we will always love you. We are very proud of you ... for what you have become as a woman; and a student. Please stay strong, smart, and have fun with your life.
Love Dad, Kim and Olivia
Amber Joy,
I'm so proud of you! Remember, as you grow and learn, hurt and heal, laugh and cry, I am always near by. I love you ... you are very special to me. BE HAPPY!
Love, Mom
Matthew Levitas

We always knew you were:

A great conversationalist

A lover of great literature

And

Had an inner drive to succeed

We're so proud of you and we love you so much.

Mom, Dad, and Josh
Remo Croce

Remember the Past. Treasure the Present. Look to the Future.
All our love,
Mom, Dad, Sarah, and Sam

Zach Smith

May your hands always be busy,
May your feet always be swift,
May you have a strong foundation
When the winds of change shift.
May your heart always be joyful,
May your song always be sung,
May you stay forever young.
-Bob Dylan
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Dara
Steven Harris Black

Congratulations!
Super Steve!
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Sue

Lauren Meredith Petrella

You have grown into a beautiful and talented young woman. We are so proud of your accomplishments and your entrance into college. We are blessed to have you as a daughter and sister.
Love,
Mom, Liz and Preshie
Kathy Mendoza

Don't ever give up your dreams and never leave them behind.
Find them; make them yours, and all-through your life,
Cherish them and never let them go.
For fate exist but can only take you so far because once your there,
Its up to you to make it happen.
But remember, take one day at a time.
Don't look back and grieve over the past for its gone.
And don't be troubled about the future for it has not come yet.
Live in the present and make is so beautiful to be worth looking back on.

Love, Mom, Dad, and Marc
Keri Gottron

WHAT'S HAPPENING now are the FACTS OF LIFE. You move on to a DIFFERENT WORLD with the WONDER YEARS ahead. Your FULL HOUSE of a strong FAMILY TIES proves that FAMILY MATTERS. If someone says, "YOU CAN'T DO THAT ON TELEVISION," Prove them wrong for WHO'S THE BOSS of your destiny? YOU! Although DIFFERENT STROKES may provoke GROWING PAINS, you will always be SAVED BY THE BELL. CHEERS to you, our SMALL WONDER. We love you and are very proud of the lovely young women you have become.

Mom and Erika

Irina Paritsky

Dear Irina,

Congratulations! We are infinitely proud of you. You are the smartest and most beautiful daughter in the world. You will always be our baby girl. May your future be filled with sunshine and success.

Mom and Dad

Laura Traina

Laura,

Here's to the future. Love always,

Mom and Dad
Boris Smojver
Congratuations Boris!
We love you very much. We hope all your dreams and wishes come true. May the future bring you success in all that you do. We’ll miss you next year.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Mark

Kevin O’Dowd
Kevin-
We’ve been happy and proud as we’ve watched you grow from our quiet little boy into a confident and responsible young man. As the adventure of your life continues, be sure to use your head and your heart, and remember that we’ll love you and be there for you forever.
Christie Marie Kelly

Ribbons and bows and ruffle and lace
You captured our hearts with your sweet baby face

God blessed us with a little girl so pink and pretty
When she learned to talk she called herself “Dottie”

She’s on her way now, leaving the nest
She does her own thing, not like the rest

God blessed you always Christie!

Love,
Mom, Dad, and Bonnie.
Shannon Fontanilla
There are ambitions you have not fulfilled, dreams you have not realized, goals you have not yet to achieve and roads you still have to discover. Do not stop. Keep on going. We are behind you all the way. Love,
Mom, Dad, Marian, and Jasmin

Aaron Berger
Dreaming of computers, thinking about computers, running to the computer ... WHERE'S THE COMPUTER?!

Mark Marchione
Congratulations Mark, Know where you are going and don't forget where you have been. We're very proud of you. 
Love,
Mom, Dad, Charles, and Janna
Mary Marett
It's so wonderful the way you have the ability to make
people laugh everyday!
You could never imagine how many times you have
amazed me with
your talents!
You are truly my blessing from God and the light of my
life.
I am so proud that whatever fantastic things you'll do,
you'll be doing as my
daughter!
You will always be in my heart, you will always
be my mare-zee-dotes, you will always
be my baby.
I love you more!
Mom
Matt Alpert

You will always be our shining star.
The sky’s the limit.

Love,
Mom, Dad and Dude
Ethan Dennis
Congratulations to Ethan!
Mom, Dad, Andy

David Benjamini
David,
Always follow your dreams.
Mom, Dad, and Tracey

Kara Vasquez
Congratulations!
We are so proud of the person you are. We love you so much.
Love Always,
Mom and Dad XOXO

Ariella Bar-on
Those who bring on shine to the lives of others cannot keep it from themselves. Go light up the world!
All our love
Mom, Dad, Ilana, Tal and Hercules
Melissa B. Osorio

May you carry your strengths through life’s journeys. May you find happiness, success and joy in all of your endeavors. You will enrich all that you touch. You are incredible - we love you and are so, so proud.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Megan, and Matthew
Cathrine Marie Sweigart

Thank you Katie for the love, laughter and happiness you have brought into our lives. May your life be filled with dreams come true and joy beyond your wildest expectations! Keep smiling.

XO XO XO!

Love Always,
Mom, Dad, Sam, and Brittany
best friends

Katie Myers, Andera Slutsky, Darien Klarman, and Katie Stewart

Kate Wojcik and Sarah Parisi

Mary Marett, Bernadette DeSimone, and Trina Bass
Flora Tkachuk and Alisa Michnik

Kristin Brammell and Liz Hunter

Truly great friends are hard to find, difficult to leave, and impossible to forget.

Butch Beri and Kurt Kremstein

Ashley Iannacorie and Christie Kelly
Piglet sidled up behind Pooh.
"Pooh," he whispered.
"Yes, Piglet?"
"Nothing," said Piglet,
Taking Pooh’s paw
“I just wanted to be sure of you.”
By AA Mine

Crystal Swander, Pamela Dougherty, Meghna Desai, Shannon Gessner, and Ashley Sikorski
Katie Myers and Andrea Slutsky

Amanda Fredericks and Chuck Stanfa

Lillian Horvitz and Melissa Osorio

Lindita Rufati and Anita Karpuzi

Lillian Horvitz and Beth Sanborn
Purple Patrons

Sherril and Alan Benjamini
Barry and Stephanie Berger and Family
Mrs. Carol Boswell
Mr. James Chesbro
Ginny Clerkin
The Cocchi Family
Dennis, Elaine, and Toby Davidow
The DeSantis Family
The DiGirolamo Family
Kathy Donahue Actors and Models
Susan Duffy
Chelsea Feast
Kathy Marrett-Feast
The Roger Graham Family
Dr. and Mrs. Steven Harley and Family
The Herrero Family
Mrs. Cheryl Melleby
Frann, Elizabeth and Lauren Petrella
Michelle and Kevin Pryor
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Reeves
Mrs. Jane Rickansrud
Mr. Schwesig
Alan and Gail Smeland
Boris D. Smojver
Miss Allison Staffin
Lorraine and Joseph Truitt

THE LIONS’ PRIDE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
THE GRADUATES OF THE CLASS OF 2001

WE WISH YOU A REWARDING AND HEALTHY FUTURE.

KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR HIGH SCHOOL ROOTS THROUGH THE LION’S PRIDE

TEL: (609) 663-8006 (EXT. 245)
WEBPAGE www.lionspride.com
Best of luck in all that you do, now and ever after!

From:
The Class of 2001
Government
CONGRATULATIONS GRADS

From the Lionhearts of 2002

THEATER WORKSHOP

Congratulates the CLASS OF 2001. From the Children’s shows to One-Acts, to the musicals. “ALL the World’s a stage.”
AEROSPACE SCIENCE INSTRUCTORS

Major Kevin B. Skelly, USAF (Retired) – Senior Aerospace Instructor (SASI)
Chief Master Sergeant Al Gargas, USAF (Retired) – Aerospace Science Instructor (ASI)

SKILLS MANY COMPANIES LOOK FOR

TEAMWORK

LEADERSHIP

PROBLEM SOLVING

PERSONAL/CAREER DEVELOPMENT

RESPECT

DISCIPLINE

INTERPERSONAL SKILLS

ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS

COMMUNICATION SKILLS

GOAL SETTING/MOTIVATIONS

CREATIVE THINKING

LISTENING

ARE FOUND IN OUR JUNIOR ROTC PROGRAM

*** THERE IS NO MILITARY OBLIGATION ***

GIVE US A CALL OR CHECK OUT OUR WEB PAGE AT

“http://www.chlive.org/home/NJ_781”

We build better and more productive citizens!
Pulmonary Associates of South Jersey, P.A.

KATHLEEN L. RYAN, M.D.  DOUGLAS J. COHEN, M.D.
IRA U. SMITH, M.D.  SCOTT B. CHELEMER, M.D.
FRANK TRUDO, M.D.

Larchmont Medical Center 1
Suite 206, 204 Ark Road
Mount Laurel, New Jersey 08054
(856) 778-4640
Fax 778-8862

Congratulations to the Class of 2001
Congratulations
Class of 2001

Reach for the stars
The Class of 2004

BEST OF LUCK
CLASS OF 2001

RAMPANT STAFF
2001

Congratulations Daniel Levy
And The
Class of 2001

Congratulations
Class of 2001

From the
2003
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 2001

From the Students and Staff of SHOP WEST
Autographs
Autographs
Accomplished Musicians 146
A-CHORD 82
AFJROTC 96-97
African American Culture Club 74
Aides 87-88
Asian Culture Club 75
Aspects 68
Baby Ads 236-273
Baseball 100-101
Best Friends 274-277
Bowling 133
Boys’ Basketball 128-129
Boys’ Soccer 120-121
Boys’ Tennis 106-107
Boys’ Volleyball 112-113
Broadway Night 156-157
Chamber Singers 145
Chansons 141
Cheerleading 118
Chess Club 76
Children’s Show 160-161
Color Guard 150
Community Service 84
Concert Choir 142
Cross Country 124
DECA 90
Faculty Talent Show 172-173
Faculty, Staff and Administration 11-27
Field Hockey 119
Football 116-117
Forensics 79
French Club 70
French Honor Society 70
Freshmen 28-39
Full Orchestra 155
Girl’s Basketball 130-131
Girl’s Soccer 122-123
Girl’s Tennis 108-109
Girls’ Volleyball 126-127
Golf 114-115
Greek Scholars 73
Hall of Fame 209
Homecoming 176-179
Ice Hockey 92-93
Italian Club 72
Jazz Ensemble 149
Juniors 49-59

Lacrosse 104-105
Latin Club 73
Latin Honor Society 73
Lions Roar 66
Marching Band 151
Men of Note 143
Mock Trial Teams 78
Mr. West 170-171
National Honor Society 212
Nature Defense 80
One Acts 166-167
Order of the Lion 213
PAVAS 214
Pit Orchestra 154
Poetry of Popular Music 85
Project Graduation 91
Rampant 64-65
Renaissance 67
Russian Club 90
School Store 77
Science Club 81
SECO 90
Senior Directory 216-233
Senior Government 210
Senior Portraits 182-208
SGO 89
Shop West 77
Softball 102-103
Sophomores 40-48
Spanish Club 71
Spanish Honor Society 71
Spring Musical 162-165
String Ensemble 153
Summer Scholars 211
Swimming 136-137
Symphonic Band 148
Talent Show 172-173
Theater Workshop 158
Thespian Society 159
Track and Field 108-111
Varsity Club 83
Visions 69
Vocal Workshop 140
West Singers 144
Wind Ensemble 147
Winter Track 132
Wrestling 134-135
Gas prices soar across Europe. Heavy taxation policies in France and England cause massive protests and transportation blockades. Both governments eventually promise relief.

The Millennium Bridge, a footbridge across the River Thames connecting London's St. Paul Cathedral with the Tate Modern Art Gallery, opens in June. It is the first bridge to be built over the Thames in 100 years.

Former KGB agent Vladimir Putin is sworn into office as Russia's new president in May 2000, succeeding long-time leader Boris Yeltsin. Despite fears of an authoritarian style, Putin's public approval ratings remain high.

Floods in Southeast Asia are caused by days of pounding rain. Millions are forced to leave their homes and more than a thousand people die in the region's worst flooding in decades.

President Clinton travels to Southeast Asia in November to help mend relations between the United States and Vietnam. He is the first U.S. president to visit Vietnam since the end of the war in 1975.

A cable car carrying skiers and snowboarders in Austria catches fire inside a tunnel, killing more than 150 people on board. It is the worst Alpine disaster in the country's history.

Yugoslav President Slobodan Milosevic is ousted from office in October, ending 13 years of violent rule. Vojislav Kostunica becomes Yugoslavia's first democratically elected president.

President Clinton makes a last-ditch effort to broker a Middle East peace deal before his term ends in January 2001 by drafting a plan for leaders of both Israel and Palestine to review. Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak and Palestinian Yasser Arafat agree to review Clinton's proposal, but no deal is signed before month's end.

A Singapore Airlines jumbo jet crashes during takeoff in Taiwan, killing 81 of the 179 people on board. In a blinding rainstorm the pilot uses the wrong runway and collides with construction equipment.

Australian street artists called "Strange Fruit" perform gravity-defying feats around the world. The performers float above the audience on 15-foot fiberglass poles.

Canada mourns the death of former Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, who served the country for nearly 16 years. Trudeau, who was 80, is remembered for his flamboyant style and his commitment to keeping Canada a single nation.
In August, the Russian nuclear submarine Kursk sinks to the bottom of the Barents Sea after an unexplained explosion. All 118 crew members are killed.

AIDS reaches epidemic proportions in southern Africa. Leaders and citizens throughout the world conduct a massive educational campaign on World AIDS Day December 1 to teach people about the disease that is killing 6,800 sub-Saharan Africans each day.

Uganda is struck by an occurrence of the deadly Ebola virus that is linked to more than 100 deaths. The outbreak is traced to a Gulu woman who died in September and whose body infected other people during the ritual cleansing of the dead.

In January 2001, a 7.9 magnitude earthquake devastates Gujarat in western India. The huge quake causes an estimated $3.5 billion in damages and kills more than 20,000 people.

In August, Somalia elects its first president in nine years. President Abdigasiin Salad Hassan promises to bring peace and economic recovery to the African nation.

Former Coca-Cola executive Vicente Fox, of the National Action Party, is elected president of Mexico in July, ending the Institutional Revolutionary Party’s 71-year reign.

More than 150 world leaders meet at the U.N. Millennium Summit in September to discuss war, poverty, disease and other global problems. The meeting is the largest gathering of world leaders in history.

The worst wave of Middle Eastern violence in years erupts between Israelis and Palestinians, leaving more than 350 dead. A visit by Israeli opposition leader Ariel Sharon to a Jerusalem holy site on September 28 is claimed to have sparked the fighting.

In July, an Air France Concorde supersonic jet catches fire and crashes outside Paris, killing 113 people. The crash is blamed on metal debris which punctured the tires and damaged the fuel tanks.

In August, two hundred North and South Koreans separated from family members since the 1950-1953 Korean war reunite in August. The four-day visits are a goodwill gesture by both countries’ leaders, who met for the first time in June.
The U.S. Senate passes the Permanent Normal Trade Relations bill in September to open up trade between the United States and China. The bill is expected to increase U.S. exports by $13 billion annually.

Ford

Firestone initiates the largest tire recall in history after dozens of rollover accidents appear to be caused by faulty treads. At least 148 deaths in the United States are linked to the defective tires, although other problems with sport utility vehicles are also under investigation.

In the worst forest fire season in 50 years, more than 20,000 firefighters battle blazes in the western United States. More than 80 major wildfires burn across 13 states, forcing hundreds of people to leave their homes.

Summer air travelers wait out some of the worst flight delays on record. Bad weather and heavy air traffic cause delays that reach a peak in June, when only 66% of the flights arrive on time.

Illegal downloading and missing computer tapes threaten the security of the Los Alamos nuclear weapons lab in New Mexico. Several workers at the lab are penalized for mishandling nuclear secrets.

The Women's Museum: An Institute for the Future opens in September in Dallas. The museum profiles 3,000 remarkable American women and features more than 20 interactive exhibits.

Many brands of taco shells and corn chips are pulled from store shelves and restaurants after a consumer group detects traces of genetically modified corn not approved for human consumption.

A wave of Internet startup companies, once the darlings of the online economy, file for bankruptcy after falling short of stockholders' earnings expectations. The NASDAQ stock exchange, where most dot-coms are traded, loses 39% of its value for the year.

Convicted of monopoly practices in the software industry, Microsoft Corporation is ordered by a federal district judge in June to break into two separate companies. Company chairman Bill Gates files for an appeal.

Millions of Californians go for hours without power in January 2001 as utility companies cut off electrical supply due to low reserves. The crisis, blamed on aging generating plants, deregulation, soaring wholesale prices and debt-ridden utilities, spurs other states to begin devising prevention plans.

The Oklahoma City National Memorial is unveiled in April 2000. The memorial is built to honor the 168 people who died in the 1995 bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building.
On December 4, 2000, the U.S. presidency remains in limbo as both Florida and New Mexico officials recount ballots to determine who will win their state's electoral votes. New Mexico goes to Gore. Ultimately, Bush wins Florida which gives him a narrow victory.

In the closest presidential election in more than 100 years, Republican George W. Bush of Texas beats Democrat Al Gore from Tennessee. The race isn't decided until 36 days after the popular election, when Florida's hotly contested 25 electoral votes are awarded to Bush.

On election night, several TV networks prematurely declare Al Gore the winner in Florida, only later to reverse themselves, twice. The fiasco confirms many Americans' distrust of polling and early "calling" of elections.

In one of his first duties as President-elect, George W. Bush nominates Colin Powell to be Secretary of State. The four-star Army General becomes the first African-American in history to serve in this role.

Chads, dimpled chads and butterfly ballots become common terms during the election as Florida officials assess voter intent. The confusion generates national discussion for uniform methods of voting.

The U.S. Supreme Court casts the deciding vote in the nation's election. The court ends the Gore-Bush legal battles in Florida by stopping all recounting, an action that effectively gives Bush victory.

In a fiery and highly publicized political battle, Hillary Rodham Clinton beats Republican Rick Lazio decisively to become senator from New York. She is the first first lady to be elected to public office.

Missouri Governor Mel Carnahan is elected to the Senate days after he dies in a November plane crash. His widow, Jean Carnahan, agrees to serve as senator in his place.

The Federal Trade Commission charges the film, recording and video-game industries with marketing violent and adult-rated materials to teens. The entertainment giants are requested to stop the practice or face legal intervention.

In October, the USS Cole is bombed while refueling in Yemen. A number of terrorist groups are suspected of the blast that kills 17 sailors and injures 39.
In August, a mile-wide patch of open water is spotted at the North Pole, dramatizing concerns about global warming.

Walkie-talkies make a comeback as an economical alternative to cell phones. The new generation talkies come in wild styles and have a range of two or more miles.

New photos of fiery streams of gas that can reach 300,000 miles high may explain why the sun's atmosphere is hotter than its surface.

In July, Stephen King shakes up the publishing world by releasing one of the first online books, *The Plant*. More than 150,000 copies are downloaded the first week at $1 per chapter.

In a Guatemalan jungle, archeologists uncover remains of an ancient Mayan palace. Bigger than two football fields, the palace is one of the largest ever discovered.

Internet appliances that provide surfing and e-mailing capabilities make their way to homes and schools. The devices offer less expensive Internet access to consumers without home computers.

In 2000, more than 200 animal species join the Iberian Lynx on the World Conservation Union's List of Threatened Species. Their addition brings the world total to 11,046 plants and animals having threatened status.

Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs) capable of calendar scheduling, note taking, e-mailing, phoning and Web browsing go mainstream in 2000. Competition among manufacturers heats up with Microsoft, BlackBerry, Palm and other brands vying for shares of the teen and business markets.

Paleontologists identify a new species of dinosaur from fossils found in northern Italy. The 26-foot-long, meat-eating *Saurolophus* is one of the world's oldest dinosaurs, dating back 200 million years.

Scientists are forced to rethink the traditional definitions of a star and planet when 18 massive planet-like bodies that don't revolve around a sun are discovered in the Sigma Orionis cluster.

Final touches are made to the International Space Station for its first residents. American astronaut Bill Shepherd and two Russian cosmonauts live on the space station for four months starting in November.
Wireless devices that send real-time personal messages between users become the latest communication craze. The “instant messages” can be typed, written or spoken, depending on the brand, and devices cost less than $100.

In 2000, both Honda and Toyota launch gas-electric hybrid cars. Operated by a battery-powered electric motor and a gas-run engine, the hybrids get up to 70 miles per gallon on the highway and release minimal emissions.

New internet domain names are created to lessen the load on the old .com standard. The new names, slated for use in mid-2001, include .info for general use, .biz for businesses, .name for individuals, and .pro for professionals.

Scientists complete a rough “map” of the genetic code that makes a person human. The map will aid in the detection and prevention of cancer and other illnesses.

PlanetPortal unveils the WebRemote, a remote built for use with the Internet. Users can surf their favorite sites at the touch of a button instead of keying addresses or scrolling a list of bookmarked pages.

Scientists discover an ancient standing lizard fossil in a German quarry, suggesting that dinosaurs may not have been the first creatures to walk upright.

The Hubble Space Telescope shows never-before-seen details of a “cosmic butterfly,” material ejected by a star in the later stages of its life.

Computer scientists at Brandeis University make a robot that can design and build other robots with minimal help from humans.

Apple Computer unveils its new G4 Cube computer in July. The 8-inch crystalline cube is commended for its small size, high speed, low noise level, touch-sensitive power activation and padless optical mouse.

Amtrak introduces the nation’s first high-speed train in November. The “Acela Express” travels up to 150 miles per hour and runs between Washington, D.C., New York and Boston, with other routes planned for coming years.
A new Web site, Customatix.com, lets users design their own sneakers. Starting from scratch or selecting a prefab model, users can pick everything from the colors and styling to the fabric and personalized logo at a cost of $80 to $95 a pair.

American Heritage, among other publishers, releases new dictionaries, capturing the language of our computer-savvy culture. “Dot-com,” “netiquette” and “cybersurfing” are among the new entries.

Pleather, a synthetic fabric that looks like leather, comes in an array of colors and prints and is popularized by celebrities like singer Christina Aguilera.

Techno pants, as functional as last year’s cargoes but with cleaner lines and nylon fabric, are popular with teens. They come in a variety of colors and feature zippered legs and pockets, toggles and nylon drawstrings.

Laser eye surgery becomes an increasingly accepted alternative to eyeglasses and contact lenses as the technology continues to improve.

FLASH

For the first time, females outnumber males in Internet use in the United States, representing 50.4% of the online population in 2000. Teenage girls are the fastest growing user segment.

The popularity of Apple Computer’s translucent berry-colored iMac sparks a wave of similarly colored cell phones, CD players, cameras, irons and other household appliances.

Wordstretch bracelets become a trendy accessory in Hollywood and around the nation. The multi-colored elastic bands come inscribed with “Call me,” “Money is overrated,” “Snap out of it” and other simple messages designed to spark conversation.

New prepaid credit cards and online credit lines are the latest high-tech means for parents to control their teens’ spending. Depending on the account, parents determine the spending limit or the online stores where the money can be spent and receive monthly statements of purchases made.

MH-18, billed as the first national lifestyle magazine for guys 13 to 18, hits newsstands in August. The Men's Health offshoot covers sports, fitness, school, relationships and issues teenage boys face growing up.
Flash

Message T-shirts become fashion statements among teen girls. "Foxy Lady," "Princess" and "Monkey Around" are just a few of the tongue-in-cheek logos that appear on the popular shirts.

By the end of 2000, an estimated 75% of U.S. universities offer courses online and more than 5.8 million students have logged on.

With the 2000 unemployment rate at a low of 4%, college students working as summer interns command wages up to $20 an hour, along with compensation packages, from high-tech and Internet companies.

A High-tech, fold-up metal versions of the old scooter are one of the year's hottest modes of transportation but also a leading cause of injury.

Companies like Estee Lauder, Origins, Hermes and Blistex begin to market products in portable single-use packets. Products include nail polish remover, scented wipes, hair conditioners and moisturizers.

Stick-on crystals and gems become popular fashion accessories for teen girls, accenting the face, neck and shoulders.

Mail-order clothing pioneer Lands' End introduces "scan wear." The technology captures customers' body measurements, and allows users to virtually "try on" clothing when ordering via the Internet.

"Personal TVs" by TiVs and ReplayTV allow users to control live TV by pausing or rewinding and to record their favorite shows without having to set a VCR timer or purchase videotapes.

Teen's involved in anti-smoking organizations such as The Truth and Target Market strike back at Big Tobacco for marketing to youths by launching their own in-your-face advertising campaigns targeting cigarette makers. The print and broadcast ads are sponsored by funds won from tobacco suit settlements.

Chrysler rolls out its 1930s retro car, the PT Cruiser, in spring 2000. The five-door "personal transportation" wagon is a hot seller, beating the popular Volkswagen New Beetle by two to one in the first month. It also wins Motor Trend magazine's 2001 Car of the Year.
The Millennium Force, the world's tallest and fastest roller coaster, opens in May 2000 at the Cedar Point amusement park in Sandusky, Ohio. The ride has a 300-foot drop and travels up to 92 miles per hour.

A new computer video game called "The Sims," which simulates the life of a suburban family, develops a fanatical following among teens. Players create the characters and guide them through building a house, furnishing it, finding a career and running a family in their pursuit of happiness.


Meet the Parents, starring Robert De Niro and Ben Stiller, opens in October. The movie wins Favorite Comedy Motion Picture at the People's Choice Awards, and De Niro earns a Golden Globe nomination.

In July, CBS launches "Big Brother," a reality-based show in which 10 people share living quarters for three months until all but one are voted out. Viewers can monitor contestants 24/7 on the show's Web site.

UPN's weekly series "WWF Smackdown!" starring professional wrestler The Rock is the network's most-watched show in 2000, with 7.3 million viewers.

In December, Cast Away is released, starring Tom Hanks as a crash victim stranded on a desert island for four years. For his nearly one-man performance, Hanks wins Best Actor at the Golden Globes.

The first big hit in 2001 is Save the Last Dance, which opens in January. The teen romance, starring Julia Stiles and Sean Patrick Thomas, earns close to $50 million in its first two weeks.

Pay It Forward, a movie based on the idea of performing random acts of kindness, opens in October starring Haley Joel Osment, Kevin Spacey and Helen Hunt.

Gamers camp outside electronics stores to secure the long-awaited Sony PlayStation 2, which goes on sale in October in limited quantities. The new version allows users to listen to CDs and watch DVD movies in addition to playing games.

Tom Cruise reprises his role as Ethan Hunt in the action sequel Mission: Impossible 2. The May release is summer's biggest box-office draw and 2000's second-highest grossing film, earning more than $215 million.
Popular television series prompt the introduction of board game versions. "Survivor" and "Who Wants To Be a Millionaire" lead the list of new releases.

**FLASH**

In November, illusionist David Blaine is encased in ice for 62 hours in New York's Times Square, assisted only with air and water tubes and a catheter. Blaine, who was seeking notoriety over national TV, survives the stunt but requires hospitalization.

Russell Crowe becomes a household name with the release of *Gladiator*. The epic film wins a Golden Globe Award for Best Drama as well as an acting nod for Crowe.

NBC's "Will & Grace" is one of television's 10 most watched shows in 2000. Actors Sean Hayes and Megan Mullally win Emmys for their roles as Jack and Karen.

Scary Movie, the Wayans brothers' spoof on horror movies, is among the year's 10 highest grossing films. The July release earns more than $157 million and is voted the Teen Choice Awards Movie of the Summer.

Fox's "Dark Angel" is voted Favorite New Television Dramatic Series at the 2001 People's Choice Awards. The series, set in the year 2019, explores the life of a genetically enhanced heroine named Max.

In July, Wolverine, Cyclops, Storm and other super-powerful comic book characters are brought to life in *X-Men*. The movie grosses over $157 million, one of the year's 10 biggest box-office draws.

"Charlie's Angels," based on the popular '70s TV series, is one of the top 20 box-office draws in 2000. The movie, starring director Drew Barrymore, Cameron Diaz and Lucy Liu, earns $40 million its opening week in November and grosses more than $123 million during its run.

The year's hottest TV show is CBS's "Survivor," in which 16 contestants compete for a million dollars by surviving on a tropical island for 93 days. More than 51 million viewers tune in for the final episode. Based on its success, CBS launches a second "Survivor" series in January 2001 set in the Australian Outback.
In response to the growing interest in Latin music, CBS airs the "1st Annual Latin Grammy Awards" in September. The show is the first primetime network Spanish language telecast on American TV and draws 7.5 million viewers.

'N Sync's No Strings Attached becomes the top-selling album of 2000 with 9 million units sold. The lead single "Bye Bye Bye" wins three MTV awards and receives a Grammy nomination for Record of the Year.

Pop star Björk wins MTV's Breakthrough Video Award for "All Is Full of Love." The Icelandic newcomer is also nominated for a Golden Globe and a Grammy for her music in Dancer in the Dark.

Macy Gray wins MTV's Best New Artist in a Video award for her hit single "I Try." Gray is also nominated for three Grammys.

Lee Ann Womack wins the Country Music Association's award for Best Single with "I Hope You Dance." Womack also receives several Grammy nominations.

FLASH

Madonna scores a record-setting 12th No. 1 single with the release of "Music." In December, she weds director Guy Ritchie in a Scottish castle.


New brands and styles of portable MP3 players inundate the market in 2000. The new-generation devices store and play digital music from the Internet and feature more playing time than their predecessors.

Creed, with lead singer Scott Stapp, proves to be one of 2000's hottest rock bands, with their singles "Higher" and "With Arms Wide Open" hitting the top 5 on Billboard's Hot 100 singles list. The group wins American Music Association's Favorite Alternative Artist and Favorite Pop/Rock Album.
FLASH

The Beatles begin 2001 atop the Billboard album chart with the album "1." The CD sells more than 5 million copies over the holiday season.

Sisqo, a member of the R&B band Dru Hill, goes solo in 2000. The singer tops the singles chart with "Incomplete" and "Thong Song" and takes home awards from Billboard and the American Music Association.

MTV's "Total Request Live," which allows viewers to vote for their favorite music videos, continues to gain popularity. Host Carson Daly becomes one of the year's best-known faces.

Destiny's Child achieves three back-to-back No. 1 singles in 2000, making the band Billboard's Top Pop Artist of 2000. The group is nominated for five Grammys, four for the single "Say My Name."

Faith Hill and Tim McGraw perform to sellout crowds on their Soul 2 Soul tour. Hill and McGraw win the Country Music Association's Female and Male Vocalist of the Year, making them the first couple to win in the same year.

Pink is one of the year's top new artists. Her debut album, Can't Take Me Home, sells 2 million copies, and two of her songs are Top 10 hits.

Rock music dominates the music charts and award shows in 2000. Groups including Matchbox Twenty, Vertical Horizon, and 3 Doors Down top both rock and pop singles charts with their respective singles "Bent," "Everything You Want," and "Kryptonite."

Baha Men's hit song "Who Let the Dogs Out" reaches anthem status at sports stadiums across the country. The song also wins a Grammy nomination for Best Dance Recording.

Opening week sales records are shattered in 2000 with benchmarks set for the number of albums sold. Britney Spears' "D...i Did It Again," Eminem's "The Marshall Mathers LP," Limp Bizkit's "Chocolate Starfish and the Hot Dog Flavored Water" and Backstreet Boys' "Black & Blue" all break the million-unit mark.

Napster loses several court battles with the recording industry over copyright infringement. The popular online music sharing service, with over 60 million users, faces shut-down unless it can create a new business formula that satisfies the major recording labels.

Rock music dominates the music charts and award shows in 2000. Groups including Matchbox Twenty, Vertical Horizon, and 3 Doors Down top both rock and pop singles charts with their respective singles "Bent," "Everything You Want," and "Kryptonite."
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**SPORTS**

- American Marion Jones, 24, becomes the first woman to win five track and field medals in a single Olympic Games at the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney. Jones wins the 100- and 200-meter sprints and the 4x400 relay, and finishes third in both the 4x100 relay and long jump.

- The New York Yankees defeat the New York Mets four games to one in the first “Subway Series” since 1956. It is the Yankees’ third straight World Series win and their 26th overall.

- Tiger Woods, 24, wins three of golf’s four major tournaments to become the youngest player to win a career grand slam. Woods also breaks the earnings record for a single year with winnings of more than $9 million.

- Flash

  - Bobby Labonte wins the 2000 NASCAR Winston Cup, his first after eight years on the circuit. Labonte and his brother Terry, winner of two previous Winston Cups, are the first brothers to win titles.

  - The Houston Comets beat the New York Liberty to win the 2000 WNBA championship. The win is Houston’s fourth in a row, and star Cynthia Cooper is named the finals MVP.

  - In the 2001 Orange Bowl, the underdog Oklahoma Sooners defeat the Florida State Seminoles 13-2 to win the National Championship. It is Oklahoma’s first title in 15 years.

  - Australian Karrie Webb is named the LPGA’s Player of the Year for the second time in a row. Webb wins seven titles in 2000, including the U.S. Women’s Open in July, and sets an earnings record of $1.8 million.

- Venus Williams dominates women’s tennis. The 20-year-old has a 35-match winning streak, which includes the titles at Wimbledon and the U.S. Open as well as an Olympic gold medal.

- With a win against the University of Dayton in September, Yale becomes the first college team to win 800 football games.

- In January 2001, after a three-year hiatus, legendary Mario Lemieux returns to play for the Pittsburgh Penguins, the hockey team he now part-owns. Lemieux becomes the first owner/player in the history of the NHL.

- Cyclist Lance Armstrong wins his second consecutive Tour de France in July. Armstrong, a cancer survivor, also writes his autobiography It’s Not About the Bike: My Journey Back to Life.
The Los Angeles Lakers win the NBA championship, the franchise's first in 12 years. The Lakers beat the Indiana Pacers in game six of the finals. Center Shaquille O'Neal is named MVP.

In June, the New Jersey Devils win their second Stanley Cup in six seasons by defeating defending champion Dallas Stars four games to two in the finals. Scott Stevens wins the Conn Smythe Trophy for postseason MVP.

Laura Wilkinson overcomes three broken toes to win the women's 10-meter platform diving competition. Wilkinson is the first American woman to earn the gold in this Olympic event since 1964.

In a huge upset, American Greco-Roman wrestler Rulon Gardner defeats Russian legend Alexander Karelin for the gold in the super heavyweight class. The loss is Karelin's first in 13 years.

American swimmer Misty Hyman beats out heavily favored Susie O'Neill of Australia to win the 200-meter butterfly. Hyman's winning time of 2:05.18 is an Olympic record.

American runner Michael Johnson makes history by winning the 400-meter run for an unprecedented second time in a row at the Olympics. Alvin Harrison, also from the United States, wins the silver medal.

The Baltimore Ravens beat the New York Giants 34-7 in Super Bowl XXXV for their first NFL title. Ray Lewis of Baltimore's highly touted defense is named MVP of the game.

Cathy Freeman carries the Olympic torch at the opening ceremonies of the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney. Freeman goes on to win the 400-meter dash, becoming the first Aboriginal Australian to earn an individual Olympic gold medal.

The racing world is stunned when NASCAR legend Dale Earnhardt Sr., a seven-time Winston Cup champion, is killed on the last lap of the Daytona 500 in February 2001. NASCAR does not retire numbers, but car owner Richard Childress said he will never again race Earnhardt's black No. 3 car.

Xtreme Football debuts in February 2001. The game combines conventional football rules with some of the mayhem of professional wrestling. Eight teams play in the league's first season.
Comedian Dennis Miller debuts as co-announcer on ABC's "Monday Night Football." Miller's offbeat humor gets a mixed reaction from fans, and the series earns some of the lowest ratings in its 31-year history.

To observe society and learn about himself, New Jersey native Brett Banke, 18, takes a one-year vow of silence. He communicates by e-mail, facial expressions and business cards.

Runner Marla Runyan, who is legally blind, becomes the first U.S. Paralympian to compete in the Olympics. Runyan places 8th in the 1,500-meter run at the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney, Australia.

England celebrates the 100th birthday of the Queen Mum, mother of Queen Elizabeth, in August. The beloved Mum becomes the oldest living royal in the history of the British Monarchy.

In honor of the late cartoonist Charles M. Schulz, 101 fibreglass Snoopy statues—each in a theme wardrobe—are displayed in Schulz's hometown of St. Paul. Several are auctioned off in October to raise money for aspiring cartoonists.

FLASH

Video gamer Josh Griffith, 17, starts a business filling in for other gamers involved in an online roleplaying game called "Ashore's Call." Players are required to put in hours of game time to keep their online characters powerful. Busy executives pay Griffith up to $40 an hour to play for them.

After a record 3,545 wins and $21 million in earnings during her 19-year career, jockey Julie Krone becomes the first woman inducted into the National Racing Hall of Fame.

Fred Rogers, host of the children's PBS show "Mister Rogers' Neighborhood," announces he will tie his tennis shoes for the last time, when his final new episode airs in August 2001. Rogers will continue to work on Web sites, books and special museum projects.

In October, Slovenian climber Davo Karnicar becomes the first person to ski down Mount Everest. Karnicar's two-mile descent down the world's highest mountain takes five hours.

Controversial Indiana University basketball coach Bob Knight is fired in September after allegedly violating a University-imposed code of conduct. During his 29 years at Indiana, Knight was often criticized for temper outbursts. His dismissal provokes student protest demonstrations.